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unity pride 
The new!,paper for the . lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender community of Maine and New Hampshire. 
VOL. 2, Number 10 
Carolyn Cosby's call for "civil 
debate" is subject to question 
Carolyn Cosby attempts 
to retain control 
of her "movement" 
by Brllt'e Balbon6 
In a March 30, 1995 press release, 
Carolyn Cosby, leader of Concerned 
Maine Families (CMF), laid out the 
conditions of involvement that other 
organizations will have to meet if they 
want to publicly support "the CMF ref-
erendum." Cosby is responding to a 
call by the Christian Civic League of 
Maine for a broad-based coalition of 
groups to work for state acceptance of 
the anti-equal rights, CMF-sponsored 
referendum. 
"Have a great day, 
Punch out a gay!" · 
-- Jonathan Malmude 
CMF Board of Advisors 
Professor, St. Joseph's College 
Imtead of seeing help in this call, 
Cosby sees a power struggle. She 
wants to retain control of these efforts. 
Paul Volle kicked her out of the Chris-
tian Coalition because of her bullying 
ways and now that the anti-equal rights 
amendment may go to the voters Cosby 
is desperately trying to run the show. 
She does so however as the puppet of 
Bruce Fein, Virginia lawyer and Tony 
Marco, Colorado's radical Christian 
leader. 
In correspondence to the Chris-
tian Civic League, Cosby has insisted 
that the efforts to deny equal rights to 
homosexuals be led by her, and her 
alone. In a letter dated 12/13194 Cosby 
writes. "As I discussed with Mike 
(Mite Heath, Executive Director of the 
Clttistian Civic League) earlier today, 
CCT.'s participation to an extent that 
See CONTROL, page 5 
Power stniggle emerges amongst 
Maine's radical right groups 
Volle calls Cosby "belligerent" and says anti-equal rights 
referendum Is uncomtitutional 
by Bruce Balbool, Managing Edjtor 
Following are two interviews, one 
with Paul Volle, leader of the Olmtian 
Coalition in Maine and the other with 
Mike Heath, Executive Director of the 
Christian Civic League (CCT.) of Maine. 
Carolyn Cosby, leader of Concerned 
Maine Families (CMF) did not respond 
to the Community Pride Reporter's 
(CPR) efforts to obtain comment from 
her. 
CPR: What degree of involvement 
does your organization (Cllristian Coa-
lition) have with Concerned Maine . 
Families (CMF), its leader, Carolyn 
Cosby, and their referendum against 
equal rights? 
VOLLE: None whatsoever. 
CPR: Why is that? 
VOLLE: Well, the issue at hand . 
here is a constitutional issue. Our orga-
nization believes that the referendum i.! 
the wrong way to go because the refer-
endum, in our opinion, will be unco~ 
stibltional because it's trying to limit the 
state constitution by statutory action. In 
other word.1, what appears to be hawen-
ing from the referendum is that the ref-
erendum is trying to put a muzzle on 
the state legislature from doing its job, 
that it's constitutionally mandated to do. 
No matter how you feel about an issue . 
.. the end doesn't justify the mearu. 
CPR: Aside from Cosby's ap-
proach do you agree with her purpose? 
VOLLE: Well, I agree that there 
should not be special rights for a num-
ber of what are called 'minority groups.• 
I think everybody is equal under the law. 
There's so many things that we could 
say need special attention .. .I'm not so 
sure thal we need special rights for fe-
See POWER STRUGGLE, page 6 
Plloto by Stadlo 101, EYerett Horr 
Nan Goldin, New York photographer, presenJs check to the Editors of CPR. 
Nan did a slide/lectw-e aJ the Maine College of Art, April 13. Nan donated 
her entire honorarium to support our woric. See Artist Profile, page 17. 
Su7Jlllne Westenhoefer 
Speaks Out 
by Skip Brushaber 
I recently spoke on the phone with 
comedian Suzanne Westenhoefer while 
she was fogged in at the Detroit airport. 
Westenhoefer is a nationally known les-
bian stand-up comic who has appeared 
on HBO, A & E, Geraldo, Joan Rivers, 
The Comedy Channel, etc. She will be 
appearing at Jonathan's in Ogunquit on 
May 12,1995. 
See SUZANNE SPEAKS, ~e 24 
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Maine Won't Discriminate 
Chapter contacts & meeting times 
Aroostook County: 
POBox853 
Caribou, ME 04736 
Dick Harrison-207/896-5726 
Bangor: 
POBox963 
Bangor, ME 04402 
Jim Martin-207/990-3420 
Meetings: 1st Sunday, 4-6 PM 
359 Main St, Bangor 
Biddeford: 
12 Fortune Rocks Rd. 
Biddeford, ME 04005 
Barry Hom-207/286-3718 
Meeting: April 25, 6:30 PM 
UNE-Marcil Hall, Rm 216 
Brunswick/Bath: 
POBox245 
Brunswick, ME 04011 
Punnie Edgerton-207n29-4930 
Tina Pbillips-207n29-4930 
Capitol Area: 
Maple Hill Farms 
RR#l, Box 1175 
Hallowell, ME 04347 
Scott Cowger-207/622-2708 
Cheryl Ring-207/26-0818 
Meetings: 6:30 PM,Apr.26, 
May 10 & 25, at Maple Hill 
Hancock County: 
POBox373 
Ellsworth, ME 04605 
Peter Rees-207/667-2358 
Ruth Blackbum-207/276-0503 
Meetings: 3rd Sunday, 4:00 PM 
UU Church, Bucksport Rd. 
Kennebunk: Brand New! 
Interim Contact: 
Kate Perkins-207/985-2784 
Meeting: first Parish Church 
Main St., Kennebunk 
May 1 at 7:00 PM 
Lewiston: 
2 Canal Street 
Lewiston, ME 04240 
Roland Blais-207 n84-225 l 
Lincoln County (Wiscasset): 
Oarks Cove Road 
Walpole, ME 04573 
Tom Gould-207/563-2269 
Midcoast: 
PO Box622 
Rockland, ME 04841 
Dorothy Meriweather-
207 /594-7873 
Portland: 
PO Box 8124 
Portland, ME 04104 
Steve Addario/Jessica Maurer 
201n61-1788 
Meetings: 6 :30 PM-
Every other Monday 
St. Luke's Cathedral, 143 State St. 
April 24, May 8, May 22 
Ogunquit: 
PO Box 2250 
Ogunquit, ME 03907 
John Cavaretta-207/646-2122 
Southwest: 
Box 6542, RR #2 
Hiram, ME 04041 
Janice Campbell-207/625-3689 
Waldo County: 
7 Congress Street 
Belfast, ME 04915 
Cary Leah Macleod 
207/338-4194 
Washington County: 
RR# 1, Box 177 
Millbridge, ME 04658 
Betty Deniston-207 /546-2007 
Tom-207/546-7503 
Waterville/Oakland: 
RR #3, Box 2299 
Oakland, ME 04963 
Diane Campbell-207/465-75?4 . 
Western Maine: 
62 High Street 
Farmington, ME 04938 
Gay/Straight Peoples' Alliance 
201 n18-7380 
Campaign Manager: Amy Pritchard, 1-800-761-1788 
PO Box 11061, Portland Maine 04104 
Scott Erik 
·RICHARD 
"Young people need a voice in their schools. Scott 
Erik Richard will stand up for the rights of students," 
--Alan Steams 
VOTE -- May 2nd 
Paid for by ScoC1 Erik RidWd for Scllool Cmnmiuee, 45 DoaiDCS- Purtland, MIine, 0410 I 
Maine Won't Discriminate: Chapter Update -
by Malcolm Smith, Staff Reporter 
With the anti-gay/anti-civil rights 
referendum question less than seven 
months away, the number of chapters of 
Maine Won't Discriminate has grown to 
17. Olapters that organized early, such 
as Hancock County, Bangor and Port-
lan~. are well on their way, while the 
more recently formed chapters are dili-
gently working to get up to speed. I re-
cently spoke with chapter contact per-
sons to get a feel for where each chapter 
is and what their neem are. Not surpris-
ingly, all chapters expressed a need for 
volunteers and funds. 
Jeanine Crockett gf Bangor is look-
ing or either low-cost or donated office 
space. She said the chapter has formed 
a religion committee for outreach to tlle 
religious community. 
In Biddeford, chapter contact, 
Barry Hom says he is looking forward 
to coalition building in his area, having 
new members join and getting to work. 
Punnie &tgerton of the Bru.mwick/ 
Bath chapter credits the politically ac-
tive people of the area for the current 
success of the chapter. With over 400 
members, &tgerton says, ''I'm really 
thrilled with the turnout." Many chap-
ter members were active in nuclear and 
other referendums. 'They just jump 
right in- it's fabulous," she said. Prof-
itable house party gatherings have al-
ready been hosted. 
"I think our chapter is doing splen-
did," Oleryl Ring s~d of the Capitol 
Area MWD chapter. Ring is the co-fa-
_cilitator. There is much work to be done, 
according to Ring, but the volunteers 
have be.en quick to share in the work. 
She urged people who wished not to get 
physically involved to at least pull out 
their checkbooks. 
Hancock County contact, Peter 
Rees responded "Boomingly" of the 
progress of that chapter's work. Mem-
bership is around 150 and new members 
are joining all the time. House parties 
are set to begin soon with additional fund 
raising plans being pursued. Rees cred-
its a good mix of volunteers for creating 
the feeling of a safe space at meetings 
where both gay and straight are able to 
communicate openly. He says this is lib-
erating for all members. 
Tom Gould of the Lincoln County 
chapter urges people to get involved in 
this relatively new chapter. Current 
members are optimistic about the future 
of this chapter. 
Mid-Coast chapter contact, Dor-
othy Meriweather, reports a mailing list 
of 400 with the groups focus on outreach 
and fund raising at this time. 
The Ogunquit chapter faces a chal-
lenge with the media of its coverage 
area. According to organizer John 
Cavaretta, because people get their in-
formation from so many places, there is 
not one clear place to advertise. In ad-
dition, some resident,; are seasonal, with 
many still out of state. He said current 
members are getting to know each other 
and are working to create an educational 
network to get the group's mess~e out 
to the community. 
Janice Campbell of the Southwest-
ern Maine chapter reports success work-
ing with former/current peace-move-
ment members, as her group of 20-25 
continues to grow. She plans to ap-
proach local businesses, asking them to 
display symbols of support. 
Carey Leah MacLeodofthe Waldo 
County chapter welcomes new volun-
teers to th~e already working for the 
Belfast-based chapter. She discussed 
fund raising ideas, such as theater par-
ties and dances, along with doing door-
to-door campaigning and educational 
pieces . The people of the Belfast area 
are fair, said MacLeod, but the level of 
misinformation is high. She indicated 
that the decision not to introduce an 
equal rights bill this session may have 
fueled volunteers. 
Betty Deniston says the Washing-
ton County chapter is trying to organize 
enough meetings to bridge the spread out 
geographical area in their county. This 
is a problem for many of the MWD 
chapters. Meetings are attended by both 
gay and straight who are all aware of the 
far-reaching effects ~ this referendum. 
"Our members are growing by leaps and 
bounds," said Deniston. 
When I spoke to Diane Campbell 
of the Waterville/Oakland chapter, she 
told me that her group is still organiz-
ing. They have held one fund raiser, and 
have plaru for house parties. The thrust 
of this groups work will be community 
coalition building, talking to clergy, the 
chamber of commerce and civic lead-
ers. '-There's a real ground-swell start-
ing to happen." said Campbell. 
Amy Pritchard, Campaign Man-
ager of Maine Won't Discriminate, said 
· that the work of the State Headquarters 
is setting up physical space and work-
ing with the individual chapters. She 
summed up the feelings of many of the 
chapters that the group has come to-
gether and can now get on with its work. 
Re-elect 
JOHN McDONOUGH 
Portland City Council 
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Portland City Council elect'ions - May 2 
by Bruce Balboni 
There are seven candidate.\ for two, 
at-large City Council seals in this year 's 
municipal elections. They are Dan Fos-
ta, John McDonough, Tony Holt, Peter 
Rickett, Bruce Webber, Keri Lord and 
PaulaAgopian. McDonough and Lord 
are the incumbents, both are on the Pub-
lic Safety Committee. 
There are three candidates for the 
one seal up for grabs in District 3 (USM 
area). They are Nan Sawyer, Tom Kane 
and Patricia Bernard. Though these elec-
tions are supposed to be non-partisan, 
every candidate indicated their party af-
filiation to CPR during wid~ranging 
interviews. They're all Democrats, ex-
cept Peter Rickett who is a registered 
Republican. and Bruce Webber who is a 
Green. 
All the candidates indicated that 
they supported Portland's equal rights 
ordinance which bans discrimination in 
Portland in housing, credit, employment 
and public accommodation. However, 
one of the candidates expressed luk~ 
warm support and another said that she 
voted against the ordinance when it went 
to referendum. Peter Rickett said he 
supported the ordinance but thought it 
was unfortunate that we had to have it. 
In reference to Concerned Maine 
Families' (CMF) anti-equal rights ref-
erendum Rickett said, "I can see both 
sides of the issue. Fundamentally, I'm 
Tom Kane 
against making lists. Unfortunately. we 
started making them years ago and once 
you start them it's very hard to get away 
from them. I'd rather just have a sys-
tem that said we're not going to tolerate 
discrimination anywhere in any form. 
but that doesn't seem to be a legal real-
ity." 
I suggested to Rickett that there 
seemed to be a contradiction between his 
statement supporting Portland's equal 
rights ordinance and his statement that 
he saw the point for CMF's referendum. 
I told him that if the referendum passes 
the ordinance is gone. 
Rickett replied, "That's why I can 
see their point in what they're doing with 
the referendum, but at this point in time 
I do not back it. I feel that there is a 
need for the laws that are on the boob. 
I don'tlike that they are there. It's un-
fommate that there are lists became l.i5ts 
keep going, which is not a good way to 
run a country or to run a city." Despite 
these beliefs, Rickett said he would sup-
port the pa.uage of a ~wide equal 
rights law in the legislablre. 
Patricia Bernard, who is running 
agairut Nan Sawyer and Tom Kane in 
Diruict 3 said, "I didn't vote for the or-
dinance when it went to a vote because 
in your public arguments you didn't go 
beyond proving that you had problems 
being victimized. I don't care that it 
passed, but our judicial system i..s so 
weird that I fear they'll take that ordi-
nance and use it to sanction abuse 
agairut rape victims and children, that's 
my only problem with it." 
I asked her if she supported CMF's 
referendum to deny equal rights to gays 
and lesbians. She replied, 'Tm neutral 
on it. I'm not homophobic, but I fear it 
will fractionize (sic) the people. I wish 
you guys had just stood up and said, 'We 
will not be a victim and the laws are 
made for everybody,' and I would feel 
better if you had gone that way irutead 
of a special gay rights referendum." 
Somewhat surprised, I informed 
her that this 'special gay rights referen-
dum' was put forth by Concerned Maine 
Families (CMF) not by gays and lesbi-
ans. She said, "I realize that." A!ked if 
she supported a state-wide equal rights 
law, she said, "I don't feel there should 
be any disaimination on sexual prefer-
ence, but I don't get why you need this." 
All the cmdidates agree parking, 
particularly on the penimula, is a prob-
lem. Bruce Webber suggested encour-
aging people to use bicycles. He said 
he wanted to improve public trarupor-
tation and mate it more appealing by 
building bu.1 shelters. He said the shel-
ters could be paid for by selling adver-
tising in them and went on to urge the 
use of electric bu.1ses and electric taxis . 
I asked the candidates what their 
position was on late night entertainment 
spots for the under-21 crowd. They all 
See COUNCIL, pG1e 4 
Nan Sawyer 
Dan Foster 
for 
CITY COUNCIL 
Nationwide we're seeing a trend toward less government - less 
involvement in our lives, less needless regulation. We can do the 
same in Portland too. City government doesn't need to be control-
ling. City government should be a helper and supporter of it's citi-
zens, the taxpayers. As city councilor I'll work toward this goal. 
My Goals as City councilor 
would Be: 
• To encourage new business and industry with less 
regulation. 
• To be an enemy of wasteful spending. 
• To lessen city involvement where it is not needed 
• To encourage new ideas for solving the continued 
parking problems of the city. 
• To expect that taxpayers are receiving excellent ser-
vices for their money. 
Dan Foster Is: 
A Democrat - socially liberal, fiscally conservative. 
A community and political volunteer. 
Director of Food Service, Woodford · Park 
Healthcare and Rehabilitation Center in Portland. 
Adjunct faculty member, Southern Maine Tech-
nical College. 
A resident of 29 Morning Street on Munjoy Hill. 
For a ride to the Polls call 874-0944 
Paid for and authorized by "Dan Foster for City Council," Mark J. Doody, Treasurer 
29 Morning Street, Ponland, Maine 04101 • Telephone (207) 874-0944 
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Tony Holt 
·than others. Tony Holt said, "Strange 
question - it is there and there is no 
constitutional way to prevent it from 
being there. I'm an attorney and I'm a 
strong first amendment kind of attorney, 
and !,think that the first amendment pro-
. tects establishments like that, and if you 
don't like what goes on there, then don't 
go." 
Dan Foster suggested. "Yes, they 
should be allowed to operate. What's 
happening is direct haraMment .. . when 
they start making up all these new laws, 
they 're targeting them specifically." 
CITY COUNCIL, fro• page 3 
agreed that there should be such places, 
though they differed on the details. John 
McDonough said, "I support a place for 
underage citizens to go and dance and 
have a good time. I have a problem with 
the late night hours - 3, 4 o ' cloclc in 
the morning. I think that's disruptive to 
the residents who live around those 
places, particularly Congress Square. 
The Colll)cil 's Public Safety Committee 
has listened to testimony on that and 
debated it at length, so my personal feel-
ing on that is that when it gets to be 1 
am people,should go home. People who 
are out at 2 or 3 o 'cloclc in the morning 
ought to be home at that hour. A lot of 
my young friends would disagree with 
me, my own children would disagree 
have an organized place to go." PaulaAgopian added," I think it's 
bad that they're trying to shut them down 
when they are conforming to the zoning 
r~uirements al this point. I don 't think 
they have a foot to stand on. I'm not an 
advocate of that kind of entertainment. 
I'm not the type of person who would 
go there . . . al least al this point in my 
life I'm not ... and it never really ap-
pealed to me anyway. But that doesn ' t 
mean that other people don 't enjoy that 
kind of entertainment or need that kind 
of entertainment." 
with me." 
Tony Holt took a different view. 
He stated, "I'm really disappointed the 
city has taken the attitude it has towards 
restraining these kinds of activities for 
kids. As a city councilor, I will do my 
darnedest to change that approach and 
even encourage these kinds of activities 
for under 21 as long as drinking is not 
involved, and, of course it can't be be-
cause it 's illegal. I think it's a wonder-
ful idea. I have a 15 year-old son. I 
know what he's capable ofifhe doesn't 
PaulaAgopian said," I think there 
is a need for that, especially if its non-
alcoholic, as long as the kids are not 
being disruptive to the people who are 
abutting them. I don 't see it as a prob-
lem. I don't see a problem with a 3 am 
closing time as long as they 're not be-
ing disruptive. As far as I' m concerned 
they can stay open until 5 o ' cloclc in the 
morning, they can be open 24 hours a 
day. In Europe places don't close at 1 
o'clock. lltis is change and change is 
always hard to swallow." John McDonough said, "'Abso-
lutely. We've disc~ed that and I think 
that's a matter of choice. If you don't 
want to go to it, you don 't have to. I' ve 
never been in to Mark's as Mark's Show-
Asked about whether or not 
Mark's Showplace should be left alone 
the candidates pretty much agreed that 
it should be. Some were more emphatic 
"Comi11g of Age" The Maine Lesbian & G.i;,mm'r 
SYMPOSIUM X X I 
~1;une 1s fac111g •n .ruck b)· 1he nd1cal right III the form of a st•lewide referendum which. if passed by the 
,u1cr, 111 Su1cmb<,r, "Ill rc,lnCI lhe mil right, prulccuuns of Mamc's ouze11.> Our $und•y "Town Meeting" 
provides An uppurtu1111y IO di!>CUS> !ht ,1.iu, ul 1he campaign lu Jde•l tlus ballo1 quesuon. 
Your Symposium Hosts nus )'ear's Symposium sponsors •re the men and women of 
Northern Lamlxfa J\orJ, M•111e ·s oldest communuy-bascd organization for gay, lesbian, bisexual, and 
1ra11sgcndrrcJ 1><opk. nus 1s 1hc fourth tmie Northern Lambda Nord b;os hosted lhis event. Founded in 1980 
anJ based in C•ribou. NLN ser,es northern Maine and neighbouring l'iew Brunswick towns. from the Houhon-
Wuous1ock region in the south to M•dawaska-[dmundston in the north. Since 1982 Northern Lambda Nord 
h.s opcraicd the Gay-Lesbian Phoneline of Mai~, the only service of its kind in the state. In Sep1ember I 994, 
SL'I , rnrcd another fir,1 with the esl:lblistuncnt of the G•y-lesbian Community Services Center of Northern 
Maine ll1c Cc111cr 1s home to the G•y-Lt:sbi•n Phoneline and to l'il,'; 's IOOO-volume lending library; ii also 
!ll'tn·s :&s ;.&. n:ntraf 1Ul·tli11~ plJcc fur the rcgio~l. 
The Conference Site Smee 199l, the las! time S)'mposium met in Aroostook County, lhe 
1hc l1111>cf>II)' uf Mame cJanpu, al Prc,4ue Isle has been renonled and exp•nded. S)'mposium XXJ will use 
lhc new Campus Cmlcr for regi,tralwn, film, , workshops, opcn111g •nd dosing se,sions, the book.seller, 
S>1urda y's b.111411,·1 •nJ dance, and Sund•y·s b:u-beque. Other me•ls wiU be served in the .djacen1 Kelly 
Cummons 0111111g 11.tll. Oormi1ory hou,111g offers mo1d-like accommod•tious with p1llow, bedding, towels, and 
,o•p 11ro,·1dcd. The llMl'I c•mpus 1s wheelch.ur accessible. 
Early registration discount ends May I st! 
The Details • KEYNOTES Mary Bo,iaulo, Bos1on •uorney working with "M.une Won't 
ll1scru11111.ie" to fight 1he referendum. Tun,a You111, MicMac activi:;1 with Atlantic First Nations AIOS Task Force 
111 ll•hfax, speaks 011 "The Fine IJnc Between Spirituality & Sexuality." • ENTERTAINERS Karen Will/ams 
•fu11111est wom•n on the rnmedy stage tod•y!" 77Je 6larllones 12 ,·oices of 55-member Maine Gay Men's 
Chorus• BENEFIT CASINO ·nie Gay-Lesbian Phoneline of Maine wants a toll-free number. P_roceeds will 
go lowmls t>l~blishing 1-ISUO service. • BOOKSELLER will offer a large selection of titles of iflleres1. • 
WORKSHOPS will ftaturc a wide v•ritty of topics. • HOUSING Oormnory rooms, double occupancy; 
line 11 , bl•11ke1, •pill,m , 10\\·d provided. Llmlled space, firs/ come, firs/ served. <iu4c4nleed housing 
resen.,;tio11 A/Ul7' be rcceil'etl by Aluy I, 95 • MEALS Full meal plan: Saturday breakf~t, lunch, buffet 
,upper; Sunday brunch & b•rbeque; Monday breakfast. Meat :ind vegetarian menus available. Please reserve 
yu11r 111,:11/ lio·kcl by Muy I, 1995. •CHILDCARE Free - ages 2\/1 & older; requests mus/ be reulved 
by 6luy I, !}5. • REGISTRATION Regi_slralion fee includes admission to all events. !lousing and meals 
are 1101 included in the registration fee. • PICK-A-PLAN Early Re1ls1rallon Dlscounl Prlus end May 
I JI. U.S. fu11ds 011/y. No11·refu1idable deposils required! Plan A . ·nie FuU Package·: three nlghlS lodging, 
six meals, and registralion, all for' I 09 (requires a '50 non-refu11dable deposit). Plan B. Two nights, six meals, 
reglstration1
195 ('SO.deposit). Pla11 C · One nigh I, five meals, l!gis1ra1ion, 180 ('50 deposit). Plan D. Six meals 
plus rcgbtnliun, 165 ('SU dt•pusll). Plan Ii• keglstr~tlon only, 125 (no depml,t). Pl:tn E avallable at the door. 
PLliASb' Non·: To ~u•lify for the Dlscou11/ /'rices, your.no11-n/undllble tlepo111s must be postmarked by 
M•x I I 995. ,Vier illa_y Isl, registration prices/deposits are (U.S.funds) Plan A - 1125/'50, Plan B. • 110/'50, 
P!an C · '90/150, l'fan O · 175/150, l'lan c .- '25/ '0. • LIMITED-INCOME REGISTRATIONS Some 
rcgbtratit111s arc •v• ilahlc for li111ilc,l-inrn111e persons who wbh to help during Symposium 111 exchange for 
rcduH·d fee, ; studems t >pcct•lly cuwur•ged. (;heck th~ apJJropriate box on 1he form to the right. 
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place. It used to be called the Bounty 
when it first opened. And I went out 
there a few times, but I' ve never been in 
Mark's. I'm told good thing., about it. 
that it 's well managed, no police calls 
out there and the property is well main-
tained. They are good taxpayers, so they 
support some of the other things we do 
John McDonough 
in this city. I j ust don 't think the city 
should be in the business of regulating 
morality." 
Bruce Webber suggested that the 
citizens should decide on whether 
Mark 's should be allowed to ~xist in 
Portland, presumably, in a referendum. 
I asked the candidates to consider 
the removal o f the benches for m 
Longfellow Square. lltis action was 
taken because Orlando Delogu, City 
Councilor, decided the people who sat 
on the benches were 'undesirable.' Most 
of the candidates disagreed with the de-
cision to remove the benches but some 
supported it. McDonough said, "I know 
why they were taken out. It was because 
they were being used as a place for tran-
sient, homeless, young people to con-
gregate. I'm told it was disruptive to 
the businesses and it was intimidating 
for a lot of our elderly citizens to be on 
the sidewalks. That may be true, I don't 
know. I didn't have anything to do with 
removing the benches, that was done by 
a couple of our City Councilors in whose 
district it was done. Obviously, I sup-
port their decision if they said they had 
enough reason to do it. I think it's only 
for a trial period, so if it doesn't work 
out we'll do something different." 
Patricia Bernard put an economic 
spin on the situation, hurling the Bill of 
Rights out the window. She opined, 
"I'm not against removing the benches 
to attract business. We need to project a 
positive image in this city because of this 
stupid recession. Even though they (the 
undesirables) are not doing anything 
wrong, it doesn't look good." 
Peter Rickett said that, "'undesir-
able' is in the eye of the beholder. It's 
too open to personality. I'd like to see a 
picture of Orlando when he graduated 
or when he's older, maybe we wouldn't 
let him sit on that park ber¥:h. Let's look 
al the problems that make this a prob-
lem." 
The changes in access and use of 
Deering Oaks Park over the last year has 
had an impact on many people. Gay men 
in particular have been affected because 
Deering Oaks, known on the street as 
'Pickle Parle,' was traditionally a night 
time cruising spot for meetings and pick 
See CITY COUNCIL, page 21 
The Oakland Forum: Radical Right-0, Maine-I nority communitit.a apimt one ~-
ca. is going to cry and pit religicus groups 
against each oda. and the k'ne of dm de--
bale is going to be diff'ICUlt and painful for 
ma,y people to hear, but ~ially <p'Jt'n. 
by Karen Gerqhty 
On Saturday evening, March 25, a 
public forum was held at the Oakland 
Unitarian Univenalist Owrch. The pur-
po.,e of the forum wa.'I to di.'lal.\.'I the u~ 
coming refererdlm. The paneli.,t'I who 
supported the refereldlm included three 
representative., of the Chri.'ltian Civic 
League of Maine (CCL) , George 
Thebarge, Sam Richards and Paul Madore, 
and one representative from Concerned 
Maine Families (CMF), Dennis Daigle. 
~e speaking in oppo.,ition to the refer-
endum included the Attorney General's 
office, Steve Wes.'ller, the Maine Council 
of Churches Executive Director, Tom 
Ewell, and the Maine Lesbian/Gay Politi-
cal Alliance rcprc.,cnted by this reporter. 
Each panelist was given 10 minutes 
to speak to the audience about the referen-
cmm. Even though all panelist.'I were given 
the same instructions, to educate the put>-
lic about the referendum, not all stuck to 
the assignment. The boys from the Ouis-
tian Civic League tallced about little else 
except sex and morality and special rights 
and quotas. It is interesting to note tha1 
although the Maine Tunes headline from 
June 11, 1993 says, "Civic League hades 
hale crimes bi U," this is not really the case. 
What they said in 1993 was that. "There 
must be no disagreement over- the need to 
protect all our citiz.em - gay and straight 
CIVIC LEAGUE, from page 1 
MUce Heath, Executive Director., 
Christian Civiv League 
ity of government on the side of 
disenfranchised minority groups. The 
premise of the act is that it is legitimate 
in certain special circumstances for 
Maine citizens to lend the power and 
authority of their government to the 
upirations for equality of some of their 
fellow citizens. 
"For every right, there is a corre-
sponding responsibility. The right to 
have access to the proceedings (includ-
ing the imposition of aiminal penal-
ties on the off ender) allowed for by the 
civil rights acts, necessitates the re-
sponsibility of the public to support 
governments circumscribing their be-
havior. Is it rea.,onable for even one 
Maine citizen to be at risk of violating 
the civil rights act in the ~ of homo-
sexuality? I think not, since there is a 
difference between making a moral 
distinction and practicing discrimina-
tion." 
alike - from violence, or the tmeat of vi~ 
lence." George Theharge, the 1st Vice 
Pre.,ident of the CCL said at the Forum 
tha1 not only doe, he not ~ the need for 
hale crimes protection for gays and lesbi-
an,, he doe.'ln 't believe we should have hale 
crimes protection for anyone. Thi., was 
one of the most a.'ltounding points all 
evening! 
The gentlemen representing CMF 
was a quadriplegic from Bnuuwidc who 
warned us tha1 elderly and handicapped 
people in Maine will suff'er if this referen-
dum doesn't get passed. The reason, you 
ask? Well, it seem.'! as though "truly de--
serving minorities" (a'I defined by CMf) 
such as the elderly and handicapped will 
have to split the ·.'pot of rights" with the 
queer population and there aren't enough 
rights to go arOWld. So . . . don't allow 
anyone else protection from discrimina-
tion under the Maine Human Rigtis Act 
because too many people already have 
protectioo. Have you ever heard anything 
soa;rzy'! 
Once the pmelist., were firmhed giv-
ing pre.,erutim,, we took qumiom from 
the audience. The most importam thing I 
can tell you about the que.'ltion and amwer 
period is it became evident to me ( as the 
only woman and the only queer on the 
panel) tha1 we have to prevent the lies of 
the radical right from invading our 
thoughts and feelings about oursetve.,. I 
saw and heard so many gay people in the 
audience struggling to feel like decen hu-
man being., after they sat ttrough that two 
hour disa!ssion We have to help each 
other ca\'ltruct ways to deflect their lie., 
and go on about the twines., of living our 
lives, fighting for our rights, and oppos-
ing this referendum. 
It is quite clear that the anti-gay 
rhetoric is already at an amoying and un-
accepcable level and it is only going to get 
wor:se. CMF is trying to pit different mi-
In addition to the angry and tmt 
queers in allclldance, there were commu-
nity members who truly came to get edu-
caaed. From what I could gaah« from com-
ments and phone calls I received from 
many of lhese community members (I 
pa.Med out my card), they left feeling like 
we, the opponau, had tried to educate. 
They said we laid our arguments out 
clearly and that we made seme. The gen-
eral feeling was that the proponmts had 
done nothing except aaact those who were 
diff erett from lheir narrow vuion of the 
norm. lbat 's what we've been saying all 
along. 
Thi., debale wa, Che tint of ma,y did 
will happen between now and November 
7. We must be strong in knowing who 
. and what we are. Once you know that, no 
rhetoric can make you question yourself. 
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•145 Kennebec St., Portland 
We're making it easier for you to find! 
245 
t\lar •inal \\'ar 
Ken 1ehe Street 
it was old news. So, why come down? Read on/or • 
just a few good reasons. : 
Monday - Friday: Happy Hour from 5 - 8 pm : 
Megadrinks $1.75 (well) • 
Mondays & Tuesdays: Megadrinks all night 
Monday - Wednesday: Front Lounge Open 
Thursday Nights: 8:30 pm LIVE MUSIC! 
Come check out the new stage! 
Check CPR calendar Ustinp 
Fridays & Saturdays: Dancing from 9 pm - 1 am 
Sundays: Beer Bash 4 thru 9 pm with Dinner 
Buffet 5 thru 8 pm. It's a real meal! 
Dancing 9 pm - 1 am 
Tuesdays & Sundays: Pool Tournament 
8:30 pm and 7:00 pm regpectively 
• 
Initial Citi Softball Team meeting 
And if that doesn't work call April 22 at 3:00 PM 
.._ ______ !7J§!~~!..!7!!Q.U______ FMI, call Angie - 780-6719 W~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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POWER STRUGGLE from page 1 from an institution and the guy that's the 
loan manager is a black person and I'm 
a white person - do I say, 'geez, the 
reason I didn't get the loan is because I 
was white and he was black' or ma)'bt; 
I'm heterosexual and maybe somebody's 
bisexual or whatever the e&e may be . 
It seems.like it can't be well-defined. 
males or special rights for a lot of vari-
ous groups. lbat's not the issue that I'm 
concerned about. My concern is that 
there is equal protection under the law 
and that we're following the law. 
CPR: There's be.en an equal rights 
law introduced into the legislature for 
the past several years which would ban 
discrimination in housing, employment, 
credit and public accommodation on the 
basis of sexual orientation, what would 
be your position on that? 
VOLLE: Well, that seems like it's 
somewhat of an ambivalent law because 
my sexual orientation happeru to be het-
erosexual. How do I prove that they are 
discriminating against me because I'm 
a heterosexual. For example, let's say I 
was going to get a mortgage or a loan 
CPR: The Maine Qvonicle is the 
newspaper for the avistian Coalition of 
Maine. I read the March 1995 issue and 
didn't see any reference to homosexu-
als or the equal rights struggle. Why is 
that, especially since its so topical in 
Maine right now? 
VOLLE: There are others who are 
speaking about that and there are other 
constitutional issues that we're really 
concerned about right now and it's just 
not on the front burner as far as our 
NOT JUST A BAR 
Hours: WednK<iay thru SW'\day 
207 /774-1505 4:00 PM until close 
' Wedne,day: 7: PM ON STAGE KAROKE 
Thursday: ALL COUNTRY-a: PM Line 1.-ona 
FRIDAY: ... PM After work PIZZA BUFFET 
Top 40 dancing after 9 PM-$2 cover 
SATURDAY: TOP tO DANCE/ PARTY-9 PM $2. Cover 
FREE POOL . . . FREE PCX>L ... 
SUNDAY: HAPPY HOUR ALL DAY LONG 
Serving breakfast 
Friday & Saturday 
after last 'call 
MARTIN SWINGER 
JOAN WRIGHT 
PHIL HOUSE 
IN CONCERT 
TO BENEFIT MAINE WON'T DISCRIMINATE 
SATURDAY 
MAY 13, 1995 
8:00 p.m. 
WIWSTON WEST CBUICR 
3Z TBOIWI ST. PORTLAND 
ll'IDI.CIAII ACCESSIIU 
SlO - TICKETS AVAILABLE AT DROP ME A LINE & AT THE DOOR 
s,o".sor,d .ry M4m wbi.u G~_Y Poiilf,4J AiliA•rt (MLGPAI 
~an 
FOR CITY COUNCIL 
SAWYER District 3 
NEIGHBOR TO NEIGHBOR 
Portland, the dynamic hub of our region is rich in people, resources 
~nd values. I have a strong and ongoing commitment to this area 
its challenges and diversity. · . ' 
Paid for & 111thcril.ed by Nan Sawyer for City Council. Timothy C. Ooudmao, Treasur~ 
newspaper is concerned. 
CPR: Can you comment on your 
relationship with Carolyn Cosby in 
terms of leadership style and your abil-
ity to work with her? 
VOLLE: Well , I ran for state leg-
islature in 1988 for District 30 in Port-
land. I won the primary and right after, 
my campaign manger resigned for per-
sonal reasons, so Carolyn Coshy became 
my campaign manger, and we worked 
together very closely through 1990, for 
the next two and a half years. We had a 
different style in leadership, we had a 
different style in how we approached 
some problems. 
She was, at one time, the campaign 
manager for Karen Evans when Evans 
ran for State Senate against Robin Lam-
bert. There was no secret what Robin's 
sexual orientation was or anything of 
that nature. Apparently, a flyer came out 
just a short time before that primary elec-
tion (regarding Lambert's sexual orien-
tation) and I was contacted by Tony 
Payne, Robin Lambert's campaign man-
ager, who asked me what I knew about 
the flyer (the flyer attadced Robin Lam-
bert) because at that time I was the 
Cumberland County Re~blican Olair-
man. I said, 'I' II investigate.' Tony and 
others believed that the genesis of that 
flyer was myself and Carolyn Cosby, 
and, in fact, we were subpoenaed to ap-
pear before the Governmental Ethics and 
Campaign Practices Commission, and I 
did appear before them and Carolyn 
Cosby appeared and Carolyn got ejected 
from that. 
I told the commission I would 
hare all ~ information I had, but they 
wanted me to testify under oath which I 
- refused. They found me in contempt of 
the commission which they had no au-
thority to do ... the court supported me. 
Six months later a father and son named 
Harriga,n said they were ones who put 
out the flyer. 
Well, Carolyn's approach on that 
was very belligerent, and my approach 
was to try to be co-operative. I had noth-
ing to do with the flyer. I thought it was 
a late hit. We varied on approach there, 
so later on there were some challenges 
to leadership and some other things that 
happened, and finally I told Carolyn, "I 
choose not to work with you. Our styles 
are different. Develop your own 
followership. If you want to be a leader, 
develop your own group." 
CPR: Do you think the referen-
dum will be successful in Maine? 
VOLLE: Personally I don't think 
it will survive the court challenge. 
CPR: But if it did? 
VOLLE: But if it did - I don't 
think they've gotten off to a good start 
with it, to be honest with you. I would 
say it's a flip of the c.oin at this point. 
CPR: Can you confirm the story 
that the National Christian Coalition 
planned to give money to Carolyn Cosby 
but you objected to that so they with-
drew their off er? 
VOLLE: Carolyn Cosby ap-
proached a couple of my Board mem-
bers and tried to get support out of my 
Board. They refused to give support. 
CPR: Why? 
VOLLE: Our Board had talked 
with her lawyer, Bruce Fein. We did 
some other things and re.~che.d anc2 
came to the conclusion that their posi-_ 
tion is a losing constitutional one, and it 
would be spending good money after 
had. And so Carolyn said to one par-
ticular Board member that if you 're not 
going to support it, would you make an 
inquiry to the National to see if we can 
get some funding out of Ralph Recd 
(The Executive Director of the National 
Christian Coalition). My Board refused 
to do th~. and so Carolyn Coshy called 
up a number of time,,; and tried to get 
hold of Ralph Reed, and in fact, got a 
hold of D.J. Drihhin.,;, who is a Field 
Director, and an inquiry wa.,; made to me 
about what wa.,; the referendum about. 
and what were the issues involved be-
cause there had been a change in Na-
tional Field Directors. 
Guy Rogers had been a National 
Field Director and was up to speed on 
this, and D.J. Drihbins was a new Field 
Director and he really wasn't up to 
speed. So the regional Field Director 
and I spent a couple of hours together 
and I went over the wording of the ref-
erendum and what our Board's pooition 
was, and they concurred.with us and so 
they denied any funding. 
Christian Qvic League moves to 
form broad coalition in support 
of anti-equal rights referendum 
Mike Heath is the Executive Di-
rector of the Christian Civic League 
(CCT..) of Maine. 
CPR: Mike, is it true that you have 
formed a task force to end s~called · spe-
cial rights?' :-
HEATII: We have a task force of 
our Board of Directors which is work-
ing on defining the League's support of 
the referendum, and that's as far as I'm 
able to go, ·given what the task force ha.,; 
provided to me for guidance. 
CPR: What is the task force's pur-
pose? 
_HEATII: To define what our sup-
port is ·going to look like _and how we 
are going to be engaged publicly. The 
ca. came out at the end of last year and 
said that we are actively going to sup-
port the referendum. There's nothing 
that has changed about that, except that 
the task force has met a few times since 
then to continue its private discussion.,; 
about what that support is going to look 
like, and we've not made any final deci-
sions about that, other than publicly call-
ing for the formation of a coalition. We 
are discussing a name for the coalition 
and are pretty close to finalizing that but 
we're not ready to make that public. 
CPR: Will this coalition of groups 
in support of the referendum include 
CMF? 
HEAIB: It could, if ... 
CPR: Does the task force have a 
name? 
HEATII: For our internal purp~es 
we just call it ~e 'gay rights task force.' 
CPR: Is it true that Carolyn C~by 
objects to the formation of your own 
'gay rights task force?' 
HEAIB: She hasn't articulated 
See POWER STR,UGGLE, page 7 
l 
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any ·upset• emotiom to me bul .!he bu 
mued a prcs5 relc:MC entilled. .. Staae-
menl of Principles... Some have con-
strued that documcnl as her having some 
kind of concern aboul what we're do-
ing. 
CPR: h she concerned aboul there 
being loo many separate groups work-
ing on Ibis issue? 
HEAm: Yes. and I think she said 
in there that CMF won 'l be part of any-
thing that makes certain argument., ~ 
.supp>tt of lhe referendum. 
CPR: Do you know whal those 
•e7 
HF.Am: Just get a copy from her. 
-(see side bar. page I, left) 
CPR: Quite frankly, she doesn't 
supply us wilh anything. (Ed. note: In 
fact. Carolyn Cosby did not return our 
phone call in which we med her for 
conuned on this story.) 
CPR: Is me of lhe ~ons for your 
forming a wt force of your own that 
you disagree with Cosby's leadership? 
HF.Am: The ca. decided thal 
we would suppart lhereferencum on our 
own. The way we view it is thal there is 
now, because of the wort of CMF, a 
public refe,-ermm on this issue and we, 
like any other group. may choose to sup-
porl it in any number of differem ways. 
One way would be to bec.ome part of lhe 
CMF team and proceed under their ban-
ner. anolber way is to proceed indepen-
dedly. alongside. making lhe argument., 
that we feel need to be made in support 
oflberdamdum,. notwitmtanding what 
CMF would or would not say about 
those argumenb. 
CPR: CPR 1w a copy of a letter 
written by Cosby to you, dated Decem-
ber 13, 1994. conceming "Developing a 
Working Relatiomhip.' The P.S. m thal 
letter mentiom 1he fact lhat your orga-
nization supports the inclusion of sexual 
oriemation in Maine's H• Crimes Act 
and lhat if CCl.. Wanlsto wen with CMF 
you must. as Cosby write.,, .. prepare a 
public statement refuting that.'' Whal is 
your position on that request? 
HEATII: The Christian Civic 
League continues to be comistent with 
its position of three years ago under Jack 
Wyman's leadership. Officially, we still 
support that. I am, as of Friday (April 
14), going to be recommending in a let-
ter to Steve Wessler and CCT.'s Board 
of Directors. lhat we change our posi-
tion on tbal and that we urge the state to 
remove sexual orientation form the 
Maine Civil Right, -6.ct. That's my po-
sition at this point, that's not the 
League's position. 
(Ed. note - 1be terms "Maine 
Civil Right, Act° and "Maine's Hate 
Crime.! Act" are used interchangeably.) 
CPR: How an the ca. support 
sexual oriemalion in the Hale Crimes Act 
and also support the referendum? 
HF.Am: My letter addresses thal. 
I'll send it to you. - (see side bar, page 
I, right) 
CPR: Referring again to Cosby's 
letter of 12/13/94, she states thal in or-
der for you to work with CMF you will 
have to accept the leadership of Tony 
Marco and Bruce Fein. Comment? 
HF.Am: The guiding I~ of CCT. 
is the 40 member. Board of Directors 
which is made up of people form all over 
the stale of Maine. We are our own or-
gani7.alion. our own entity. We are not 
going to take leadership cues from any-
body. 
CPR: h that part of lhe problem 
you 're having in working with Cosby? 
HF.Am: We did not addreM the 
issue of Marro and Fein in her letter. We, 
in fact. haven't admessed ... those aren't 
mues to us. We haven't re5pOllded to 
them. What's an issue to us is support-
ing the referendum in ways thal are con-
sistent with our principles, and part of 
that is calling for the formation of a 
broadly based coalition to support the 
referendum, and mating arguments 
which are sensible and which are going 
to help the people of Maine mate a wise 
decision in November. It lwn't been 
aboutwhelher or not Marco and Fein can 
bring some good arguments, probably 
they can. As far as accepting their lead-
ership as a conditim for a relatiomhip 
with CMF - no. that's just not an ~sue 
for us. 
CPR: lbere seems to be a real dif-
ference between Cosby and you in terms 
of leadership. In the December letter she 
calls for .. cerual leadership .. and yet you 
want to be independent. 
HF.Am: She can speak for her-
self on that issue. Whal we're saying is 
that we're going to support the referen-
dum the way that we feel that we need 
to do it. 
CPR: How do you plan to support 
it? 
HEATII: We're not prepared to 
say publicly because we haven't debated 
it internally yet as fully as we need to. 
CPR: One of the ways people an-
ticipate that you 're going to support the 
FRONT 
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referendum is through the churches with 
which you are affiliated. 
HF.Arn: We wiU be talking with 
our membership which includes some 
churches and we will be articulating, as 
we have for one hundred years, our po-
sition on the referendum, which is a po-
sition in support of it. 
CPR: What is your relationship 
with the Chr~tian Coalition of Maine 
and il'I leader, Paul Volle? 
HF.Arn: IknowPaulandlknow 
what you know about them, and you may 
know more about their inner workings 
than I do. I j\L'lt know him, that's all. 
They don't have repre.'lentalion on our 
Board. We don't have repr~talion on 
their Board. 
CPR: Why can't your two groups 
wort more cooperatively? 
HF.Arn: How do you mean? 
CPR: It would seem that two 
Oiristian groups such u yours would 
have a lot in common and would be able 
to have a working relation.ship. 
HEArn: Well, I didn't say we 
didn't. 
CPR: ·. Right, but. do you? 
HF.Arn: We have a working rela-
tion.ship with them the same way I have 
a working relation.ship with any num-
- ber of other groups. It's not a unique 
relation.ship. I'm not sure what your 
driving al. 
CPR: I'm just wondering why 
you're not more unified. Why is there a 
need for two Olristian groups that have 
similar political agendas. 
HEArn: Well.. ju.st as America bu 
aH sorts of groups who come al things 
in different ways so do we. · I think we 
BACK 
agree on most issues. I can't think of 
any big disagreements. 
CPR: Paul Volle thinb the refer-
endum is uncomtitutional and that it is 
a waste of money. Can you comment 
on that? 
HF.Arn: No. 
CPR: Do you expect the Board of 
Directors of your organization to go 
along with you in your request that CCL 
abandon it, position supporting the in-
cl us ion of sexual orientation in the 
Maine Civil Right, Act? 
HEATH: I expect that, but our 
Board is kind of big. 
CPR: Why are you urging this 
change? 
HF.Arn: I'll send you my letter. 
OFFICE WARMING 
Commmlity Pride Reporter 
bu new office space, 
and we aft aoDOUS to 
show it off to the conmunity. 
On Friday, May 12 we aft 
bosUng an open home 
and you'ft ln'rited. 
S:00-7:00 PM 
Rdrabments and beverages 
will be available. 
Come and med the CPR 
staff and volunteers. 
142 High Street 
Suite#623 
Portland 
207/179-1342 
LOt«. SUEVE MOCK lUITLENECIC: $24 C1'fnNTED F1IONT AND MCK> 615a CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND nJ-ss.&1 
l • 
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To Your Health: Chlamydia-A Concern for 
Lesbians, Part I 
b7Peadlea._ 
Here's a ·'Rainbow Family oflbe 
1990's" .scenario: 
A lesbian who's interested in get-
ting pregnant charts her menstrual 
cycles and diligently uses insemination 
by dooor at her time of ovulation. Af-
ter a year and a half of monthly imemi-
natiom, she is still not pregnant. Her-
health care provida refers her- to an 
infertility specialist. 
What's wrong with this pidme? 
The answer could be simple -
Ollamydia. 
Ollamydia (klub-MIIHe-yub) is 
a cl~ification of several infediom tbal 
are caused by a sub-bacterial organism 
called chlamydia trachomatis. Until 
the mid 1980's, this organism was 
chiefly known u the cause of trachoma, 
a disease that is a leading rwon for 
a<mlt blindne.u in developing counlries. 
Chlamydia is al.so a major cause of 
blindness, pneumonia, and death 
among infants. 
It is only within the last 10-15 
years that larger-numbtts ofbeallb care 
providers have realiud that chlamydia 
is also a sexually transmitted cmease, 
and largely responsible for non-g~ 
coccal ureduities (NGU) in mm, pel-
vic inflammatory disease (PID) in 
women, and stttility in boCb men and 
women. 
While chlamydia is seen as a ma-
jor health concern for heterosexuals, 
women who have sex with other women 
should be aware that we, too, can con-
tract this sexually trammitted disease 
(STD). As with most STDs, lesbians 
are, statistically, at, lower risk for 
chlamydia, but bisexual women and 
lesbians who have had sex with men are 
at die same level of risk~ heterosexual 
women. 
Nationally, there are an estimated 
3-5 million . ~es of chlamydia annu-
ally. In women, it causes one million 
case.s of PID, of which 200,000 will 
require hospitalization. 11,000 ~~ 
annually result in female sterility. 
There are other problems with 
chlamydia. It can be asymptomatic in 
50-80% of infected women and 10% of 
infected men. Thus, people can be ac-
tively infected and not know it, and they 
can unwittingly infect their sex partners. 
(A pregnant woman who is infected can 
unknowingly ~ the organism to her 
baby during childbilth.) 
Until the mid-80's, it w~ expen-
sive and complicated to test for chlamy-
dia infections. Now, manufacturers 
produce tests that are easy to perform 
and fairly inexpensive, making chlamy-
dia screening more routine and afford-
able. · 
Chlamydia commonly coexists 
with OCber STDs. For example, it can 
SeeHEALTil,page27 
· • ~ _,; 
Best Chocolate 'ih ·. tk>, 
±:~; ~ft{\. 
Chocolate Mountain ,, .. . I Dessert 
Brian and fr~Nl 11isil I.Ady Uberty 
Flaunting It 
by Brian Kaufman 
Choosing a title for a column is 
hardly a task to be taken lightly. After 
listening to a recording of Tom Wilson 
Weinberg's 1987 off-Broadway show, 
Ten Percent Revue, I decided upon the 
title of one of the show's catchier tunes. 
. . "Flaunting It." I like the simple truth 
of the song. To make a long song short, 
it says that if living with integrity is 
flaunting it, then let's flaunt it! Let's 
show affection, question the candidates, 
and ask our employers for domestic part-
ner benefits. Yes indeed. Let's flaunt 
it. 
No m~r how hard some of us 
may try to be -discreet, those who insist 
upon hating us will continue to say that 
we are flaunting "it'' simply by existing. 
So let's really flaunt it, and enjoy lives 
resplendent with self-respect, a zeal for 
life, and the rec.ognition of that special 
joy we feel for our same-sex lov~. I 
created this title for the column: free-
thinking, Loving And J.!ncompromising 
Natural Tendencies Inspire Noble Qains 
- It 's Terrific! Of course, "Flaunting 
It" is a far e~ier way to remember this 
simple maxim for modem living. We 
should all enjoy flaunting it! It is my 
hope that this column will serve as a 
guide for flaunting it safely and with an 
awareness of ~sociated risks and re-
wards. 
Some readers are already mortified 
just by the title of this column, and wish 
I would go away. ''Does he really have 
to write about this?" Please bear with 
me and remember that whatever we do 
as a community to procure equal treat-
Chew on 
This 
ment in our society is regarded by con-
servatives as "flaunting it... Aaunting· 
it, of course, is a continuum. It ranges 
from quietly placing your loved one's 
picture on your desk to showing up at 
your employer's holiday party in drag 
that makes Tammy Faye Baker look 
drab. 
Educators in New Jersey aren't 
exactly flaamting it. hut many parents are 
incensed about a "prejudice reduction" 
program which doesn't specifically ad-
dress sexual minorities, but permits open 
discussions among studeru relating to 
their stereotypes and fears of homosexu-
ality. The program, incorpor-ated into 
almost all of the state's 595 school dis-
tricts, places prejudice reduction imtruc-
tion in the curriculum alongside tradi-
tional subjects and require.~ that teach-
ers weave prejudice reduction into all 
subjects that they teach. 
New Jersey Governor Christine 
Whitman has been outspoken in las~ 
port of her state's Office of Bias Crime 
and Community Relations, which is 
touted as the first of its kind in the na-
tion. Yes, Maine does have a Hate and 
Bias Crime unit which operates (un-
funded) within the jurisdiction of the 
Attorney General's office. Assistant 
Attorney General Steve Wessler bas 
taken his show on the road to gay bars 
and school assemblies when invited. but 
without the support staff or Sttvices that 
made it possible for his New Jersey 
counterpaits to actually write the Preju-
dice Reduction Education Program 
(PREP). New Jersey Deputy Attorney 
General Robin Parker, head of the Bias 
Crime and Community Relaliom unit, 
claims the results have-been effective in 
making schools safer from violence and 
harassment. Conceding that ·-we can't 
be attitude cops," Tarker notes that 40% 
of hate crimes are committed by juve-
niles aged 10 to 17. and that after intro-
ducing the program, not one hale crime 
has been reported in participating com-
munities. 
Opponents of PREP are calling the 
anti-bias initiative social engineering. I 
prefer to think of it ~ flaunting it. I en-
courage Governor King to convene a 
task force on sexual minority youth,. fol-
lowing in the foo~ of Musachusetts 
Governor Weld, and then to heed the 
example of Governor Whitman by 
.. flaunting it." M 
you read this, you may be telling all your 
friends about the lovely Oower-.s grow-
ing in your yard 
When I think of spring. I realize 
by Rose Mary that with the freshness of the earth,. the 
Denman renewal of creation, I feel encouraged 
Spring is fl- to renew myself ... to somehow spmce 
nally here! On . myself up physically, emotionally and 
Saint Patrick's spiritually. It feels something lite wat-
Day weekend, I ing up after a long slumber. 
774-1740 • S · 
-~ ........ :. _ __ , 
went to Rhode Island to visit relatives. Physically, it'stimetomedtbeold 
llteir front lawn was ablaze with the down jacket for a lighter version. Per~ 
purples, yellows and whites of daffodils, haps it's time for .some of us to shed m 
hyacinths and aocus. · .. As my cousin extrapoundortwouweU. Na111rebe9S· 
asked me how. spring was coming."up ·. us with Uus re.solve by providing the 
there in Maine," at least I could tell him mmt wondttful fresh v_egelables lite 
. j1\t-' ,: that the' snow• wu all mel~! (ALle~1t · upanguuo thin: rnnnd.aandly1bll . 
. ·: ,.;:;w:;,f{l.: ;:i i]';jK);;(\? ·; -in Portland!)'- Who~knowJ; by•.the time . : · .. , ·:· -; ~ -~ CHEW,_.. 25_- ;-~ . ~· ......... ~~. -~ - . 
Homosexuality and disability: a personal 
perspective 
by "Chri.topher Ryan" 
It i11 hard enough to belong to one 
minority group. However, I belong to 
two. I am a gay man who also u11es a 
wheelchair. Neither status did I ask for, 
hut I continue learning and growing he-
cause of them. 
I first started feeling attracted to 
guys around the age of thirteen. The.'le 
feeling.'! seemed natural to me, so I felt 
pretty comfortable with them. At the 
same time, I was also attracted to 
women, hut I felt many times that I 
forced these feeling.'! on myself. I did 
not date women throughout junior/senior 
high school because I did not want to 
pretend to he straight; I would not even 
consider dating men in high school be-
cause I wa., afraid of being harassed at 
school if I did. 
· I started coming out of my shell a 
little when I went to college. Being away 
from home, getting used to a new wheel-
chair, new classes, and living in a resi-
dence hall, was enough to keep my mind 
occupied for many months. The sexu-
ality part of my life took a back seat. 
College was the first place I ever met 
people who were "out of the clo.,et," and 
comfortable with themselves. Even 
though I was sometimes shocked and 
surprised with what they had to say, I 
was shown people who dealt with life 
head-on, and I will always admire them. 
(As college went on, I was also surprised 
to learn how many people were still in 
the closet, like me.) 
My sexuality as it relates to my 
disability is kind of a tricky issue. 
Throughout junior/senior high school, I 
was con.'lidered to be a real nice guy, but 
not a person to date (read, I was a dork!). 
I thought it would be many years before 
I had a date. I was also afraid of people 
not finding me sexually desirable be-
cause of my wheelchair. I know this 
sounds like a cliche out of TI-IE OPRAH 
WINFREY SHOW, but it took being in 
my first relationship to realize that it was 
not so much about the other person, it 
was about me feeling comfortable with 
myself. I had more hang-ups about my 
disability than my partner did. 1bis is 
an issue I still think about often. 
I am a little more out of the clo.,et 
than I was when I was in college. My 
immediate family, and my friends know, 
and thankfully they still love me. I am 
still really afraid to come out to people I 
do not know. In fact, it took a lot for me 
to write this article, but I~ glad I did! 
Maine AIDS Walk '95 
by Winnie Weir, Publishing Eclitor 
On Sunday, May 7, hundreds of 
people across the state of Maine will 
participate in the Maine AIDS Walle '95, 
a fund raising event to benefit many of 
the AIDS service organizations in the 
state. Participation is not restricted to 
walleers. Sponsors for walleers, sponsors 
for placing ads in local newspapers, or-
ganizing employees to walle as a group, 
post fliers, distribute pledge sheets and/ 
or volunteering the day of the walle to 
help with any number of tasks, are but a 
few of the ways in which you can help. 
The Chairperson of the Hallowel1/ 
Augusta Maine AIDS Walle Committee, 
Michel F. Lussier, told CPR recently 
that, "Of the nine Maine AIDS Walle-a-
thom occurring in the state on May 7, 
two benefit Dayspring AIDS Support 
Services which has offices in Augusta 
and Waterville." Lussier added, "As 
with all agencies which care for people 
with AIDS, Dayspring has seen a fright-
ening increase in it's case-load, about 
100% over the past three years." 
Dayspring serves five central Maine 
counties: Kennebec, Franklin, Lincoln, 
Sagadahoc and Somerset, and covers an 
area from the Canadian border to the 
north and the coa.1t to the south. 
The Hallowell-Augusta walk is 
lOK with an optional SK and begim at 
the Hallowell City Hall on Winthrop 
Street, loops into Augusta, and ends at 
the Hallowell town gazebo. The 
Waterville walle is also lO_K and begins 
and ends at the Unitarian Universalist 
Church at the intersection of Spring and 
Elm Streets. Registration begins at noon 
in Hallowell and 12:30 PM in Waterville. 
The Portland Walle is a 5-mile walle 
around Back Cove. The beginning and 
ending point is Cheverus High School 
where walleers will be treated to enter-
tainment and refreshme~ts before, dur-
ing and after the Walle. Registration is 
from 11 :00 AM to 12:30 PM, with open-
ing ceremonies scheduled for 12:30 PM. 
The Portland Walle benefits The AIDS 
Project, People with AIDS Coalition of 
Maine, The AIDS Lodging House, The 
NAMES Project/Maine, Peabody Howe 
and PAWS (Pets Are Wonderful Sup-
port). 
At 1 :00 PM an anticipated large 
crowd of enthusiastic, well sponsored 
walkers will step off for Maine AIDS 
Walk '95 all across Maine. The Walle 
. will take place rain or shine. The in-
sert enclosed in this issue of CPR can 
be used to gather your pledges. Just be 
sure to turn the money over to the 
agency/geographical location you are 
representing in the Walk. Sign up spon- . 
sors and.dust off those walking shoe&. 
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Talent abounds at AIDS Response Seacoast 
by Frank DeSarro 
An eclectic group of seacoast en-
tertainers ranging from Flamenco danc-
ers to country singers will perform in 
"Sharing Our Talents," a benefit for 
AIDS Respome Seacoast on Monday, 
April 24 at 8:00 PM. The performance 
will be held in the Unitarian Universal-
isl Church on State Street in downtown 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. 
The evening of entertainment, pre-
sented by Seacoast Gay Men and spon-
sored by local merchants, will feature the 
premiere performance of "I Think of 
Little Else Than of Them," a lyrical trib-
ute to Paul Monette, the nationally ac-
claimed author and poet who recently 
died of AIDS. The piece will be sung 
by the compose, Robert E. Grant, and 
accompanied by Emily Haggerrty, or-
ganist of the Unitarian ·Universalist 
Church. 
Other performers include Dan Wil-
liams, pop/country singer; Vernnica 
Schwindler and Ralph Hamilton of the 
Ballet of New England; Lance 
Gunderson, Flamenco guitarist; Conor 
O'Brien, singer/songwriter/guitarist; 
Bobby Gautreau, comedian; Roger Km, 
pianist; Dante, exotic dancer; James 
Haller, author/storyteller and a number 
of other vocalists, dancers and musi-
cians. 
A raffle to benefit ARS will cap the 
program. Tictets for the performance 
are $5 donation and may be obtained 
from ARS, Members Oub, Karen's Res-
taurant, members of Seacoa.1t Gay Men 
and at the door. 
For more information, contact 
Frank DeSarro (207) 439-8635. M 
JONATHAN'S OGUNQUIT 
PRESENTS ... ~ 
• A center stage Diva who bursts out of her closet with little 
explosions of outspoken bemusement that could make 
even .Bette Midler blush.• · 
Michael Musto, New Yorlr Daily Times 
SUZANNE 
WESTEN HOEFER 
Comedian 
In concert, Friday, May 12, 1995 
2 shows: 8:00 and 10:00 pm 
advance show tickets $15.00 , 
for tickets call Johathan's Restaurant, 207-646-47!7. 
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EDITORIAL,S! 
What hap-
pens when you 
move your entire 
base of opera-
tions from one 
over-stuffed of-
fice into a suite 
of five offices, 
two of which you 
need to find tenants for quickly, take a 
three day trip to Washington, DC for an 
intense dose of diversity training the 
same we.ekend of the move, participate 
in a fund raiser being held for you, and 
are one of the subjects of a BBC movie 
documentary being filmed in your home 
and your office by one of the most re-
spected photographers of the century? 
On top of that, throw in a printer who is 
off to inspe,et and supervise the moving 
of a new printing press into his business 
spac~ which is being renovated around 
the work he's trying to put out, and it's 
almost comical. 
Not really! What happens is your 
editors are frazzled, exhausted not hav-
ing slept in the last 40 hours, and the 
April/May edition is later than usual. 
We are suffering from growing pains of 
the highest order it seems. While our 
expansion into New Ham~hirc has heen 
a dream with some footwork heing done, 
suddenly we are beginning to hear from 
folks in New Hampshire who want to 
be included in t1'R. They ~e suggest-
ing more distribution sites and potential 
advertisers. This is good news on the 
one hand and overwhelming news on the 
other hand. As CPR comes up on its 
second birthday in a few weeks, we are 
going to be looking at some ways to save 
wear and t~ on us. 
We would welcome suggestions 
and comments from our readers and we 
would love to meet some of you at our 
open house/office warming on May 
12th. Stop by and let's talk about our 
futures. Many of the volur1teers who 
help with CPR will be on hand from 5-7 
PM. We z y: will be llicre too 
/4,,<,1,1.,-J~ 
I } ' lv-LV'. 
C'PR· MAIL. BA.G 
Dear Editor, 
I am so proud that Maine now has 
a dedicated group of gay men who per-
form as our Gay Men's Chorus. That 
pride was diminished, however, by the 
distress and discomfort I felt during their 
recent concert in which the chorus per-
formed a series of operatic and show 
tunes portraying heterosexual love. I am 
not heterophobic, but there was some-
thing just too awkward about watching 
self-acknowledged gay men proclaim-
ing romantic love to a female soprano 
rented just for this occasion. There were 
dozens of people in the audience like 
myself who have fmally stopped buy-
ing into the heterosexist version of "hap-
pily ever after," and painful chords were 
struck as we watched these opposite-sex 
love songs being performed under the 
guise of the Maine Gay Men's Chorus. 
It would have been hilarious to see the 
group belt out "I Feel Pretty" instead of 
"Maria," and how appropriate 'There's 
a Place for Us" would have been given 
Maine's forthcoming anti-gay referen-
dum. Is the Maine Gay Men's Chorus 
suffering from internalized homopho-
bia? I'll want to check the program be-
fore supporting them with my ticket 
money in the future! 
Sincerely, Ira T. Consumer (name 
withheld on request) 
Dear Editor, 
I am presently incarcerated in the 
·-------------------------· I I 
I SUBSCRIPTION FORM I 
I I I Please enter my one year subscription to Community Pride Reporter/ I 
r- - - - - - - - - - - - , I I will receive 12 issues, delivered in a plain envelope. I 
I The Community Pride Reporter I I The cost for a one year subscription is $25 (more if you can, less if I 
1isprintedonrecycle.dpaperusing1 I you can't.). Please make checks payable to CPR and mail to 142 I 
I soy-based inks. This practice I I High Street, Suite #623, Portland, Maine 04101. I 
I reflects our commitment to I I I 
I responsible use of our earth's I I NAME: ----------------- I 
I resources. Using recycled paper I I 
I sometimes results in the paper I I ADDRESS: ---------------- I 
I having a tone.d down or grayish I I I 
I tinge. However, we feel this is a I - I ---------------- I 
I small price to pay as Community I I I 
I Pride Reporter does its part to I I PHONE: _________________ I 
I "Color ME Green." I I home work I 
L-----------~ •-------------------------• 
Eldttuuis 
There arc 
two openly gay 
candidates in the 
May 2 municipal 
elections in Port-
land - Dan Fos-
ter, running for an 
at-large seat on the City Council and 
Scott F.rik Richard who is running for 
an at-large seat on the School Commit-
tee. The Community Pride Reporter 
endorses both of these candidates, and, 
only these candidates, enthusiastically. 
We strongly urge you to vote for them. 
While it is true that sexual orien-
tation is hardly a qualifying factor for 
good public service (just look at the job 
the heterosexuals have done) it is also 
true that openly gay candidates who be-
come openly gay officeholders help set 
the standard and explode the myths. It 
seems at times that the purpose of ho-
mosexuals on earth is to challenge het-
erosexuals to rise to the best that is in 
them. Let's help Mr. Foster and Mr. 
Richard provide that challenge. It's great 
to be gay! 
Kentucky State Penitentiary. This 
correspondence is in hope that you will 
consider assisting ore in an attempt to 
meet new friends via a published ad 
within your publication. Due to the great 
distance I find myself from home, 
difficulty in meeting new people and the 
loneliness sometimes becomes 
unbearable. For this reason I greatfully 
request ~at you will do me honor and 
place my ad that is listed below. Thank 
you for your time and consideration in 
this matter and anything you are able to 
do is highly appreciated. 
Cordially yours, 
Marvin Ray Gardner 
(FAitor's note: Because this letter 
arrived just prior to going to press, it 
could not make it into the personals this 
month. We are printing the ad in the 
CPR Mail Bag and encourage readers 
to consider becoming a Pen Pal.) 
LONELY, INCARCERATED 
G.M.- I am incarcerated and will soon 
be released. I can definately relocate. 
I'm young, healthy, clean. disease free, 
honest, romantic, educated, well en-
dowed. I am seeking someone who will 
appreciate my erotic nature and strong 
desire for a loving and caring monoga-
mous relationship. So if you are out 
there and looking for real love, please 
write. I will answer all. 
Marvin Ray Gardner #89621 
Kentucky State Penitentiary 
PO Box 128 
Eddyville, KY 42038-0128 
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A.N OPEN. LETTER TO THE COMMUNITY 
by Susan 
Farnsworth 
Dear Reader, 
A few 
months ago, I 
wrote a letter ask-
ing for your help 
with the effort to 
pa.Ma civil rights 
anti-discrimination bill that would have 
made it illegal to disaiminate against 
anyone based on their sexual orientation. 
Thank you, to those who have re-
sponded. I am writing again to say we 
stillneed your help, even though circum-
stances have changed. The anti-dis-
crimination bill will D.Q1 be heard this 
year, but instead we face a pro-discrimi-
nation bill this May and the referendum 
in November. Here's what happened. 
This year it appeared more likely 
than ever that a bill could be enacted to 
provide protection of basic rights and 
ban discrimination based on a person's 
sexual orientation. But it was recently 
discovered that the bill's probable suc-
cess in the legislature could ultimately 
put it on the ballot along with the Con-
cerned Maine Families' referendum this 
November. The courts have said that 
Maine's constitution requires that en-
acted legislation be put on the ballot if 
the legislation conflicts or competes with 
a referendum scheduled to go on the 
ballot in the same year. It would bo on 
the ballot in the following format: A._ 
referendum question; B. _ legislation; 
or C. none of the above. There would 
also have to be a second (run off) refer-
endum if no answer got more than 50% 
of the vote! 
As a result of this ballot issue, a 
decision was made by legislators, fol.lcs 
from the Maine Human Rights Commis-
sion and others, not to introduce our anti-
discrimination bill this year. Given the 
scenario just described, we could enact 
a bill for the first time ever only to get a 
.. none of the above" vote in the fall. 
Everyone would lose if that happened. 
Instead, we are set now to focus 
all our attention on the referendum. We 
must tackle it head on and def eat it be-
fore we move on to Sllk protection of 
basic rights through the legislature next 
year. 
The pending referendum seeks to 
put limits on the Maine Human Rights 
Act and keep gay men and lesbians from 
ever having basic protection against dis-
crimination. The referendum would also 
repeal the existing Portland Ordinance. 
It could also repeal hate crimes protec-
tions for gay men and lesbians. 
Concerned Maine Families got 
enough signatures to bring the referen-
dum question to the legislature in the 
form of a legislative document, L.D. 
310, titles "An Act to Limit Protected 
Classes under Maine Law." The legis-
lature now has to vote either to enact the 
question presented in this bill brought 
by these petitions or to reject it and send 
the is.sue out for referendum. 
There will be a hearine on MilY 2 
at 2 p.m at the Aueusta Civic Center on 
LO. 310. before the legislature's judi-
ciary committee. Then the bill goe.s to 
the House and Senate for a vote. Of 
course, we do not want this bill enactoo 
by the legislature 1 
What next? I) If you have experi-
enced or witnessed discrimination in 
Maine based on sexual orientation it 
employment, housing, credit or public 
accommodations, please call 1-8~55-
MLGPA to testify or to help with the 
hearing on L.D. 310. AND 2) If you 
can walk, dance, sing or breathe, join 
.. Maine Won't Discriminate." Fight the 
unfairness of the referendum! 
Call 1-800-55-MLGPA to find out 
about the next meeting of a .. Maine 
Won't Discriminate" Chapter near you. 
Bring a friend. 
Sincerely, 
Susan (Farnsworth) 
Portland set to elect three School Committee members 
by Bruc:e Balbooi 
There are two at large School Com-
mittee seats available in the May 2 elec-
tion. Four candidates are vying for them. 
One, Carl Mike Roland, is the incumbent. 
The other three candidates are Scott Erik 
Richard, Davis Hartwell and Rickey (Rick) 
Tomazin. Dony-AnnaRichard.s Waxman 
is running unopposed for the District 3 
School Committee seat. 
The School Committee candidates 
are split, roughly, into two groups. Rich-
ard, Roland and Waxman support condom 
availability in the high schools while 
Tomazin and Hartwell do not (This split 
was uniform on my other questiom as 
well.) Richard's and Waxman's support 
on the condom is.sue is unequivocal. 1bey 
both say what has been done is inadequate. 
They are referring to the new, current 
policy which states that - condoms will 
be made available in sdlool-based clinics, 
but only to low income students. Roland 
also wishes the policy was more inclusive, 
but he cites the financial burden that would 
_be imposed if condoms we made available 
to everyone in both high schools. 
Tomazin is firmly opposed. He said 
he thought it was inappropriate for schools 
to be doing that and that $30,000 for the 
clinics was too much money. He thinks 
it's not an education is.sue, that kids know 
where to get condoms and that regardless 
of income, the schools should not be malc-
ing condoms available. 
Hartwell was somewhat more flex-
ible. He said he is willing to be convinced 
otherwise, but that the information pre-
sented by the various committees and sub-
committees was inadequate. He said the 
repoos were lacking in scholarship and that 
they distorted the results of their own sur-
vey in order to support their conclusiom. 
I asked the candidates if they would 
support diversity education and in that 
context, the presentation of homosexual-
ity as "normal." Richard said, "Yes." 
Waxman said, "I think Diversity Day at 
both high schools is essential to our soci-
ety and to our children. Disrussing and 
covering the bases of homophobia and 
homo.sexuality is important. Lesbians and 
gays, like heterosexuals, should be recog-
nized in the community for who they are, 
and not what their sexual preference is. 
We're all here together. Homosexuality is 
not abnormal." 
Roland said, "We should teach about 
the student's real experiences including 
gay and lesbian experience. "Normal" 
doesn't enter into it 
Tomazin said he'd rather not get into 
such a discussion. He said he thought the 
intent of Diversity Day is good, but that 
some of the content is inappropriate. 
Hartwell said it is not the school's job to 
sanction one thing or another but that it's 
OK to impart information about hom~ 
sexuality. 
No one had a problem with gay or 
lesbian teachers being out in the classroom, 
although Hartwell urged discretion, trying 
to draw a distinction between being out 
and being out in your face. 
All agreed that funding was the 
great.e.st challenge facing public education, 
but Hartwell mentioned Goals 2000 and 
the quality of education as the most im-
portant is.sue. 
On the is.sue of supporting and initi-
ating programs to address the needs of gay 
and lesbian students Richard said, ·' I think 
we should initiate 100% inclusive runicu-
lum and I support he.althy and complete 
education for every student whether 
they're gay, lesbian, religious minorities, 
ethnic minorities or even majorities -
evecy student should be offered education 
and the same programs and be offered it 
in equal manner. Gay, lesbian and ques-
tioning youth need to have their lives 100% 
included in the curriculum, which means 
that when teachers talk about explicit sex 
in sex education and how to protect your-
self, then they nee.d to talk about explicit 
sex between two men and two women." 
Waxman said, "My campaign man-
ager and I are going to address those prob-
lems after I'm elected, but I think sexual 
harassment is happening to those who are 
gay. I haven't heard that much, but when 
I went to the public hearings at PRVfC 
there were gay kids there who said, 'We're 
getting harassed at school,' and that's be-
cause there is so much ignorance out there. 
I think calling someone a name like ''fag-
got" is just as bad as carrying a weapon to 
school, or having drugs in school, or fist 
fighting, and it should be treated the same 
way, but I also think suspending a kid be-
cause he's angry and ignorant, because he 
hasn't been educated enough is wrong ... 
I think to be educated about what it is to 
be gay in America is something that should 
be a part of our health curriculum. Peer 
support groups for gay students is a good 
idea, where you have someone come in 
and say this is what it feels like when y(ju 
say that to me. I think teenagers nee.d a lot 
of support. The world is spinning really 
{Mt" 
Tomazin would not discuss this 
question. He said he wanted good pr~ 
grams for all the students. Roland had 
nothing in partirular in mind for gay and 
lesbian students but said he sees a need 
for it. Hartwell said such programs are 
not appropriate for schools because it 
would send a message. He suggested that 
private efforts could address those needs 
and said he is running to improve the qual-
ity of education. M 
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Wednrsday. April 19; 
M 7:00-9:00 PM (ME.), 8:00-10:00 
PM (N-B) - Gay-Lesbian Community 
Services Center Drop-In and Open 
House, 398 So. Main St, Caribou. FMI 
(207) 498-2088. 
Thursday. April 20; 
&& 8:30 PM - Chord on Blue, a 
percussive, eclectic band appearing at 
cm. 145 Kennebec St., Portland. TlX-
$3. FMI, (207) 772-JOYY. 
Friday. April 21 i 
M 7:00-9:00 PM (ME.), 8:00-10 PM 
(N-B) - N orthem Lambda Nord sponsors 
Women's Night at the Gay-Le.sbian-
Bisexual Community s ·ervices Center, 
398 So. Main St., Caribou. Smoke/ 
Chem Free. FMI, Sheila-(207) 764-
7838. 
&& 7:30 PM - Building Inclusive 
Community sponsors, "Promoting 
Health & Wellness for Lesbiaru: An 
Overview of the Issues," presented by 
Tania Jo Hathaway, Coordinator, 
Lesbian Health Project of Southern 
Maine. Unitarian Universalist Olurch, 
Pleasant St., Auburn. Free admission. 
Saturday. April 22; 
M 9:30 AM-12:30 PM - The Lesbian 
Health Project of So. Maine presents 
"Can We Talk?: Lesbians Discuss 
Sexuality." Presented by Peaches Bass, 
Coordinator, Mabel Wadsworth 
Women's Health Center Lesbian Health 
Project·. Location: The AIDS Project, 
22 Monument Square. Accessible to 
mobility-impaired. _ Fee: $15 
individuals, $25 couples. FMI or to 
register, (207) 772-2699. 
M 3:00 PM - First meeting of Citi's 
Softball Team. FMI call Angie at (207) 
780-6719. 
Sunday. April 23; 
•& 1 :00-3:00 PM - Earth Day "March 
for Parks" event to raise money to 
improve Deering Oaks Park in Portland. 
Rally at 1 :00 PM at Deering Oaks with 
a 4.5 mile walk around Baxter Blvd. 
Sponsored by G .H . Bass & Co. in 
cooperation with Portland's Dept. of 
Parks and Recreation. FMI, (207)874-
8793. 
•& 1 :00-4:00 PM - "Coming Home to 
our Bodies," a movement workshop for 
survivors of physical and sexual abuse. 
Belfast Dance Studio. Work.shop is open 
to both men and women, led by Ellen 
Oak. Call New Hope for Women, (207) 
594-2128 or (207) 338-6569 to register. 
No charge for workshop. Enrollment 
limited to 40 participants. 
M 1 :00 PM'tsb' - Out Among Friends, 
a Portland based women's support 
group, hosts a hike/walk activity. All 
women welcome, FMI, call (207) 846-
5233; 
Monday. April 24: 
•A 8:00 PM - Seacoast Gay Men 
presents "Sharing Our Talents" an 
evening of entertainment to benefit 
AIDS Response Seacoast. UU Olurch, 
State St., Portsmouth. $5 donation. 
FMI, Frank DeSarro (207)439-8635. 
Tuesday, ApdJ .,; 
•& 6:15-8:30 PM - Women's Center in 
Belfast Discussion Series . Topic: "How 
sexuality affects working relatioruhips. " 
9A Main Street, 2nd floor, Belfast FMI, 
338-1429. 
M 7:30-8:30 PM, (ME.), 8:30-9:30 
PM, (N-B) - Gay & Lesbian AA 
Meeting at NLN's Gay-Lesbian 
Community Services Center, 398 So. 
Main St., Caribou. FMI, (207) 498-
2088. 
M 7:00 PM - The Gathering, USM 
Campus Center, Portland . Topic : 
"Working with the public school to 
implement AIDS education: A personal 
account of the 5 year journey in Old 
Orchard Beach." FMI-774-4919. 
WedQfsday. April 26: 
M 7:00-9:00 PM (ME.), 8:00-10:00 
PM (N-B) - Gay-Lesbian Community 
Services Center Drop-In and Open 
House, 398 So. Main St, Caribou. FMI 
(207) 498-2088. 
Thursday. April ZZi 
M 7:30-9:00 PM - MatJovich Has A 
Makeover, with Ferrante and other 
Portland Divas showing how it's done. 
Join us for a "backstage" look at drag 
performance as we discuss the whys and 
wherefores of drag. Holiday Inn by the 
Bay, 88 Spring St., Portland. Accessible 
to mobility impaired; free hotel parking. 
M8:30 PM - Yagottawanna, acappella · 
trio, appearing at cm, 145 Kennebec 
St., Portland. Tix-$3. FMI, (207) 772-
JOYY. 
Saturday. AprlJ 29: 
•A 7:00 PM - 'Take Back the Night 
Rally & March" sponsored by Greater 
Portland NOW, The Family Crisis 
Shelter and the Rape Crisis Center, Inc. 
Monument Square. Featuring several 
speakei-s and an opportunity for audienc.e 
speak outs, a women's' march through 
downtown Portland and a vigil for men 
in support of Take Back the Night FMI, 
Anne Marie al (207) 799-9020. 
M 9:00 PM-Midnight - Chem Freel 
Smoke Free Spring Dance sponsored by 
The Portland Round Up as a fund-raiser 
for The Portland Round Up's 11th 
Annual Labor Day Conference for Sober 
Lesbians & Gay Men. Coffee & water 
on the house, donations of soda and 
snacks welcome. Williston West 
Church, 32 Thomas St., Portland. $2 
donation 
Sunday. ApriJ 30: 
MAM - Time Out's .First Spring Bike 
Ride. Begins in downtown Ogunquit 
along the shore road to York and back 
with a stop atop Mr. Agamenticus. Not 
a novice ride, but beginners can take 
slower pace. FMI, (207) 871-9940. 
•A 9:00 AM-1 :00 PM - Self defense 
workshop for women sponsored by Rape 
Crisis Center. Workshop leader and 
black belt Karate instructor, Lauretta 
Gregoire will cover awareness, safety 
and risk reduction. Pre-reg. $25, al the 
door $35. Scholarships available. FMI 
or to register, call (207) 799-9020. 
MAY,1995 
Tunday. May 2; 
•& 2:00 PM - PUBLIC HEARING on 
Referendum Bill LO 310. the initiated 
bill on the referendum. Augusta Civic 
Center. Show your opposition to 
Concerned Maine Families "pro-
discrimination" referendum. Come and 
bring 5 friends, family members or co-
workers . FMI, Karen Geraghty at 1-
800-55-MLGPA. 
•A 6:30 PM - Post Hearing Reception 
at the Comfort Inn in Augusta to network 
and socialize with other people and 
organizations opposing the referendum. 
FMI, Karen Geraghty at l-800-55-
MLGPA. 
M 7:00 PM - The Gathering, Coffe 
House with Erika Gilbert, Cathy Poole 
and Kate Austin and Yagonawanna. 
Catered by Begelworks & Green 
Mountain Coffee. USM Campus Center, 
Portland. FMI, 774-4919. 
M 7:30-8:30 PM, (ME.), 8:30-9:30 
PM, (N-B) - Gay & Lesbian AA 
Meeting at NLN's Gay-Lesbian 
Community Services Center, 398 So. 
Main St., Caribou. FMI, (207) 498-
2088. 
Wednesday. May 3; 
M 7:00-9:00 PM (ME.), 8:00-10:00 
PM (N-B) - Gay-Lesbian Community 
Services Center Drop-In and Open 
House, 398 So. Main St, Caribou. FMI 
(207) 498-2088. 
Thursday. May 4; 
AA 8:30 PM - Lynne Deeves, Val 
Bennett, Erika Gilbert perform at cm, 
145 Kennebec St., Portland. Tix-$3. 
FMI, call (207) 772-JOYY. 
Friday. May S; 
M 8:00 PM (ME.), 9:00 PM (N-B) -
Film night at Gay-Lesbian Community 
Services Center, 398 So. Main St., 
Caribou. "Serving in Silence," the story 
of Col. Margarethe Cammermeyer, will 
be shown. Free admission. Free 
popcorn. BYO beverage. FMI, call 
(207) 498-2088. 
Saturday, May 6; 
AA 10:00 AM-12:30 PM 
"Constructing our Visibility" workshop 
for community service groups. 
Unitarian Universalist Olurch, Pleasant 
St., Auburn. FMI, (207) 871-9940. 
M Day long workshop: "Growing Up 
Gay" sponsored by Out on MDI and 
College of the Atlantic is a one day 
workshop for and about gay, lesbian and 
bi teens, their friends and family. Topics 
include safer sex, coming out, accepting 
your gay child or parent, and teen 
suicide. Write to Out on MDI, PO Box 
367, Southwest Harbor, ME 04679-0367 
or call (207) 288-2502 and leave 
message. 
AA 12:noon-5:00 PM - Northeast 
Bisexual Community 2nd Annual 
Meeting, focusing on Empowerment and 
Outreach to Rural Bisexuals. Putney 
Friends Meeting House, Putney, VT. 
FMI, call Stephanie Berger (617) 666-
3149 or Kirsten Isgro, (802) 658-9554. 
M8:00 PM- Wild Iris presents Heather 
Bi.shop in concert. First Parish Church. 
425 Congress St. Portland. Tickets 
$LUO advance, $15 day of the show. 
Sunday. May 7: 
•A 11:00 AM-12:30 PM - Registration 
for Maine AIDS Walk '95 . Cheveru.s 
High School. 267 Ocean Ave., Portland. 
•A 12:30 Pl\1- Opening ceremonies for 
the Maine AIDS Walk '95 at Cheveruc; 
High School, 267 Ocean Ave .. Portland. 
•A 1 :00 PM - MAINE AIDS WALK 
'95 steps off from many locations across 
the state. Check with your local AIDS 
service organization for details. · 
Ml:00 PM'lsh' - Out Among Friends. 
a Portland based women's support 
group, sponsors a hike/walk activity. All 
women welcome. FMI, call (207) 846-
5233. 
Tuesday. May 9: 
M 7:00 PM - The Gathering, USM 
Campus Center, Portland. Topic: 
"Surviorship/Partnership: How does 
surviving incest affect relationships?" 
Anita Landino, presentor. FMI, 774-
4919. 
•A 7:00 PM - Portland area PFLAG at 
Woodfords Congregational Church. 
FMI, Rita-766-5158 or Sue-774-3441. 
M 7:30-8:30 PM, (ME.), 8:30-9:30 
PM, (N-B) - Gay & Lesbian AA 
Meeting at NLN's Gay-Lesbian 
Community Services Center, 398 So. 
Main St., Caribou. FMI, (207) 498-
2088 . 
Wednesda:i, May lOL 
•& 6:15-8:30 PM - Women's Center in 
Belfast Discussion Series . Topic: 
"Mothers and daughters: acknowledging 
the connection. 9A Main St., 2nd floor, 
Belfast. FMI, 338-1429. 
M 7:00-9:00 PM (ME.), 8:00-10:00 
PM (N-B) - Gay-Lesbian Community 
Services Center Drop-In and Open 
House, ~98 So. Main St, Caribou. FMI 
(207) 498-2088. 
Thursday. May 11; 
M 7:00-9:00 PM - Matlovich Society 
4th Anniversary celebration with 
special guest speaker Elizabeth Birch 
from The Human Rights Campaign 
Fund, Washington, DC. Birch took the 
reigru of HRCF during the wake of the 
November elections. Holiday Inn by the 
Bay, 88 Spring St., Portland. Accessible 
to mobility impaired; free hotel parking. 
&A 8:30 PM - Darien Brahms 
performing at CITI, 145 Kennebec St., 
Portland. Come, check out the house 
band. Tix-$3. FMI, (207) 772-JOYY. 
Saturday. May 13: 
•A 10:00 AM-3:00 PM - PFLAG 
Northeast Regional Conference, 
Nashua, NH, Pilgrim Congregational 
Church. Speakers Karen Harbeck 
(Lawyer & Teacher) on legislative & 
youth issues, Jan Platner (Exec. Dir. 
GLAD) on the status of an equal rights 
marriage law and the work being done 
to lay the foundations for p8S8age of du 
law in Hawaii. FMI, write Non Tuthill, 
18 Hobbs Rd. Kensington, NH 03833. _ 
•A 3:00-5:00 PM - Gulf of Maine Boob 
Saturday afternoon hook 5Ct'ies present, 
Cris Newport, author o( "Sparks Might 
1--ly" and Karen Saum, author of "Murder 
is Germane," "Murder b Relative," and 
"Murder is Material," both puhli.,hed hy 
New Victoria Publishers. 134 Maine St., 
Brun.,wick. (207) 729-5083. 
&& 8:00 PM-Midnight - Women's 
Country Hoedown spoo.,ored hy Out and 
About, a Portsmouth based lesbian 
organization. DJ Dee Greenberg witl 
teach line dancing and later there will 
beachoiceo(regulardance music. The 
United Methodist Church, 129 Miller 
Ave. $6 al the door. Smoke/Chem free, 
50150 raffle, refreshments, snacks. 
M 8:30-11 :00 PM - Contra Dance-
Gender-role free dancing sponsored by 
Building Inclusive Community of 
Auburn. Chris Ricciotti of Lavendar 
Country & Folk Dances is the Caller. 
Unitarian Universalist Church, Pleasant 
St., Auburn. $3-$5 sliding scale. No 
one will he turned away. 
Sunday. May 14; 
.1.& 3:00 PM (ME.), 4:00 (N-B) -
Northern Lambda Nord's monthly 
meeting al the Gay-Lesbian Community 
Services Center, 398 So. Main St., 
Caribou. FMI, (207) 498-2088. 
Tuesday. May 16; 
M 7:30-8:30 PM, (ME.), 8:30-9:30 
PM, (N-B) - Gay & Lesbian AA 
Meeting at NLN's Gay-Lesbian 
Community Services Center, 398 So. 
Main St., Caribou. FMI, (207) 498-
2088. 
Wednesday. May 17; 
•.1. 6:30-8:30 PM - Support group for 
adult female survivors of incest and/or 
child sexual abuse, offered by The Rape 
Crisis Center, free and confidential. Co-
facilitated for eight consecutive 
Wednesday in Portland. FMI & to 
register.Anne Marie al (207) 774-3613. 
M 7:00-9:00 PM (ME.), 8:00-10:00 
PM (N-B) - Gay-Lesbian Community 
Services Center Drop-In and Open 
House, 398 So. Main St, Caribou. FMI 
(207) 498-2088. 
Thursday. May 18; 
M 8:30 PM - Kale Schrock with Dave 
Fields on drums and Ross on Bass, 
performing at Cffl, 145 Kennebec St., 
Portland. Tix-$3. FMI, (207) 772-
JOYY. 
Friday tbru Sunday. May 19-21; 
.1.& 6th Northeast Regional 
Conference on . Bisexuality at 
Northeastern University, Boston, MA. 
Events include worlcshops, entertainers, 
erotic story telling, dance/party & more. 
Open to bi and bi-friendly people. FMI, 
Bisexual Resource Center, 95 Berkeley 
St., #613, Boston 02116. 
Friday. May 19: 
M 7:00-9:00 PM (ME.), 8:00-10 PM 
(N-B)- Northern Lambda Nord sponsor 
Women's Night at the Gay-Lesbian-
Bi.sexual Community Services Center, 
398 So. Main St., Caribou. Smoke/ 
Chem Free. FM._I, Sheila-(207) 764-
7838 . 
.&.& 7:30 PM - Building Inclusive 
Community of Auburn sponsors 
"Spirituality, Religion and the Gay 
Community" a panel of religious and 
secular leaders. Unitarian Universalist 
Church, Pleasant St., Auburn. Free 
admission. 
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Classified Advertising 
FOR RENT 
M879-7684. A Portland apartment you 
can call home! Sunny. spaciou.,, energy 
efficient. Remodeled. $575 plus 
utilitie.'I. 2 bedroom.'! - 2 llviq room -
wa,her/ckyer hookup- off street parking. 
A must see! Ready and available for 
immediate occupancy. Walk to Old Port 
and E. Prom. (207) 879-7684. M 
M Aug1Lm area: Male couple seeks 
roommate to .'!hare sunny, spacious, fun 
home. EM}' interstate acceM to Portland, 
Brunswick. Freeport. UA; convenient to 
We.'ltem/Central Maine. CATV, W/D, 
DW, off-street parking, large yard/ 
garden, storage, many other benefit.,. 
$250/month + 1/3 utilitie.,. Call (207) 
582-2725 FMI. M 
M BIDDEFORD: 2nd floor bright, 
sunny, 3 he~oom apartment (7 rooms), 
wall to wall carpeting, washer/dryer 
hookup, stove and refrigerator, ample 
storage, off street parking, private 
entrances, large ouuide porch. $540 per 
month. Call (207) 282-9502 weekends 
or (617) 739-1798 Monday-Thursday 
evenings. Available May 1. M 
M SO. PORTLAND: 1 bedroom in 
Meetinghouse Hill area; sunny. 
Hardwood floors, large closets. Pet may 
be OK. $425/+utilities. Av~lable May 
1st. Call (207) 767-0703. M 
TRAVEIJVACATION 
&& LESBIAN PARADISE! 20 
charming rooms, 100 mountain acres, 
pool, hot tub, hiking/skiing trails, 
yummy breakfasts, peace and ~vacy. 
We're your perfect vacation choice year 
round' Week-long and midweek 
discounts. HIGHLANDS INN, Box 
1180P, Bethlehem, NH 03574, (603) 
869-3978. M 
M BACKPACKING, canoeing, X-
country skiing, Native American cultural 
trips, youth trip . Wilderness skills and 
environmental awareness. Small 
groups. Great food. Arizona, Utah, New 
Mexico, Maine, Quebec, 
Newfoundland. Contact Earth Treks, 
Dept. C., RFD 2, Box 785, Thorndike, 
ME 04986. 1-800-589-4770. 
.1..1. YELLOW BIRCH FARM: 
Romantic, seasonal cottage or year 
round studio on working organic farm 
in Down east Maine, 20 minutes from 
Eastport. Absolute peace and quiet. 
Saturday. May 20: 
&& 9:00 AM-4:30 PM - Cancer 
Screening Clinic for Lesbians. The 
Lesbian Health Project of So. Maine will 
provide lesbian and lesbian-
knowledgeable practitioners who will 
offer the following cancer screening 
services: pelvic and breast exam; pap 
smear; information; referral. Location: 
Tri-County Health Services, Lewiston. 
FMI or to schedule an appointment (207) 
772-2699. 
Sunday. May 21; 
Ml :00 PM'lsb' - Out Among Friends, 
a Portland based women's support 
Beautiful, remote, urupoiled Cobscoot 
Bay. B & B or weekly rental. Brochure, 
re.,ervati~,: (207) 726-5807. M 
6.6. SPECKLED MTN. RA.NCH: 
Located in Maine's White Mountain 
foothills. Come stay al our beautiful B 
& Band horse farm. We have two roorru 
available, with delicious vegetarian 
breakfa.,t. Ride horses, hi.kc, enjoy 
nature. Call (207) 836-2908. Bethel, 
Maine. M 
BUSINESS 
ORGANIZATION 
&& The Rainbow Business & 
ProressaonaJ Network has expanded it., 
membership to welcome gay men and 
persoru not necessarily busineM owners. 
We welcome dreamen and visionaries. 
We are in the proces., of developing a 
directory of gay/lesbian/bi owned or 
friendly businesses. We plan to conduct 
seminars on issues related to being a 
business & professional network. We 
also are planning to have social times 
together. FMI, call Vicky Zavasni.k, 
(207) 775-0015 or Carolyn Jalbert, (207) 
878-3755. M 
HELP WANTED 
M Part-Ume workers for gay-owned 
lan<bcape company. You must be , 
wilfing to get dirty and do moderate 
lifting. Must work in greater Portland. 
We work hard but also have fun. 
Experience helpful, but will train right 
people. Call Brad al (207) 773-4252. M 
M Part-time Appointment telemarketer 
to set appointments from company team. 
Potential for $20 per hour or more on 
commission basis. Engaging telephone 
manner and peJsistence required. 
Complete training. Perfect for the home-
bound or someone unable to work full 
time. Call Brad at (207) 773-4252. M 
NH LESBIAN SUPPORT 
GROUP FORMING . 
M30 week group for gay women, late 
20's through 30's who want to bring their 
fuU selves into more satisfying, balanced 
relationships. Focus is on recognizing 
and "rewriting" relationship patterns in 
the context of a sometimes invalidating 
environment. Attention given to themes 
group, sponsors a hike/walk activity. All 
women welcome. FMI, call (207) 846-
5233. 
Meeting dates & times for 
Maine Won't Discriminate 
can be found in the box on 
page 2 of each issue of CPR. 
KEY TO CALENDAR 
•~ = not exclusively gay 
M= gay event/interest 
of homophobia. vulnerability, trust, 
power, authenticity. and commitment. 
PLACE: Portsmouth, NH. TIME: 
Thursdays, 7:3~8:50 PM. Beginning 
May 4, 1995. LEADER: Su.wi Lager. 
MSW. CALL: (603)431-7131 for more 
information. M 
PERSONALS 
M GWM, 26, intellectual, healthy, 
rugged, outdoors man. seeks man ( 19-
35) who loves nature, animw, quiet 
nights, adventure and travel. Reply to: 
Box holder, RR 01, Box 57, Bradford, 
Maine 0441 ~9703. M 
M SmaJI endowed? Short in stature., 
Like U-'? T1red of guys searching for 
only tall or well hung? Finally stories, 
advice and personab devoted to the 
small man and our admirers. lOO's 
nationwide. SASE PO Box 610294, 
Bayside, NY 11361--0294. M 
M BWF, -18 years old, looking for a 
friendship, or thal special someooe. So 
drugs/smoke. Looking for a female 
around my age who likes to dance, watch 
movies, cuddle, and loves to love. Drop 
me a line! AMR, 32 Winter St., Lisbon, 
ME04250. M 
MISCELLANEOUS 
M Battered Lesbian Project forming 
forW.I.L.D .. Women Igniting Love and 
Divenity. Volunteers needed. Seeking 
to connect with battered and formerly 
battered lesbiam to asses3 community 
needs and provide assistance. If your 
partner/lover is verbally, emotionally, or 
physically abusive to you, we can help 
you get free . All inquiries strictly 
confidential and all calls returned 
discretely. Call Gabriella at (207) 761-
8138. If leaving message, specify full 
name and best time to return call. Or 
write to: -\V.I.L.D .. cJo Community Pride 
Reporter, 142 High St., Suite #634, 
Portland, ME 04101. M 
M Call r or Pa~rs: Lesbians, Gays, 
Bisexuals, Transgendered People and 
Education. Deadline for optional 
proposals is May 1, 1995. Deadline for 
papers is September 1, 1995. To receive 
a Call for Papers contact: Harvard 
Educational Review, Gutman Library 
Suite 349, 6 Appian Way, Cambridge, 
MA 02138; phone (617)495-3432; fax 
(617) 496-3584. M 
I ANNOUNCEMENT: ,; 
Boston's Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual \ I 
Freedom Trail Wind Ensemble and 
Marching Band is always looking for 
new members. We need "blowe:rs" and 
"bangers" (aka winds and percussion) 
and flag carriers and halon twirlers and 
'band-aides' and supporters who don't do 
any of the above! 
We rehearse every Tuesday at the Lesley 
Ellis School in Arlington, MA from 
7:00-9:00 PM. This site may change as 
we move into marching season.) Call 
for direction and join us for Pride~! 
For more information, call Diane (617) 
926-9730 or Jon (617) 423-7698. 
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GENERAL 
MUGPA is a statewide, non-partisan orga-
nization formed to educate the general public, 
politicians, and media on UG issues. Pri-
ma.ry goals areto involvethe UG community 
in Maine's political process, promote civil 
rights, develop and review legislation, en-
dorse candidates. build a coalition. and 
oppose anti:gay legislation and referenda. 
Meetings are the 3rd Saturday of every month 
in Augusta. FMI call 1-800-55-MLGPA. 
Parents, Families and Friends or Lesbi-
ans and Gays (P-FLAG) promotes the 
health and well-being of gay. lesbian; bi-
sexual and transgendered persons. their 
families and friends through support, educa-
tion and advocacy. Come and celebrate our 
children and friends just the way they are! 
(Sec listings for Maine & New Hampshire 
under PHONE SUPPORT and SUPPORT 
GROUPS.) 
Northern Lambda Nord is an educational, 
informational, social, and service organiza-
tion serving lesbian, gay, and bisexual people 
in northern Maine and New Brunswick. 
Meetings are 2nd Sunday of every month at 
1 pm (ME),2pm(N-B),attheGay-Lesbian 
Community Services Center, 398 S. Main 
St., Caribou, and can be reached every 
Wednesday by The Phoneline. Call 207/ 
498-2088. 
The Matlovich Society is an educational 
and cultural organization of lesbians, bi-
sexuals. gay men, and friends committed to 
sharing our history as well as providing 
person-affirming presentations and discus-
sions in a supportive environment. Meetings 
on the second and fourth Thursday every 
month at 7:30 pm at the Holiday Inn By the 
Bay, 88 Spring St. Portland. Free parking 
and accessible to the mobility-impaired. Call 
201n61-438o. 
National Association or Social Workers, 
ME. Chapter, Sexual Minority Issues Com-
mittee welcomes new social work members. 
Our purpose is to educate, provide resources, 
and lobby legislators on issues involving 
sexual minorities in Maine. Meetings are on 
the 3rd Thursday of every month at 5 pm at 
the Community Counseling Ctr., 343 Forest 
Ave., Portland. FMI call Perry Sutherland, 
874-1030 . . 
HATE CRIMES & BIAS INCIDENTS; 
Have · you _ or someone you know been a 
victim? Call the Civil Rights Section of the 
Maine Department of the Attorney General 
-626-8844. 
Building Inclusive Community; A group 
of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered 
people working to build an inclusive and 
safe corpmunity in Lewiston-Auburn and 
outlying areas. We are exploring ways to 
achieve this goal through social gatherings, 
educational events, support groups, topic 
meetings and forums open to sexual minori-
ties, friends and supporters. FMI, write 
POB 3184, Auburn, ME 04212-3184. 
Citizens Alliance for• Gay and l&sbiao 
Ri&bll1 (CAGLR), New Hampshire's old-
est progressive gay/lesbian civil rights 
organization, welcomes all those interested 
in these goals to weekly meetings, programs, 
socials and various other events. Newslet-
ter. Call Info-line(603)224-1686orwriteto 
PO Box 730, Concord, NH 03302-0730. 
MUSIC & ART 
Women In Harmony is an eclectic choral 
ensemble open to all women regardless of 
age, race, religion, or sexual orientation. If 
you are interested in becoming a member or 
volunteering ~rganizational skills, send 
SASE (including your phone number) to 
P.O. Box 7944, Portland, ME. 04112, or call 
772-0013. 
Maine Gay Men's Chorus is a community 
chorus which brings men together to en-
hance social tolerance and diversity in the 
Greater Portland area, u well as affirming 
the gay/lesbian experience with creative and 
lively musical entertainment. FMI call 883-
8099 or write M.G.M.C. , P.O. Box 10391 . 
Portland, ME. 04104. 
The Malne Gay Visual Artist 's Leagut 
will meet on the third Wednesday of every 
month. The League is a non-profit, creative 
support network for Maine's gay & lesbian 
. visual artists community. For~tingplacc, 
call 775-3420 . 
PHONE SUPPORT 
Region by region 
National Center for l&sbian Btsbts Youth 
Prolcc;t; 1-800-528-NCLR. 
Bostop Alliance of Lesbian and Gay Youth 
CBAGLY}; 1-800-347-TEEN. 
Portland: 
The AIDS Une: 1-800-851-AIDS or 775-
1267. HIV/AIDS related questions, call 
Mon.-Sat. 9 am-5 pm, Mon. & Wed. eve-
nings until 7:30 pm Anonymous. 
DIAL KIDS: 774-TALK. For lesbian.gay, 
bi & questioning youth under 19 yrs. 
Ingraham Volunteers: Call 774-HELP 
(774-4357) . 
The AIDS Project: 774-6877. Located at 
22 MonumentSq.,5thfloor,Portland 04101. 
Call for information and support group, meet-
ings in Portland, Lewiston, Brunswick.. 
Bangor: Eastern Maine AIDS Network: 990-
3626 
for residents and non-residents at a walk.-in-
clinic . Low cost, medicaid accepted. 
Anonymous, confidential HIV testing by 
appointment only. Clinic open Tues . 
&Thurs .. 3:30 to 6 pmat Portland City Hall 
Room 303 . FMI call 874-8784. 
Planned Pventhood oC Northern New 
England; Serving men and women, offer-
ing annual exa~. pregnancy testing. hinh 
control info. & supplies (free condoms'). 
testing and treatment for infections and 
STD's, menopause support and more . 
Evening hours, affordable services, and com-
plete confidentiality. Medicaid welcome. 970 
Forest Ave .. Portland. FMI call 874-1095. 
Identity Support 
New Hampshire P-FLAG Mcclinas 
Concord: Meets 3rd Sunday from 3-5 pm at 
1st Congregational Church, Washington & 
North Main Streets. (use Washington St. 
entrance), FMI call 603/472-4944. 
Seacoast: Meets 1st Tuesday from 7-9 pm at 
Stratham Community Church, Emory Lane, 
Stratham (1st right west of Rte 101 circle), 
FMI call 603n72-5196. 
Monadnock.Region: Meets 4th Monday from 
7-8:30 pm at The Place to Go. 46 Concord 
St. , Peterborough, FMI call 603/547-2545 
or 603/623-6023 . 
Nashua: Meets 3rd Thursday at 7:30 pm at 
Unitarian-Universalist Church, Lowell & 
Canal Streets., FMI call 603/880-0910. 
Plymouth: Meets first Sunday, 7-9 pm, Ply-
mouth Congregational Church. FMI, call 
603/968-7254 or 603/786-9812. 
Upper Val!ey Region: Meets second 
Wednesday, 7 pm. Hanover. FMI, call 603/ 
643-8331. • 
Maine P-FLAG Meetloes ~ Waldo-Knox AIDS Coalition: 338- Portland: Meets 2nd Tuesday 7-9 PM at 
1427 
Brunswick: Merrymecting AIDS Support W oodfords Congregational Church, 202 
Services: 725-4995 .!"'< Wood.fords St. ·FMI, 766-5158 or 774- · 
Bridgton: Community Task Force on AIDS: 3441. 
583-6608 -
Rwnford: Community AIDS Awareness Pro-
gram: 823-4170 
· Lewiston: Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coa-
lition: 786-4697 
Waterville: Dayspring: 626-3432 
Ellsworth: Down East AIDS Network: 667-
3506 
Oxford Hills: Oxford Hills Conummity AIDS 
Network: 743-7451. 
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & 
Gays (P-FLAG) 
Contacts in Maine 
(* indicates monthly meetings) 
Augusta/Hallowell: 623-2349 
*Bangor/Brewer: 989-5180 
Brunswick/Bath: 729-0519 
*Oak.land: Steve, 465-3870 
*Lewiston/Auburn: 783-9789 
*Portland: Rita, 766-5158 or Sue, 774-3441 
Waldoboro:· 832-5859 
Contacts in New Hampshire 
P-FLAG NH 24 hour Helpline: 
603/623-6023 
Concord: Judy, 603/485-3943 
Webster: Betsy, 603/746-3818 
Manchester: Hans & Lin, 603/668-0741 
Nashua: Nancy, 603/880-8709 
Kensington: Nora/John, 603/772-3893 
Stratham: Betty, 603n72-5196 
Francestown: Cy/Gordon, 603/547-2545 
Hanover: Shirley/fom, 603/643-8331 
Holderness: Olivia, 603/968-7254 
Center Sandwich: Tish, 603/284-6434 
SUPPORT GROUPS 
Medical Support 
SggaUyTqgppltwJQisewCllnic;Con-
fidential screening and treatment for STD's 
Women's Center - Belfast - Weekly 
meetings. 9A Main St., 2nd floor (above 
Jaret & Cohn) FMI, 338-5702. Group 
meeting every Wednesday, 6: 15 pm. 
Women's Spirituality Gatherings, Mondays 
7-9pm 
NA; Just (or Today meetings every 
Wednesday, 8:15 pm, at St. Luk.e's Cathe-
dral. State St., Portland. Use Park St. en-
trance in rear. Also Friday meeting, 8:00 pm, 
Immanuel Baptist Church, corner Deering 
& High St., Use entrance off Deering St. 
Out and About is a nonprofit, lesbian 
( over 18) support and educational group. 
Newsletter & calendar of local, current 
monthly events. Meets Mondays at 7:00 
pm. FMI, call 603/659-2139 or write 
POB 332, Portsmouth, NH 03802-0332. 
Out Amon1 Friends; Meets Thursdays 7-
8:30 pm, in the downstairs club room of the 
Portland YWCA, 87 Spring St. Lesbian sup-
port/discussion group. Free or Sl donation 
to help w/rent. 
Out op MW; For gays, lesbians, bii's and 
ourfriends. Vcryactivesocial/supportgroup. 
MeetseveryTuesdayat7:00pm Newcom-
ers always welcome. FMI, write Otrr ON 
MDI, PO Box 367, Southwest Harbor, ME 
04679-0367 or call (207) 288-2502 and leave 
a message. 
Djznity. Etc,: Meets third Sunday at 5: 15 
pm at St. Luke's Cathedral (Emmanuel 
Chapel), Portland. All are welcome. Fel-
lowship & potluck supper follow 5: 15 pm 
service. We minister to the lesbian and gay 
community. FMI, write P.O. Box 8113, Port-
land 04104. 
The AP1P9Uo Society; an out-reach, net-
working and social organization for New 
England's gay and lesbian atheists, free--
thinkers, ethical humanists and Hellenes. 
Free speech/civil rights advocacy group of-
fering freedom-from-religion support, 
religious de-programming a.nd fun! FM[, 
773-5726 or P.O. Box 5301. Portland. ME 
04101. 
Community o(HOJ)ei A Christian congre-
gation which claims a primary ministry with 
gay and lesbian people and strives to he 
inclusive of all persons. Worship on Satur-
days at 4:00 PM at Immanuel Baptist(::_!)urch, 
156 High St., Portland. FMI write Commu-
nity of Hope. Shawn Smith, Interim Pastor, 
POB 1671 , Portland, ME 041014. 
Layendcr Womyn; Lesbian/bisexual 
women's discussion group. Meets Tues-
days, 6:30-8:30 pm. First Universali_st 
Church, Pleasant St., Auburn, ME. FMI. 
call 783-0461 
Central Maine Gay Men's Support 
Group; Tuesdays from 7-8 :30 pm. FMI call 
622-1888 or 622-4254. 
Gay. Lesbian, Bisn:ual Pim Get-Jo-
&dbw lst ·and 3rd Fridays each month, 
6:00 pm. First Universalist Church. 345 
Broadway, Rock.land, ME. FMI. Larry 
Godfrey, (207) 594-2957. 
O-Sg_uad; Support group for lesbian, gays, 
bisexuals, & transgendereds. Serving 
Franklin County, based at UM Farmington. 
FMI call and leave message, (207) 778-
7380. 
TransSypportGroup: Moetsregularly,pro-
viding confidential support, education and 
social activities for cross dressers, trans-
sexuals, !heir families, friends, & others 
interested in gender dysphoria issues. FMI 
write TransSupport, P.O. Box 17622, Port-
land, 04112. 
women Survivors of Childhood Abuse; A 
support group for survivors of childhood 
abuse and/or sexual assault meets W ednes-
days from 1 :-30 to 3 pm. Free, confidential , 
safe, facilitated. FMI ancj location call (207) 
874-6593 . Sponsored by USM's Womyn's 
Forum 
Maine Bisexual People's Network; Meets 
to affirm in all a positive nature of bisexual-
ity and work toward greater acceptance in 
the bisexual, gay, lesbian, and straight com-
munities. Support and referrals available. 
FMI write P.O. Box 10818, Portland, ME. 
04104. 
Wilde-Stein Club; Meets every Thursday 
at 6:30 pm at Memorial Union, Sutton 
Lounge, UM at Orono. 
Lesbian/Biseinw Support Grog; Meets 
every Tuesday, 7-9 PM, at Women's Re-
sourceCenter 101 FernaldHallatUMOrono. 
FMI call (207) 581-1425. 
Am Cho(shj; A Maine Lesbian/Gay Jewish 
support group, meets monthly . FMI call 
Rheatha at 874-2970. 
Seacoast Gay Men; Social group meets 
Mondays (except holidays), 7 pm Unitarian 
Universalist Church, 292 State St., Ports-
mouth, NH. FMI call (603) 430-4052, or 
write P.O. Box 1394, Portsmouth 03802-
1394. 
Lewiston/Auburn; A new gay, lesbian, bi-
sexual support group for the Lewiston/ 
_ Auburn area meets Mondays at 7 pm at the 
U nitarian-U niversalist Church on Spring St., 
Auburn. 
Bangor Ltsblan SuRport GrouR; This 
Lesbian Support Group welcomes any 
woman who self-identifies as a lesbian. They 
seek to creat woman-only, lesbian-positive 
space to explore issues and affirm them-
selves and each another as lesbians. 
Confidentiality, open-mindedness and re-
spect are re{{uired. Meets 1st and 3rd 
Wednesdays, 6:30-8:00 pm, Mabel 
Wadsworth Women'• Health Center, 334 
Harlow St., Bangor. FMI: (207) 947-5337. 
Mountain Valley Men (MVMl: A group of 
gay men of all agea in the we5tern Maine, 
Eastern NH area who get together for pot 
luck. dinncr11 , hilcing, canoeing, slciing and 
other activitie11. FM(. write to Box 36, 
Center Conway, NH 03813 -0036 or call 
Paul at 207/~25 -1034. 
"l&t's Do Brunch": Potluck. 1;ocial gather-
ing from 11 :00 am-2:00 pm on the third 
Sunday of the month at a York. County 
location . Meet new people. 1;ce old friends , 
exchange ncwaand information. FMl.(207 ) 
985-2784. 
S.N.A.P,: Survivors Network. of Tho1;c 
Ahuscd hy Priests. Monthly 1;upport group 
for men & women healing from 1;cxual ahw.c 
hy clergy of any denomination . Mc:cts in 
Portland location on third Friday of the 
month. FMI . call 207/774-5025 . 
Drw-In Lesbian Dj..Kuajon Group: Meets 
Mondays. 11 :30 am to I :00 pm (except 
school vacation.,; & holidays) at USM Cam-
pus Center , Roome. (next to the Computer 
Lah) Portland. Bring your lunch . 
Parents 
Gay/Lcsblan/Bbnual Parents Group: 
Meeting in the Portland area . For dates, 
places and times write GLB Parents Group , 
P.O. Box 13, Augusta , Mc 04332-0013. 
Mothcn and Kids Group: Social events 
and group support for leshians and their 
chi ldrcn. Emphasis on inclusion of lesbians 
in the process of becoming pregnant or adopt-
ing. Meets monthly in the greater Portland 
area. FMI write: P.O . Box 2235, South 
Portland, ME 04116. 
Gay htcotiu Disc:ussjon Group: Meet-
ing 2nd Monday of month in Bangor Hall, 
University College Campus in Bangor. We 
discuss parenting issues. Open to gay men 
and lesbians. FMI, call 862-2516. 
Youth Support 
QUTRIGHTTOO;Sundays,6pmatMabcl 
Wadsworth Women's Health Center.Harlow 
St., Bangor. Support group for lesbian, gay, 
bisexual youth ages 16-22. FMI, call 285-
7180. 
OUTRIGHT/CcntralMaioc;WeekJy,con-
fidcntial meetings for gay, lesbian, & 
questioning youth 22 years and under. Call 
"First Call" at 795-6677 or l-800-339-4042 
and ask about OlTTRIGIIT. 
QU[RIGHT/PortJand; Meets every Fri-
day from 7:30-9:30 pm at Willist~n West 
Church, 32 Thomas St., Portland. Safe and 
supportive discussions with and for gay, 
lesbian, • bisexual & questioning young 
people. FMI call 774-TALK, or 774-HELP 
or write to P.O . Box 5077, Portland, ME. 
04101. 
OU[RIGHT/Seacoast; Meets every Fri-
day from 7 to 9 pm at the Unitarian Church 
annex building adjacent to the fire station, 
206 Court St., Portsmouth NH. FMI call 
Teenlinc at l-800-639-6095 or write P.O . 
Box 842, Portsmouth NH 03801. 
F.A.J.E. Flaht AIDS:Jrans(onn Educa-
llim.i A project of ACT UP/Portland whose 
purpose is to demand better HIV/ AIDS edu-
cation and combat homophobia in all Maine 
public schools; to form empowering groups 
for teens by teens and to create a context in 
which pro-teen, pro-gay groups are able to 
change the educational policies in their indi-
vidual school districts. Straight or gay, boy 
or girl, HIV+/-, black, brown or white. All 
welcome. FMI on who to contact or how to 
organize in your school district, contact 
F.A.T .E.,POBox 1931,Portland,ME04104. 
Phone/fax 828-0566. 
COLAGE: A national support group run by 
and for the children of gay, lesbian or bi-
sexual parents. FMI, COLAGE, 2300 
Market St., #165, Dept P, San Francisco, 
CA 94114. 
HIV Related Support Meetings 
Portland; 
Momlays: mv ncgati vc partncr11 of people 
living with 1-flV, 6 :30- 7:30 pm. 
Tuesday1: People Living with mv diacasc 
and all fricnd1;, familica, lovers, and 
caregivers, 10:30 am-Noon. 
2nd & 4th Tue1day1: Living Well focusCII 
on quality of life and empowerment for 
tho1;e living with IBV/AIDS. 
ht Wedne.day: PAWS <Pclll Arc Wonder-
ful Support), 5:30 pm. Call 775-PA WS. 
Charle11 Wynott, Program Coordinator. 
Thursdays: Women Living with HIV meets 
from I: 15-2:45 pm. Men Living with IBV 
mc:ct'I from 5:30-7 pm 
The abo11e Portland support groups meet al 
The AIDS Project. 22 Monument Sq., 5th 
floor . Call lane O 'Rourke al 774-6877 or l-
800-851-2437 for more information. 
(&wjston; Information & support meetings 
for People Living with HIV. Call 786-4697 
FMI. AIDS Coalition of Lcwiston-Auhurn. 
Brunpjck; Mc:ctings for family and friends 
who have loved ones with HIV/AIDS at 
Mcrrymecting AIDS Support Services, 8 
Lincoln Street. FMI on meeting days and 
times call Brian at 725-4955 . 
Gardiner; ht & 3rd Wednesdays: People 
Living with 1-{IV meets from I :30-3 pm at 
the Physicians Building behind Kennebec 
Valley Regional Health Agency Annex. Call 
Brian Allen at MASS at 725-4955. 
Rwn(ord/Mcuc:o Arca: Mondays: AIDS 
Support C,roup/Phonelincmccts from 7-8 :30 
pmat Mexico Congregational Church, Main 
Street, Mexico. Call 364-8603 . 
Androsc:oggtn Valley AIDS Coalition: 
Thundays: Support for people with HIV & 
their families . 7 pm. 70 Court St., 2nd floor, 
Auburn . FMI call 786-4697. 
Maine AIDS Alliance 
Member Organizations 
AIDS Lodging House: P.O. Box 3820, Port-
land. ME 04101-3820, Call 874-1000. 
AIDS Coalition ol'Lewuton-Auburn: P.O. 
Box 7977, Lewiston, ME 04243-7977 . Call 
786-4697. 
Community AIDS Awareness Program: 
c/o Mexico Cong .Church/UCC,43 Main 
St.Mexico, ME 04257 . Call 364-8603 . 
Community Task Force on AIDS Educ.: 
P.O. Box941,Naples,ME04055. Call 583-
6608. 
Dayspring: 32 Winthrop St., Augusta, ME 
04330. Call 626-3432. 
Down East AIDS Network: 114 State St., 
Ellsworth, ME 04605. Call 667-3506. 
. Eastern Maine AIDS Network: P.O . Box 
2038~ Bangor, ME 04401. Call 990-3626. 
Merrymeetlng AIDS Support Serv.: P.O. 
Box 57, Brunswick, ME 04011-0057. Call 
725-4955. 
Names Project/Maine: P.O. Box 10248, 
Portland, ME 04104. Call 774-2198. 
Oxford Hilb Community AIDS Network: 
P.O . Box 113, Paris, ME 04271-0113 . Call 
743-7451. 
Peabody House: 14 Orchard St., Portland, 
ME 04102. Call 774-6281. 
People With AIDS Coalition of ME.: 696 
Congress Strc:ct, Portland, ME 04101. Call 
773-8500. 
PetaAreWonderfulSupport(PAWS): 22 
Monument Square, Portland ME 04101. Call 
775-PAWS. 
St. John Valley AIDS Task Force: c/o 
NMMC, 143 E. Main St., Fort Kent, ME 
04743 . Call 834-3355. 
The AIDS Project: 22 Monument Sq., 5th 
fir., Portland, ME 04101. Call 774-6877. 
Wald~Knox AIDS Coalition: P.O. Box 
956, Belfast, ME 04915. Call 338-1427. 
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This conference createa a space where lesbian and biaexual women focua 
on our own growth in a safe, nurturing environment. In keeping with our 
goal of inclusivity, we wclc;ome traMgcndered pccplc who identify as 
leshian or bisexual women . 
This summer, Sappho 's Sisters VIII will focw on diversity in our 
community through workshops, rituals and hook diSC'U.'lsions. Friend-
ship,; form and community builds in small group and full conference 
,;cttings. There will be lotJl of time for fun . laughter, relaxation and beach 
walks . At Sappho's Sisters, seriousness and silliness find a balance as we 
all learn to love ourse(ve5 as we arc . 
Mak.c your vacation with a circle of women-loving-women who will 
support and challenge you in your growth as an individual. 
WHERE: Ferry Beach, a t;nitarian t;ninrsalist camp and 
conference center on the beach in Saco, Maine. 
COST: 
$276 to $358 depending on choice or accomodatlon.s. 
Included in fees are the conference, three wholesome 
mea.ls a day and accomodatlons In a fully eqwpped 
campground or dormitory style rooms. Partial 
scholarships_ are nvailable. 
For more information, contact either of this 
summer's coordinaton: Elaine Fadden - 508/797~ 
or Judy Tator - 607/432-77'9, or call Ferry Beach 
Park A•ociatlon at 207/282-4489. 
" • • . tile .... w leY• It w•• we lnpl" 
What are you doing to protect your civil rights? 
Call Maine Won't Discriminate. Get involved! 
• 
• 
DAMRON 
The first family 
of lesbian and 8ay 
travel 8uides 
proudly announces it.s 
newest addition! 
The firsl and only full-color 8ay 
and lesbian accommcx:lalions 
8uide. Fealures 450 f)88CS of 
pholo8raphs. delailed descrip-
• lions. mulliple cross index.. and 
much. much more. 
• 
DAMRON 
MAIL ORDER 
The ulLimale resource for 
8ay and lesbian lravellers 
around lhe world. 
for a free calalo8 
call 
(800) 462-6654 
or wrile: 
PO Box. 422458 
&in Francisco. CA 94142-2458 
~munity Pride Reporter 
85 lps 4/1/95 5x7.5 
• 
• 
-. 
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Out on theTown 
by Skip 
Brushaber 
Spring is 
here I bear. 
Well according 
to the calendar 
anyway. 
Plans are 
taking shape for 
_ ___.....,.,_"Pride Poetry 
and Prose" to be published with CPR 's 
Pride edition in June. 
So, all you writers and artists out 
there send us your work and see it in 
print. At the same time celebrate who 
we are as a community. 
The guidelines are: 
Fiction - 1500 wor<h or less 
Short stories or excerpts from 
larger works 
Poetry - 70 lines or less 
Black & white ptiotography 
Black & white artwork 
We strongly encourage written 
submissions of poetry and prose be on 
Mac compatible disc. Any questions, 
contact the CPR office. 
De.ldline is May 22, 1995. 
What's going on around town: 
"Nurueme II-The Second Com-
ing" at The Chocolate Church in Bath 
"Entertaining Mr. Sloan" al the 
Oak Street Theater, Portland 
"Under The Skin" al Madhorse 
'Theater, Portland 
"Collecting For A College" at 
the Bowdoin College Museum of Art. 
Again, we want to hear from you, 
the reader, about A & E events in your 
area and we welcome book reviews 
and video reviews to be kept on file 
for future use. In addition, if there is a 
play or concert in your area you wish 
to review for CPR, call us. , M 
Book Review-Last Watch on the Night 
by Skip Brushaber 
Gay poet and writer Paul Monette 
died from complicati~ ol the AIDS vi-
rus February 10, 1995. Monettehadfought 
a valiant fight with the disea.,e which is 
chronicled in bis last book of essays, 
"Nigbt,"published by Harcourt Brace and 
Company. 
This group of essays was written 
over a year and a half from 1992 through 
1993. Having already buried two lovers, 
Monette was in the final stages of bis dis-
~ 609 Congress St. Portland, Maine 
State ThNtre 
April 18 tlwou,1123 
School VacaUoa Mo'rie at Tbe State! 
THE WIZARD OF OZ 
Mcnday,April 17 
Joe Jackson 
Sltmday, April 22 
"A Closer Walk With Patsy Cline" 
A moTIDI, Un m•lcal coDca1 trlbale 
to 1h11 lqendary • lager 
Tue.day, May 2 
Tish Hinojosa's 
Border Tour 
Wilh op,cial Ta-Ma Bader Bdet 
Wemiuday, May 17 
Mel Tonne 
1lulday, May 1 & 
Stephen Stills 
Friday, May 19 
Throwing Muses 
wilhAa,-,• 
Slnlay, J,me 4 
Neville Brothers 
featuring Aaron Neville 
Special Guest: 
Ivan Neville 
Wecblday, },me 28 
Little Feat 
For ticket. call: (207) 17'-1112 
Major Credit Cardi accepted 
~ when he wrote. these powerful com-
mentaries. The su~octs ~e from bis dog 
Puck to bis friend Gert, who was the com-
panion of Kalherine Cornell, the first lady 
of the American Theater. This ~ con-
tum some great dish on those two icoru 
of the silver screen, Garbo and Dietrich. 
Monette's rage is unleashed at the 
Roman Catholic Oturch and the Pope for 
their homophobia and ignoring the AIDS 
crisis in "My Priests." He points out 
strongly that this bate and ignorance ex-
ist, at a time vmen priests are being charged 
with molesting members·oftheir flocks. 
The essay ''3275" takes the reader 
on a trek through cemeteries around the 
world It is marvelous commentary on the 
beauty and history tied with our attitudes 
about death. Monette states be wants, 
"Died of Homophobia, Murdered by bis 
Government'' as bis epitaph. He ench this 
essay by stating emphatically, "Grief is a 
sword, or it is nothing". 
In ''The Politics of Silence," Monette 
takes on religious fundamentalism every-
where. His criticism is especially strong 
toward Reagan. Bush, and Clinton's reluc-
tance to do anything about AIDS and suck-
ing up to the religious right 
"Mustering" talks about the most 
recent gay/lesbian march on WMbington 
Monette was too siclc to be an active par-
ticipant, although he was in Washington 
Again Monette criticizes the Clinton Ad-
ministration and the empty, unfulfilled 
promises made to the gay/lesbian commu-
nity. He ench by reminding us, 'There is 
no America without you." 
"A One Way Fare " speaks of 
Monette's love of travel and about a man 
coming to terms with bis mortality. 
The essay "Getting Covered" is 
about the sttuggle to be a writer. Monette 
waxes eloquently about critics, call-in ra-
dio shows, the media, and again, ho-
mopiobic fundamentalists. It speaks about 
Theatre.Review: Lavender Land Utopia 
by Aim.el 
Ponti 
Lav-
ender Land 
Utopia, the 
latest play 
b y 
Portland's 
only femi-
nist theater 
group. The Furies, once again magnifies 
the importance of supporting local arts, 
and shows us how much fun doing that 
can be. 
Marilee Ryan. the playwright and 
director, mixes humor and political un-
correctness in a way that's funny, yet 
gets you thinking about things, like ste-
reotypes within our own community. 
Lavendar Land Utopia's recent 
stint al the Oak Street Theater will be 
revived for Portland Pride at an 
Photo by TL Litt 
Paul Monette, 1945-1995 
the great 1~ to American culture caused 
by AIDS. This essay also explains a con-
troversy which Monette was involved in 
with Newsweek a couple of years ago. 
Monette vindicates himself of any wrong 
doing. 
"Sleeping Under a Tree" tackles in-
somnia. Monette uses bis own sleep dep-
ravalion to unleash a rage toward every-
thing from the American Family to the 
"Nazi All-Stars": Falwell, Robertson, and 
Sheldon. He also takes on the New Age, 
Dan Quayle, and the Pope. 
In "Mortal Things," Monette relates 
an experience in childhood of saving bottle 
~ for months to be used al an auction. 
The ymmg Paul Monette comes woefully 
short with bis one hundred fifty-seven 
Monette goes on to write about bis love of 
books and their value in bis life. 
Paul Monette was a powerful and 
beautiful writer. His words calm, ignite, 
dismay and offer hope to the reader. This 
collection is not always easy to get through, 
but it is empowering if the reader preserv-
ers. 
Paul Monette wrote three collections 
of poems and six novels. Also important 
are bis other works of nonfiction, "Bor-
rowed TlDle, an AIDS Memoir" and "Be-
coming a Man; Half a Life Story." M 
uncomfirmed location. So, if you 
missed it the first time around, try to 
catch it during Pride week. With eleven 
characters, you are sure to have a few 
favorites by the time the lights come 
back on. 
This play, which actually was a 
musical, is about a war-tom land in 
which the only safe-haven for lesbians 
is in the "wasteland" al a bar bearing the 
play's title. There the women were im-
munized with the M.C.'s secret toxic-
waste formula, and they left any sexual 
guilt at the door. In Lavendar Land Uto-
pia, sex and diversity are celebrated. 
"It's a spoof on the whole notion that 
lesbians would create a kind of utopia, 
and would it really be any more ideal 
and any less sexist than the society in 
which we already live," said Edie 
Hoffman, one of the Furies. 
Hoffman, who made her theatri-
cal debut in the Furie's last production, 
"I Guess My name is Scrooge," again 
had a stage presence that clearly shows 
she belongs there. In her role of The 
M.C., complete with a Marlene Dietrich 
type accent, Hoffman kept things mov-
ing and kept the audience in stitches with 
her facial expressions, off the cuff com-
ments and her ease al being on stage. "I 
defintetly feel more comfortable on the 
stage than I do in real-life," said 
Hoffman. 
Joanna Amato's role of Laverne, 
complete with a wig that the B-52's 
would be proud to sport, was perhaps 
. the most memorable. Laverne, a greasy-
spoon waitress turned gun-toating revo-
lutionary was hysterical without even 
speaking, with blazing fingernails and 
two-foot high hair. Add to that a Long 
Island/ Queens inspired accent, an ex-
cellent script and interactions with Shirl, 
her girlfriend and partner in dramatic 
hysteria. Shirl, played by Malilia Carey, 
was equally dramatic and funny. 
Let us not forget that this was a 
musical. The music, composed by Cathy 
Poole, and wriiten by Poole and Ryan, 
added yet another layer of humor to 
Lavendar Land. Numbers such as "Dis-
honorable Discharge" and the show's 
theme song of sorts "Love is Sorta Sad," 
were well-crafted, yet wacky songs. 
Cathy Poole's keyboards, drumming, 
and guitar added an effective touch to 
the evening. 
A somewhat smaller role, that of 
"Pam," play~d by Jane Martin, was 
made memorable by her "you have to 
hear it to believe it" delivery of lines and 
her character's questions such as, "Do 
you think I look sexy in my boots?" 
.Kristi Stotts, Connie Valliere, 
Michelle Gagnon, Marcia Dinger, Kate 
Mciver, Tally Jefferson and· Marina 
Mares made up the rest of the Lavendar 
~Players. 
It was the hope of the Furies that 
Lavendar Land Utopia would make you 
laugh and perhaps make you question 
See LAVENDER, page 19 
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Artist Profile: Nan Goldin - Photographs from the heart 
by Bruce BaJbonl 
I first saw Nan at the Other Side, 
Bo.'lton's premier gay har of the 1970.,. She 
wa'I with David and Tommy, all three 
drcs.'ICd in black. We soon became friend'! 
and have hecn ever since. She wa.'I taking 
picture.'! then and over the ye.ar!i it wa.'I ca~ 
lo forget her camera bec.au.'IC Nan never 
did much before taking a picture. Her cam-
era wa'I like an cxtcn'lion of her arm and a 
part of our everyday livc.'I. Roommaaes, 
friends and lovcr!'I - the party moved from 
Boston to Provincetown to New York and 
then scattered Nan now belongs to the 
world 
She ha.'I six published books of her 
photography. These include, "The Ballad 
of Sexual Dependency," published by 
Aperture, 'The Other Side," and, "A 
Double Life," both published by SCALO. 
Her' slide show, 'The Ballad of Sexual 
Dependency," which led to her first book. 
has been seen in mu.,ieums and galleries 
from Japan to Berlin to Mexico and. la'lt 
week. to Portland, Maine. Nan was in 
town working on a ftlm, a project with the 
BBC about her life. 8ecawe of our friend-
ship, and her concern, she agreed to do a 
slide/lectme at the Maine College of Art. 
She donated her entire honorarium to the 
Community Pride Reporter. 
Balboru PholO 
Nan Goldin in Portland la,t we8: "'otin1 aflb,, for tlae BBC. S!te dJd a fund rau,r for CPR. 
Nan's generosity is in keeping with 
her life-long devotion to her art. As she 
e.xplained to the rapt audience al MECA 
she coruiders her photos, "a caress" -
images of friends taken in a loving way. 
Nan drew a distinction betwem her and 
Diane Arbus saying qi.at Arbus meant to 
e.xpose and in so doing risked humiliating 
her subject. Nan said she wanted to show 
what was real, but insisted you could do 
that without that serue of "exposing." 
Nan has had her tragedies, Her sis-
ter com.mined suicide and as she has said, 
her family was not one that prized girls. 
She has fought all her life to establish her 
own identity, to define herself, and in so 
doing, she has held to high principles with 
fierce detenninalion and great integrity. 
I thought I could write Um profile 
without really intff'Viewing Nan. An in-
terview seemed too phony for us, but I find 
myself bombarded with memories and 
feeling.., that are tad to sort out I've had 
to refer to the intr<Xklctiom to her boob 
in which she writes about herself. In so 
doing, I allow her to speak for her.lelf. 
In her first book, 'The Ballad of 
Sexual Dependency," 1986, she writes that 
her photos are the diaries that she lets 
people read. And so I remember that Nan 
is a diarist. But just as with her picture 
taking, her diary writing is so unoberusive 
and so much a part of her that it goes un-
noticed. (I hope I'm not around when 
they're published.) 
Nan deals directly with a charge that 
is often leveled al photographers and al her 
in particular- that she is a voyeur. Some-
one will always ask her at her slide/lec-
tllre, ''Do you really know these people'!' 
I think this charge is so popular because 
most photographers are indeed voyew-s. 
Nan is not. The photographs are of her 
life. A life that she lives in. She doesn't 
visit this life and then go home to the pent-
house or the suburbs. Those who phot(r 
graph the homeless, the poor, people of 
color, the sick and dying, must feel some 
e61.611'1jT8 
Pride and Diversity 
with 
CPR's SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT: 
PRIDE POETRY AND PROSE 
Deadline for submissions is May 22, 1995 
PRIDE POETRY AND PROSE 
will be available as a supplement to 
the special June PRIDE edition of CPR 
guilt becawe they are !lea1ing images from 
a world that i., not theirs. llm i., nO( true 
of Nan's wort. She i., her wort. 
Nan writu that her wodt i., about the 
nab.Ire of relationwps, the need to couple, 
the difficulty in doing so and "the struggle 
betwem autonomy and dependency.'' In 
the 80s she was involved with a man f<X' a 
few years who battered her severely. She 
writes about the ~ion of that relati~ 
ship. the need to be together, but the 
uqdeniability of the forces that divided 
them. After the battering and a long time 
of not sding the man she ran into him on 
the street She -writes, "We .said hello. I 
looked imo his eyes. Later I was able f<X" 
the first time to remember my real desire 
for this man and I understood how interue 
that bond was. Despite all the destruction. 
I could still crave that love. I had to face 
the irreconcilable loss." 
A sense of loss rum through Nan's 
wodt. A sense of l<>S.'1 is experienced by 
many of us who view her work.. We have 
the image to remind us, to provide us with 
the palette for remembering, but the emo-
tiom triggered by recall can .serve to un-
derline the loss - the loss of a time, a 
place, a .scene, a ~ feeling of sh.ired 
excitement, that awareness - so highly 
charged - that what is happening is so 
cool, so great, you just can't stand it, and 
then, of course, that real loss of people, 
especially difficult if you actually know 
them, but often Nan's friends can repre-
sent someone else and in so doing her im-
ages travel from the intensely personal to 
the universal. 
One of the defming losses of Nan's 
life hawerled early and, though tragic, may 
have helped liberate her. Nan was eleven 
when her sister, Barbara Hoity Goldin, 
committed suicide. Nan writes, "I was 
very close to my sister and aware of some 
of the forces that led her to choose sui-
cide. I .saw the role that her sexuality and 
its repre.Mion played in her destruction. 
Because of the times, the early sixties, 
women who were angry and sexual were 
frightening, outside the range of accept-
able behavior, beyond conlrol. By the time 
she was eighteen, she saw thal her only 
way to get out was to lie down oo the tracks 
of the commuter train outside ofWa.wng-
too, D.C. It was an act of immense will." 
Nan tells us that in the week follow-
ing the suicide she was seQlced by an older 
man. She felt guilt, but also the obse.Mion 
of her desire. She writes, "My awareness 
of the power of sexuality wu def med by 
these two evcru. F.xploring and under-
standing the pcrmutalioru o( thi.s power 
fDO(ivates my life and my work." 
Barblra's psychiamt predicted that 
Nan would abo commit suicide by the time 
!!he w~ ei~ Nan knew she had to 
leave to ~ve. She ran away al age 14. 
Nan !!tarted to take photograpru 
when !!he was 18. She writes that her~ 
!ia~ion with taking pictures and writing a 
diary has to do with capwring and preMTV-
ing "real memory," particularly that of her 
!lister. She coodudes these inttc><llCtory 
remarb by writing. "I don 't eves want to 
be susceptible to anyone ebe's venion of 
my tmtory. I doo 't ever wn to lo!!e the 
real memory of anyone again." She dedi-
cated this book to, "the real memory of 
my sister, Bartwa Holly Goldin." 
Her next book. "The OCher Side," 
pubw.hed in 1993 i-'. as Nat writes in the 
lm<><lJction, ". . . a book about beauty. 
And about my love for my friends." llm 
book i., a collectioo f~ o( cng 
quecru and trarwexual.'I from Nan's early 
days in~. in the 1970s, th'ough New 
York and Berlin and A3ia. to the pr~ 
In reference to her obse!..1ion with queem 
San ~ ''During that time (the 70s) I 
looked in the library f<X" anything written 
about women who fall in love with ~ag 
queeru. I found ooe chapter in an abnor-
mal psychology book form the 1950s 
which said that we are so perverse as to be 
uncwsifiable." 
These pho(os are simply beautiful. 
San writes movingly in the inlro about~ 
love, respect and admiration for these 
friends . She states, "The pictures in this 
book are not of people suffering gender 
dysphoria. but ramcr cxpres&ing gender 
euphoria. llm book i.'I about new possi-
See GOLDIN, page 20 
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"Drawn to their rhythm"- Sarah McLachlan and Paula Cole play The State 
by Abmel Ponti 
It's nice to he able to write a review 
when I can hone.'ltly say that the opening 
act wa.'I accllent. No( since .'leeing the 
Indigo Girts open for R.E.M. in 1989, have 
I hccn more impre.'ISed I am refemng to 
the evening of March 20 at The State The-
ater. 
So, I need to rant and rave about 
Paula Cole for a spell. Like McLa.chlan, 
Cole i.,; 26, and her music i.'i compelling, 
intimate, and powerful. Peter Gabriel 
knew all this when he a.,;ked Cole to ac-
company him on hi'I recc~ WO MAD tour, 
not as the opening act, hut a.,; his duet part-
ner. With an hone.'lty not unlike the music 
ofToriAmo.,;, Cole write.,; about anger and 
pain intertwined with humor and irony. 
Her album '1-larbinger," although lacking 
the intensity of ta live show, does what 
she hopes music should do, "Music should 
be like a ride that takes you down a river. 
1ba1 's what I a.'lpire to," says Cole. 
The audience clearly loved Paula 
Cole. From her stretched out, smolcy vo-
cals to her long black velvet dress and 
boots, she had us. "I wanted to be a cheer-
leader, but I injured my foot. I had to wear 
a hideous wooden shoe for a year, SO· I 
found a piano and started writing songs," 
she told us early on in the set. At one point 
Cole played her clarinet, explaining that 
being a nerd in band during school" re-
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ally paid off." Then she . romped along to 
the beat on an old cookie tray with a mi-
crophone hooked up to it and hanged on 
an empty container of joint compound, all 
the time laying down incredible vocals. 
And when somebody can do a Dolly Par-
ton cover and bring the house down, you 
know they're good. Cole achieved thi'I 
with "Jolene." Paula Cole- -remember 
her name. 
Sarah McLachlan was here la'it SCJ>-
temhef' as well as a few week.'! ago. In 
fact, she's been on tour for about two years 
now off and on. Her music hit3 me like a 
ton of brides while also calming some raw 
nerves. If you've never heard her before, 
perhaps you will embrace her music, 
which i.'I contained on several releases . 
At 26, McLachlan has accomplished 
more, musically, than seems possible. A 
native of Halifax, Nova Scotia, Sarah 
Mclachlan ignores trends, does things her 
way, and has a rare passion for music. With 
her latest offering, 'The Freedom Ses-
siom," she gives us the seed, of some of 
1994's "Fumbling Toward., Ecswy" mu-
sic; stripped down, early recordings that 
have a life of their own. 
McLachlan 's musical journey began 
as a child She has studied classical guitar 
for twelve years, and at 17 Wa.'I in a band 
called 'The October Game." Another . 
C.anadian band, MOEV, wanted her to sing 
Sarah on stage, singing her heart out. 
for them. McLachlan said her parents 
"flipped out and said NO!" thinking she 
was too young. So, she wem to art school 
for a year. But when something is meam 
to be, there's no( much anyone can do to 
stop it Today, she sells out about every 
verwe she plays and was nominated for a 
Grammy. 
Theatre Review: "Entertaining Mr. Sloane'' 
Vintage Repertory 'JbQtre 
by Alexander Wallace 
Joe Orton is the perfect illustration 
of why it is impoosible to define 'Gay Art.' 
All of his plays were immensely success-
ful, their genius Wa.'I self-evident and their 
humor could only have come from a "gay 
sensitivity." Then he Wa.'I bludgeoned to 
death by his lover, so I guess he could be 
called a gay artist And very dead, 'way 
before his time. But his plays seldom deal 
withhom~exuality, per se. It's always an 
element, it's always there, but the plays 
deal with larger issues, and if it Wa.'I his 
'gay nature' that made the plays great, so 
be it. 
Such are the contretemps Orton 
deals with so beautifully and so hilariously. 
He takes the 'normal' situation: woman 
wants boy, woman gees boy, woman gees 
baby she don't want, and~ it so com-
pletely on its arse that you' re no( sure what 
was normal to start out with. Normal. Did 
he say normal? Well, in this play, man 
also wants boy, man gets boy, boy gets man 
and it's the same boy the man's sister 
wanted and go(. So 'normal' would con-
found a Baptist minister. And the charac-
ters are all so sCU2Zy to begin with! Low 
class English louts, aping their betters, 
greedy as Donald Trump with the morals 
of Mick Jaggei: Aye, tme's the rub. 
Oscar Wilde, Orton's predecessor 
al this kind of thing once said, (beating 
Newt Gingrich to the punch by a hundred 
years) "Really, if the lower orders don't 
set us a good example, what on earth is 
the use of them? 'Ibey seem, as a class, to 
have amolutely no sense of moral respon-
sibility. 
Yes, Orton's plays, in their own 
perverse, very homosexual way, are about 
moral responsibility - not that of The N<>-
bility - but of us common folk.. For if we 
have no morals, what are we to expect of 
our leaders? And he sticks it to his audi-
ence with wild, catty, deliberale abandon. 
Vmtage Rep's prcdlction, under 
the direction of Company Artistic Direv 
tor Jane Bergeron, scores every Ortonian 
point in the play. This is a great ensemble 
piece for four actors that rides oo an in-
nate sense of Orton's rhythms and speech 
~ to score the me.aning - tme's not 
an extra word in the play - and Bergeron 
gives us every glittering morsel. 
· Heading the ~ is Skip Emerson 
as Ed, a fast rising tycooo with a slipping 
toupee who's out to get his, at all com. 
And he does get the boy, even if he tw to 
share him, and the knowledge that the kid 
might stick a shiv through his riM al any 
moment Ed is often played as the quint-
essential D.O.M., and Orton can always 
be played totally on the surface and just 
as successfully. But Emerson gets deep 
inside Ed, where he grovels and sim and 
gives us a fully fleshed poorayal that's as 
frightening and funny as it is real. It's the 
best wodc of Emerson's I've seen. 
Matching him is Flizabeth Guest as 
Kath, Ed's flustered, blustering disuer of 
a sister who winds up with the other half 
of the desirable young Mr. Sloane, and a 
baby she didn't want. Guest is a marvel: 
coquettish ·slumped to the floor, vixenish 
with her teeth out, blithely indifferent to 
murder, mayhem, and unwanted preg-
~ fmt album McLachlal recorded 
was in 1988, and it is called '7oucb." I 
remember li.1tcning to thu record in De-
cember of that yea in a studio of the col-
lege radio staiion I wu involved with. No( -
since Sinead O 'Connor's 1987 album 
'The Lioo and the Cobra" wu I more 
struck and captivated with someone's 
music. 1be album sold very well in 
Canada; in fact, it went Gold, so 
Mcl..achlan and her label, Nettwn-k., an in-
dependem Canadian company,~ the r~ 
cording of '7ouch" to about every major 
label in the United Stales in ~ch of w-
tribution and a coriract- Arista offered the 
best deal, and '7ouch" was relea.1ed in the 
USA in April of 1989. McLachlan told 
me during an interview in Janiary of '89 
that she had never wriUen song., before and 
that this album was "a whole big experi-
mem." She was 19 when this album was 
recorded, and .says she really hadn't expe-
rienced a whole lot, yet this album con-
t.aim some beautiful songs, including the 
title track, which is layers and layers of 
gorgeom vocal sounds. You can order 
from NEITWERK the single to the song 
"Steaming'' and hear McLachlan's live 
recording of Peter Gabriel's "Solsbury 
Hill". 
McLachlan's audience grew dra-
matically with the release of 1991 's "So-
See SARAH, page 23 
Skip Enaenon as Ed, left, Jonathan 
Woodward as Sloane, right. 
nancy. Standing. or~ between these 
two venal siblings is Da-Da, Ed and Kalb's 
seemingly senile old father. From the rip 
in the seat of his pams to taking hi.'I pills 
from a gws with Kalb's tedh in it, Michael 
Bradfflaw delivers a comic performance 
of epic proportions, while anchoring the 
play at the same time. It is the senile old 
fool who still tw hold oo his moral cen-
ter. 
Last. but cmainly not ICU. the deli-
cate morsel himself, Mr. S.loane, a sixties 
versioo of Kato Kaelin, the House guest 
from Hell. As played by the believably 
17-year-old Jonathan Woodward, Mr. 
Sloane is a bleached blonde Elvis Presley 
with a Terrence Stamp accent Already a 
murderer, this a.moral young beauty, 
straight out of "A aoctwort Orange," 
stum boCh Kadi and Ed and thai sits tme 
while they self-destruct over him. Well, 
he also slithers, vamps, pouts, preens, and 
breaks heats! Woodword has infmite de-
See MR. SWAN, page 22 
The Whitney Biennial 
by Bruce Balboni 
The Whitney Mu!!eum of Ameri-
can Art, Madison Avenue al 75th Street 
in Manhattan, New York City, opened 
its 68th Biennial Exhibition, March 23 . 
It will run until June 4, 1995 . 
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certain ideab and corutraiIU in the les-
bian community. I think it certainly 
achieved this. Although I found the 
show to be too long, it wu melDO{able, 
I hysterical and certainly interesting. 
, I Wearen'texposedtotoomuch actual 
, original work here in Portland. , 
l You cai catch a revival of the Fu- •1 
1 ries first production '1ntreat Me Not 
: to Leave Thee," which features I 
: Hoffman and Amato, at the Oak Street I 
· Theater in May. The Furies, piloted , 
by Marilee Ryan's scripU and vision, i 
have an important and good thing go- j 
. ing here in Maine. Support local arts. ! 
The Whitney Biennial is the 
Museum's signature exhibition of the 
most significant development, in Ameri-
can art, film and video over the past two 
years. It is curated by Klau.'! Kertc..'L.'I, 
adjunct curator for drawings of the 
Whitney Museum. All of the Mu.'leum's 
galleries are devoted to the exhibition, 
which comprise painting, sculpture, 
drawing, photography, installation, film 
and video. Eighty-nine artists are in-
cluded and, for the first time, artists from 
Canada and Mexi.co are represented. 
Artists David Armstrong and Greer Lankton Bal boru PholD 
held together with iron-banding and 
smeared with all kinds of cakes and des-
serts. 
I went to New York to see the open-
ing of David Armstrong's photography 
at the Matthew Marks Gallery on Madi-
son A venue, and stayed that week to 
cover the protest by the Irish Lesbian and 
Gay Organization (ILGO) of the St. 
Patrick's Day Parade (see photos p. ?), 
from which their group was barred, and 
to attend the opening of the Biemial. 
Several friends and acquaintances were 
in the Biennial this year. There was a 
feeling of celebration amongst WI, and 
what was public became personal. 
Nan Goldin, David Armstrong, 
Greer Lanlcton and Jim Jarmusc.h are old 
friends, and for David and Greer it was 
their first time in the Biennial. David's 
photography consists of black and white 
portraits of people ~e has known, 
worked with and loved1lnd, though they 
are posed, there is an immediacy and a 
seme of interaction with the subjects. 
His show at Matthew Marks has 
been a huge success - all the more re-
warding for David because that work is 
a departure from his usual subject mat-
ter. He has sold 18 large format prints 
of landscapes and buildings taken in 
Europe while he worked in Berlin with 
Nan Goldin on their book of photogra-
phy, "A Double Life." 
Greer is a sculptor. I met her in 
the late 70s when she was a student at 
Pratt Institute in Brooklyn: She was a 
pre-op transsexual then. She has lived 
as a woman for many years now. Her 
earlier work was soft sculp(Ures, with 
figures inside of larger figures which 
could cascade out at her discretion. Her 
four pieces in the Biennial were charac-
teristic busts with an attitude. 
In 1989 at the Artists Space Gal-
lery in New York City when the National 
Endowment for the Arts created a furor 
by withdrawing funding (they later re-
stored it), Greer exhibited her sculpture 
of "Jesus Mary" - a smirking, effemi-
nate Jesus with a red cross burned into 
his chest. Her sculp(Ure in this show of 
Candy Darling has an open chest in 
which one sees Candy's heart, but next 
to that is Candy's dressing table. 
. Nan's entry consists of a solid wall 
of color prints in a grid - all photos of 
friends in Japan. 1l1e images range from 
tattooed boys to sex workers to people 
at home. I find that I always see some-
thing new and previously unnoticed 
when I look at Nan's work-even when 
I've studied the photo before. 
Jim Jarmusch, filmmaker, writer 
and director of Stranger than Paradise, 
Down by Law, Mystery Train and oth-
ers entered a short film, entitled "Cof-
fee and Cigarettes," starring Iggy Pop 
and Tom Waits. Waits appears in many 
of Jarmusch's film. Waits and Pop sat 
together in a coffee shop, talking ner-
vowily at first, then it got friendlier, but 
fmally turned sour as Iggy left in a cloud 
of insecurity, and self-doubt. 1l1e sce-
nario was uncomfortably familiar. 
Since the entire museum was de-
voted to the Biennial there are altogether 
too many artists and pieces to discuss 
here. Nevertheless, some of the more 
remarkable are worth noting - Nancy 
Rubins exhibited an enormous mass of 
150 old mildew-smelling mattresses 
which hung from the ceiling. They were 
Nearby wu a Cadillac hearse, cut 
in half and smeared with thick gr~ 
inside and out 1l1e hearse was inside a 
cage over which were thou.sand5 of de-
stroyed camureton. The hearse rested m 
hundreds of crwhed mufflers and tail 
pipes - artut, Nari Ward. On a differ-
ent floor one could see an irutallation 
which comuted of a working mini-do-
nut making factory. 
Some of the more famous artists 
involved are Brice Marden, Richard 
Serra and Cy Twombly. This year's Bi-
ennial is a profound array of images and 
impressioru. It toot a few days to see it 
all, but the experience wu well worth 
the aching legs. 
One could get into a discussion of 
the meaning of modern art and where it 
is all going, but viewing each artist's 
work .separately and allowing oneself to 
be drawn in, is a mme satisfying way of 
dealing with what at first can be con-
founding. I mwit confess, however, that 
witnessing the success of friends is such 
fun that I may be a little bi.used. M 
See Biennial Photos, page 21 
MGMC On Stage!: A Tribute to Opera, Operetta and Musical Theatre MARK YOUR 
Winnie Weir, Publishing EdJtor 
It was bound to happen. Sooner 
or later any performing group gives a 
less than inspired performance and, in 
my opinion, the Maine Gay Men's Olo-
rus' Tribute to Oper~ Operetta and Mu-
sical Theatre of March 24-25 fell. into 
that category. It might have been open-
ing night jitters. I have a suspicion it 
wu the program. 
Opera does not generally appeal to 
me, so I have attempted to get past per-
sonal preference in this review. The pro-
gram was a challenging one, with selec-
tions from Gilbert and Sullivan, Verdi 
and Puccini in the firs~ set. My particu-
lar favorite was the Anvil Olorus, com-
plete with two anvils being intoned at 
precisely the right moment. The chorus 
seemed to have some fur:i with this piece 
as did the audience. The remainder of 
the pieces were unremarkable. 
As a former choral director, I was 
dismayed at the number of men who 
didn't know the words to many pieces. 
Yes, I do know there is a great deal of 
music to be memorized, but if it can't 
be done, changes need to be made. 
The second set, A Night on Broad-
way, featured excerpts from "West Side 
Story." Again, words were being lost, 
timing was off and the balcony scene 
with guest soloist Rhee Michelle and 
Neil Anderson left me ( and others, judg-
ing from comments overheard as I left 
the auditorium) scratching my head. 
Heterosexist as it sounds, I was as-
tounded to hear "Maria" sung with 
words intact, by a gay man to a hetero-
sexual woman. Excuse me, but I see this 
every day. I expect gay/lesbian/bi/trans 
affirming material from MGMC, and 
I'm not alone in that expectation. 
The Maritones followed the Inter-
mission with Olarles Grindle making his 
debut as the Maritones' Director. The 
Maritones segment was somewhat 
stilted and 'new director' jitters inay 
have played a part in that. The selec-
tions were well-chosen, but again I had 
to notice the lips moving to a different, 
who knows what tune. 
The Operetta, '7rial by Jury," by 
Gilbert and Sullivan, was the redeem-
ing portion of the evening. Even though 
a heterosexual theme was being por-
trayed, the bridesmaids and Edwin's 
other love (a male), for whom he leaves 
Angelina, was wonderfully funny and 
provided some much needed laughter. 
The acoustics at the McCauley 
Performing Arts Center are terrible. It 
was difficult to hear the solos, particu-
larly guest soloist, Rhee Michelle, wh~ 
voice is lovely. · 
All in all, I came away from the 
performance with a gut feeling that the 
chorus was not fully prepared and had 
not 'bought into' the program. It hap-
pcm ... and then we move on. M 
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GOLDIN from page 17 
bilities and transcendence. The people in 
these picture3 are truly revolutionary; they 
are the real winners of the battle of the 
sexes because they have stepped out of the 
ring." 
In her most recent book of pilot~ 
grapm, she shares the spotlight with her 
life-long friend, DavidArmstrong. David, 
Nan and I lived together and were friends 
together for the ~t 21 years. David's and 
Nan's photo history parallels their lives 
together, so in this book many of the fac-
~ pages are photos of the same people, 
one by David the other by Nan. 
They bod1 wrote introductions to this 
book which are brief histories of their re-
lationship. They each ~ed me that they 
wrote them away from each other, with-
out telling the other what they would say. 
Thal makes it all the more interesting to 
read these short pieces to see how they 
approached their task so similarly. Inaed-
ibly, they end up with the same conclu-
sion about their relationship - that of, as 
David writes, "an old married couple now 
who never have sex, at least not with each 
other." 
The photos in this book are the most 
difficult for me because they do ~enl 
an era gone and a group of friends thinned 
by the ravages of AIDS. The unprec-
edented format is extraordinary. The 
viewer gets to see the same subject from 
two complementary, but entirely different 
perspectives. 'Nan and David,' that phrase 
has become- one word, it's simply won-
derful to see them together, in their wort. 
and, in their lives. 
11m ~ month or so has been an 
exciting time for me. Visiting New York 
for Nan's opening, then David's, then the 
Biennial and, most recently, Nan's visit to 
Portland. None of our relationships have 
been without their difficulties and sq,ara-
tions, hut it seems as if we have come full 
circle. Recovering not only from our ad-
dictions, hut from the ghosts that haunt our 
~- A rare second chance is offered. 
Maybe only an outsider could have 
known, but none of us knew, at least not 
while we were in the mi~t of it all, that 
Nan would succeed as fabulously as she 
has _..: hut the struggles she has endured 
and the grace with which she lives her life 
makes her success all the more brilliant. 
I'm so proud of her. 
(Other books include, "Des~e by 
Numbers," with text by Klaus Kertess, 
published by Artspace, available through 
D.A.P. It is a collection of photos of Asian 
sex workers. And, ''Cookie Mueller," a 
photo catalog published by Pace McGill.) 
HEALTH INSURANCE 
For the Self-employed at Affordable Rates!* 
Call Brad at 
201-n3-42s2 
National A••ociation 
for the Self-Employed 
Dedicated to helping our community meet it's health care needs! 
-Ubiiatwtdlliii by PPL lm Im. Co. 
Special ... Stay 2 Nights. 
Third Night is FREE 
Private Baths • Centrallv Located 
Peaceful & Private Setting 
Golfing Nearby • Spacious Rooms 
& Suites • Mountain Views 
Close to White Mt. National Forest 
Outlet Shopping Nearby 
lffA Gay-owned & operated 
RR 1 Box 26 Lovell. Maine 04051 
1·800-413-1080 • (207) 925-1.080 
Challenging the Radical Right 
A workshop offering practical steps for citizens and local 
groups concerned about the radical right's attempts to 
impose their narrow agenda. 
May 24 • Portland, ME • $75 
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TAP's Spring For -Life Art Auction 
by D.O. Cook & CJ. Sulllnn 
This year is The AIDS Project's 
10th year of operation, which is being 
commemorated by a series of event,; that 
began in January and continue until the 
end of November. CPR was present 
March 18 at the 9th annual Spring For 
Life art auction to benefit TAP and the 
people it serves. 
Held at Holiday Inn by the Bay, the 
auction's appeal is a combination of 
good cause, commerce, and aesthetics, 
and obviously a fairly successful one as 
it attracted nearly 1,000 people and 
raised some $73,000, $65,500 of it by 
the sale of nearly 150· works of art. 
And there was something for ev-
eryone: the food, drinks and service were 
excellent, there was enough variety in 
types of art to appeal to a spectrum of 
potential buyers, and there were lots of 
interesting and/or interestingly-attired 
people to stare at. Governor King and 
Mary Herman were in attendance in 
.. 
Auction photo by DOC 
Auction photo by DOC 
what marked the first appearance by a 
Maine governor at the auction; Mr. King, 
however, has been a traditional presence 
at the auction even before his ascent to 
the seat of power. 
The attractive auction catalog with 
a cover painting by Alfred C. 
Chadbourn, contained both bfographical 
material and a quotable quote from each 
artist about their reasons for participat-
ing in the auction and/or their connec-
tion to HN/AIDS.' The most common 
sentiment was a desire to help fight 
AIDS and a sense of connectedness with 
people suffering from AIDS, a belief that 
we are "all in this together." Loss of a 
friend, relative, or loved one to AIDS 
was also a strong theme in the artists' 
reasons for their participation in the 
event. 
Jacquelaine Howett of Biddeford, 
who contributed "Social Structure, 
Theme 9," writes in her bio about the 
state of heterosexual AIDS conscious-
ness and says, "Future survival means 
we cannot afford to take any superflu-
ous, excess baggage along as previous 
generations carried." Another artist, 
Helen Damon of Cape Elizabeth ob-
served, "The arts, above all, have suf-
fered the gre.atest loss from AIDS." One 
of the simplest sentiments was expressed 
by Olg~ K-Pastuchiv of Richmond who 
wrote, "I am an artist, so this is how I 
can best support '.fbe AIDS Project" 
· It seems to us that some technical 
issues detracted from the event. First, 
although a valiant attempt had been 
made to deploy the artwork attractively 
and in a manner that would allow bid-
ders to evaluate it conveniently during 
the preview showing, the combination 
of poor lighting and crowding made it 
difficult to see (let alone evaluate) the 
works. A maze of partitioned entrances/ 
exits forced art, spectators, and precari-
ously balanced cocktails into uncomfort-
able proximity and resulted in a lot of 
claustrophobic milling around. 
Second, although there was some-
thing called an "artist's reception," there 
were no artists in evidence and even 
auction officials were unable to locate 
any for your CPR reporters to interview. 
The whole point of an artists' reception 
is to let the buyers hobnob with the art-
ists, which helps to create excitement 
and expectation and also gives serious 
bidders a chance to ask questions about 
particular works. ·This year's reception 
seemed like a missed opportunity. 
In addition, at the silent auction, 
minimum bid increments of $25 or even 
$50 may have resulted in lower than 
necessary final bids. We've been to 
other non-profit art auctions and mini-
mum bids are rarely ever set higher than 
$5 or $10, allowing bidders plenty of 
freedom to keep nudging up the price. 
Last, during the live auction, Tom 
Saturley, the auctioneer, seemed surpris-
ingly willing to drop the minimum bid 
on a piece at the slightest indication that 
See TA_P, page 22 
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More pictures from the Whitney Biennial 
(Stt article, pagt 19) 
Photos by Bnact Balboni 
CloseKp of Candy Darling by 
Greer Lankton. 
Hi, Hon; More Morphine; Btu Babe, tllld Ca,uly Darling by Greer Lankton 
'self-poruau!Perven, Cauaenne Opie David Armstrong's portraits are a ldg/al'6M of the Bifflnlal. 
CITY COUNCIL, from page 4 It sounds like a homophobic re.action. If 
people are engaging in sexual activity 
ups. I med all the candidates if they there, ~ police should stop it. but if Ibey 
What's 
a,e<1 · 
~\7 <JJ 
"' SI;TERS?? 
Second Annal Sisters Beach Party 
May 5th May 5th May 5th 
Draft beer - Sl.00 GIVE AWAYS: 
Margarilal - $2.00 Sisters r, and sweat.I 
coolers, floall, 
ffln74-15t5 beach balls, etc., etc . 
Be COOL. Wear short.I, tanb for 
112 off $2 cover. Sit on our aand 
beach and aoak up the hot apot lighta. 
Toa the beacti baJl.a, ahoot hoops . 
COLD IIR£WSKIS 
Northern UghtJ 
t Metropolitan Community Church 
Now galbering for worship al 
Senior Spectrum Building 
Gardiner, Maine 
Sundays at 4:00 PM 
Nortltw,i Upa MCC u a llldui•~ 
Cltrutua COJtVepli,oll willt tUt 
o.,,etld& to tlu,i, wl&o lune /nt 
tlliffllltd or 1,pntlt«l fro• tlte 
Cluucl, llldruU111 6-,, lnbuua, 
bueZIUII tllUl lr111UKelllkrd p,no,u. 
Bill Gordon. contact person 
207/453-9750 
PORTRAITS 
of lolled ones 
In person or from photos 
Choice of medium 
Kilt Penner 
207.761.3918 
thought the changes made there were are just meeting to go elsewhere then it land again. It's just amazing (laughter), 
intentionally designed to end that color- should be OK. H there was a beach in a little bit of stomped on grass and 
fuJ history. Portland straight people could do lbat." people give a tradition away to the park-
Most evaded the question and Tony Holt stated," ... but specifi- ing lot of the Maine Mall - it's just 
talked about the environment. However, cally about gay cruising - I would ~ amazing." 
Keri Lord said, "People were concerned pose government sponsored restriction. Eveiyooe said that the tax situation 
about it, no secret. We changed the traf- prohibition, ordinance or anything of was unfair, burderuome, regre&sive and, 
fie flow to stop the cutting through. We that sort which was specifically directed in Tony Holt's words, "shameful." Dan 
want to quiet the park and make it quiet at curbing an activity of a specific popu- Dan F 0stn Fo.uer said, "We haven't had a tax rate 
ind peaceful. It 1w moved to other lation that was otherwise totally legal. was too large and that the~ were bad ina~ in Portland in 4 years. I still 
neigbborhoo&, bull have to tell you that There's nothing illegal about what gay for the park. It was abmive to the park. think the wue is that we need to get 
I don't like it (it = cruising) and it has men do. Men and women do it all lhe If Ibey can't change it. then I'm glad its more money from the stale for educa-
nodling to do with whether you 're gay time. To single th~m out and make rules gone. I'd lite to see a gentler fe&tival lion if we plan to aat taxe.s, or at lea.st 
or not. I think sex is a private.thing and and regulations and ordinances specifi- and see lhe part used more frequently. not raise them. Also, you always can 
it doe& not belong in a public park. I cally directed al curbing an activity tbal In fact, we're planning an event called look for waste, no matter what. I'm 
would like to .believe that this city is heterosexuals do all the time and every the Portland Picnic with game&, and Food Service Director at a11USing home, 
becoming more and more enlightened, place is wrong, just plain wrong." people will play tmnis and ming lllDChe., and when they tell me I have to make 
so gay people can meet like the re&t of Dan F05ter, the only openly gay and meet lbeir oeigbbon. People will cuts, I find aeative ways to do it with-
us andnat clandestinely like that. I dm~t candidale in the City Council race, ttr play music.- what you're supposed to out tmting,anyooe, I dcn't change food · 
tbintit'sanacewaytomeetpeopfe. It's fused.to discuss this wue. . dOinapad.swingontbeswings.tollai quality when I mate· cuts. That's an 
not a g~ way for Jiuman beings to in- All the candidates weesoayto .e Ible." cumple of bow i openae. ·you can al-
~" ., . ., .. the Deering Ow Fe.stival go, .nccpt ... __ »-~said. ·1nw~!O~ . . wa1s ~ ways to .mate cuts ~ougb_ . 
.. : ... . T,om -~ :~•-~-~ gay m~ · -Keri Lord. She.sai~ '1WOl)7f,mia ii. .• . lioG mylhiDg about~ <;)ab. lt's -~ -- _J•Ji_m~ wutdlli spendin&' lber~·•s 
were---~_bulBna~~~said," . have always tbougbt ~ .~Yal .-__ '.ft_Pft~~~•~-~~:~-:- . . .. , ..... CrrY.C.00.!.CIL,u.,._n . 
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TAP from page 20 
bidding was slack. With 150 pieces of 
art to sell, it seems pretty cle.ar that an 
average price in excess of $650 would 
have been necessary to reach $100,000 
or $10,000 for every ye.ar of TAP's ex-
istence. By the halfway point, very few 
pieces had sold for more than $500. Mr. 
Saturley, who did a very professional 
and workmanlike job ( and was also great 
fun to listen to) probably felt that, with 
150 works in the time allotted, there was 
simply no way to spend the needed time 
on each work to get its top dollar. 
In spite of the aforementioned 
problems, there is no question that we 
all had a great time and that the sense of 
community action and common purpose 
was alive and well at the 9th Annual 
Spring For Life Auction. M 
WOMEN IN 
HARMONY 
SAT., MAY 20, 8 P.M. · 
PORTLAND 
IMMANUEL BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
156 HIGH ST. 
Pllolo by DOC 
Gov. King addressed tlae auction. 
IN 
CONCERT 
SUN., MAY 11 
3 P.M. 
KENNEBUNK 
UNITARIAN CHURCH 
MAIN ST. 
A CHORUS OF WOMEN'S VOICES 
CONDUCTED BY 
SONJA DAHLGREN PRYCR 
rockets available at: Amadeus MUSIC. Port1ano • Oroo Me A Lme. Portland• Record Rendezvous. Kennebunk 
Gay/Lesbian Travel 
"CALL Us FOR ALI. YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS!" 
We can Book: 
RSVP Cruises • Atlantis Events • Windjammer Cruises • Ollvla Cruises • 
Dude Ranches • Rafting Trips • Airline Tickets • Hotel Reservations• car 
Rentals • Cruises • Much More 
ICIS7A ADVENTURE TRAVEL, INC. 
Two Elsie Way• P.O. Box 6610 lntematlonalGayTravelAaaodadon 
Scarborough, ME 04070-661 O Main•"•FlrstMemberTravelAgency 
(207) 885-5060 • (800) 234-6252 , 
tVtVtVtvtVtVtVtVtvtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtvtv1V 
Comm•nlty of Hope 
Portland, Maine 
Worship 
4:00 PM Saturdays 
156 High St., Portland 
(Immanuel Baptist Oiurch) 
Join us! 
For more infomation: 
Comnunity of Hope 
Shawn Smith. Interim P~tor 
PO Box 1671 
Portland, ME 04104 
A Christian congregation which claims a primary ministty with 
gay and lesbian people and strives to be inclusive of all persons. 
tVtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtvtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtVtV1V1V 
TAP plans move in 
July 
Deborah Shields, Executive Direc-
tor, announced.April 18, that The AIDS 
Project will be moving to the 61h floor 
of 142 High Street by July 15th. She 
said, "'We're so happy to be neighbors of 
the Community Pride Reporter.'" She 
added that they had nm out of space in 
their current location and they would 
have more room for support groups at 
the new address. She said TAP plan..-. a 
fall home warming party. Shields con-
cluded, "'We'd love to have help with the 
move. We also need donatiom of office 
furniture ... Call TAP at 207 ll74-68n if 
you can help. 
CITY COUNCIL_ from page 21 
got to be waste out there.'' 
Nan Sawyer offered the most 
comprehensive answer, ·•1 have a lot to 
say on Portland taxes. I am a 
homeowner, a business owner and a 
realtor. so everyday I am aware of the 
importance of taxes on the individual 
homeowner, and I feel it is vital to keep 
those taxes within range so that all the 
burden of all our services and cultural 
offerings does not fall on the shoulders 
of the indiviooal homeowners. I have 
4 ways to do that: I. Monitor how we 
are spending our money. 2. Attract 
business to broaden the tax base. 3. 
Look to our suburban neighbors who 
use our city for cultural centers, social 
services and businesses. And 4. We 
need to be heard better in Augusta so 
Deborah Shields, 
DlrecllJr of TAP 
Executive 
that Portland does not get short-
changed. We need to get the .school 
funding formula fairer for Portland. 
There's no question that ifs not fair." 
All the regular polling places will 
be open for voting, May 2, 1995, from 
6amto8pm. M 
Keri Lord 
Unity College organization calls for conference 
UNITY: With the fast approaching 
referendum to legalize discrimination 
agaimt homosexuals, those of us in the 
Unity College group Outreach: Gay, 
Lesbian. Bisexual Educational Support 
Group, decided that it was time we tried 
to unify the gay, lesbian, bi and 
transgender groups of Maine's 
secondary educational institutions. 
What we envision is a conference 
to discuss the issues important to sec-
ondary educational students. We would 
lite to embrace issues that affect us to-
day as .well as in our futures. It would 
encompus the idea of ~cation for our-
SWANE fro• page 18 
grees of imorenre to play md be plays 
them lite a cat with nine lives until you 
allsolulelybelievebecamotpossiblyhave 
tilled Da-DarigN. before your ver, eyes! 
Woodward has a great future if be can 
avoid being can as Elvn any time soon. 
Again, as with ''Glmts." produc-
tim values were cm.mlaJl with perf«-
mance. Rod Hoel povided a deliciously 
tadty Iowa dam Fnglm tivingroom and 
Jill Casey povicbl oostume.s that would 
kill any no.stalgia anyme migi. have f« 
The c.amaby Street led. 
Ortm wu t.atm from us far too 
early - be might have ecp,aled WIide md 
selves · and the larger community. Our 
goal is for this to be the first of such con-
ferences growing out of a strong student 
coalition. 
We would like to have organi7.a-
tion take place over the summer and 
place the conference held as soon as 
p<Wible in the 1995-96 school year. We 
welcome responses from individuals as 
well as school goups. Please write : 
Jennifer Day, RFD #1, Box 3320, 
Frankfort, ME 04438 or 
Michael Emerson. RFD #1, Box 
858, Burnham, ME 04922. 
Shaw: bis early plays are just as good as 
any Coward Fortunately, the plays live 
on. If we have to have 'Gay Art.' let it be 
Orton. 
If you were unfcxtunaae enough to 
have missed ·'Edertaining Mr. Sloane," 
doo't make the same mistake twice! Vm-
tage Rep is doing Temessee Wtlliam's 
.. Cat On A Hot Tm Roof' lleJlt If you 
think 1bat it's a play about who gets the 
ole' plamalim. you probably think Will-
~ WU straight, too! 
For information about .. Cat On A 
Hot Tm Roof', and DCl.t seasm's q,ener, 
''Kw OfThe Spider Woman", call 714-
1376. M 
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IN THESE TIMES: Living with homophobia 
a clearly written non-diJCriminalion law 
in Connecticut, enforcement i.'I difficult. 
The first roacl>lock: is that although gay 
men and lesbian.'! •e protected as a ct~. 
they do not have a "private right of ac-
ceu." This "private right of acceM" al-
lows individuals from other protected 
cla.'lse..'I ( gender, religion, race, national 
origin, etc.) to go directly into court to 
resolve their complaint. OnJy le..•bians 
and gay men do not have that right! 
by David Smith 
Since tut 
summer, I have 
heen writing 
about homopho-
hia in our lives 
a., lcshian.'I and 
gay men. I have 
used many ex-
amples from my own life and will bring 
you up to date on my lawsuit in this is-
sue. However, all of us at CPR would 
like the column to he more than just one 
person's view and experiences in deal-
ing with homophohia in these turhulent, 
yet still hopeful times. 
There ought to he many people 
who have had to dcaJ with homophobia 
in their daily lives. With Carolyn Cosby 
and Concerned Maine Families attack-
ing us so blatantly, the effects must be 
painful, distressing and very varied . 
SARAH,from page 18 
lace" alhum. This album contains many 
cxtraadinary songs; "The Path ofThorm," 
"Drawn to the Rhythm" and ''Los!" to 
name a few. "When you wake in the face 
of the blinding sun and you se.arch only to 
find that heaven is a stranger place than 
what you've left behind." from "Drawn to 
the Rhythm," is a favorite line of mine. ln 
April of '92, I finally got to see McLachlan 
play live at the Ol.arles Street 1hea1er in 
Bo.ston. lbere was not an empty seat in 
the place, and barely a word spoken by 
anyone while she ~ playing. Her voice 
reaches out and slowly wraps itself around 
you like a silk vine. At this sl\ow she per-
formed Billie Holiday's "Gloomy Sun-
day". ln the simplest of terms, it was a 
"concert moment" 
McLachlan's early 1994 release, 
"Fumbling Towards Ecstasy" expresses 
her personal growth, em~onal whirlwinds 
and the musicaJ genius that has been nur-
tured over the last few years. 
The album's title is McLachlan's 
way of describing the process of stripping 
away the parts that keep one from achiev-
ing happiness and fulfillment 
The first track, "Possession" was 
written from the point of view of an ol>-
sessive fan's need to control someone he 
only knows through music. '1 would be 
the one to hold you down- kiss you so hard, 
I'll take your breath away," wails 
McLachlan. with a driving beat behind her. 
The track. "Hold On" was written 
by McLachlan after seeing the documen-
Write down your thought•. feeling.• and 
experience., and submit them to the pa-
per for publication. Many of you have 
al.,o thought carefully about the origins · 
of homophobia and tried to analyze the 
condition., and rcaJitie..'I that move our 
enemies to hatred and violence. We 
could all henefit from your wiM!om and 
experience. We would like you to con-
trihute to the paper. Our plan.'1 for the 
future are to have thi., column continue 
with me writing several column, a year 
and readers writing the re..'lt . Ptea.,e give 
this some serious thought and !IUbmit 
column'! to Publisher, WiMie Weir. 
Now, on to my late..'lt struggle in 
living with homophobia. I'm still try-
ing to win my job back: at the CoMecti-
cut State Department of Education. 
However, I have found out a great deal 
about the law while worlcing with my 
attorney. One of the things that !!urpri.'led 
me the most is that even though we have 
So, I am forced to work: through 
the Connecticut Commission on Human 
Rights and Opportunities. They are a 
very !!low moving organiz.ation with lim-
ited !ltaff and limited understanding of 
homophobia . In fact, .I originally 
thought that I could just file a complaint 
myself. But the offen,ive and ho.,tile 
respon,e I received from them led me 
to hire an attorney. So I am now wait-
ing for them to assign an investigator. 
I al!IO thought I had another option 
in this suit. As a state employee, I do 
tary film "A Promise Kept." The film i.'I than ice cream, it's better than anything 
about a woman whose fiance fmds out he else that I've tried.'' 
has AIDS. "This trade can also be found Backed by an exceptional band, 
on the "No Alternative" compilation al- back-up singer, Camille Henderson, and 
bum, put out by the Red Hot organization an elegant light show, McLachlan's show 
with proceeds going to AIDS relief. was exceptional. My token criticism of 
McLachlan perlcnned this song during her the evening was that her enthusiasm has 
appearance at the recent LifeBeat benefit been tapped a little by being 01ftour for so 
show in New Yodc City. She also visited long, and the September show was a bit 
Cambodia and Thailand as a spokesper- fresher. 
son for the charity organization, \YORLD However, listening to her albums 
VISION. lbere she appeared in a docu- with a few candles around you is an inli-
mentary about the region, which is racked mate experience itself. So if you haven't 
by AIDS and poverty. seen her live, you can still come to under-
McLachlan also touches on oqter • stand why the scope of her listeners is di-
subjects. Before performing the song ·"' verse, her appeal wide, and her fans in-
"Plenty" she talked about an ·'amazing cr~ing with each release. 
experience in self-deception." 'I thought Pick: up "Fumbling Towards Ee-
I'd be with you until my dying day,' says swy" first, then work your way back:-
the song. w•ds. Songs such as ·'Good F.nough," 
1be song ·Wait," which McLachlan "Ice" and "Elsewhere" will most likely 
performed during the State show was also touch you in one way or another. ·1 be,. 
explained. '1t's about lo.sing your inno- lieve this is heaven to no one else but me, 
cence and wondering where the hell it and I'll defend it as long as I can be left 
went." here to linger if I choo.se to; would you try 
One of the most powerful songs she to understand?" asks McLachlan in "Else-
sang that night was a new one. She, alone where." 
at her piano sang these words: "I'm pulled lbere's been some question about 
down by the undertow, I never thought I the singer's sexuality as some of her lyr-
could feel so low." You could easily say ics could be interpreted in certain ways. 
that a lot of McL.achlan 's songs are about My aruwer to this question is the same one 
loss, pain and heartbreak and other I try to apply to all musicians: It's the mu-
'downer' themes. She's well aware of this sic that matters ... 
and is willing to laugh about it lbere's Ithinlcweallfumble.towardsecswy. 
one song she performs that brings us out Find yourself some Sarah CD's and Paula 
of the melancholia. '1ce Ce.am" is a whim- Cole's as well and enjoy the journey. M 
sicaJ little love song: "Your love is better 
Lesbian Avengers Target Cameron cemed conference participants who dis-
covered Cameron's listing in abstracts 
of the proceedings which were dislril>-
uted several weeks prior to the confer-
ence. Dr. Murray Benimoff, Executive 
Officer of the Eastern Psychological 
Association, told this reporter that un-
like APA, smaller regional conferences 
just don't have the legal resources to re-
spond to the challenges which could 
have arisen if Cameron was denied ac-
cess to the conference. According to 
Benimoff, 'The program committee is 
responsible for selecting presenters for 
each conference. Had it been my deci-
by Brian Kaufman 
BOSTON - Paul Cameron, a viru-
lent anti-gay crusader was confronted by 
a gay-supportive crowd of psychologists 
who overflowed a conference room 
where he presented research before the 
Eastern Psychological Association's an-
nual meeting in the Boston Mariott 
Copley Place Hotel. His research, un-
der the auspices of his "Family Research 
Institute," distorted anecdotal survey 
data to claim that gay and lesbian teach-
ers prey upon and recruit their pupils. 
Cameron gained national attention a few 
years ago by insisting that the virus 
which causes AIDS is airborne, thus re-
quiring the quarantine of all suspected 
homosexuals. The American Psycho-
logical Association, responding to un-
scientific research practices and claims 
made by Cameron in the past, has since 
censured and prohibited him from par-
ticipating in their annual meetings, 
which attract a national audience. 
As an Assistant Professor of Psy-
chology at the University of Maine at 
Farmington, I was one of many con- See AVENGERS, page 28 
nave a "private right of acceas.'' How-
ever, closer reading of the law indicated 
that the remedies that the court could 
offer were again diff'ercm for leabians 
and gay men. Whereas OCher protected 
cl~es can obtain a remedy of reirut.ate-
ment and back: pay, the provision of the 
law that deals with homophobia says the 
court may remedy the situation by in-
junction or other mearu. So, if I won 
the case, I might just get a letter of apol-
ogy' 
I continue with this struggle in my 
daily life . Whal about you? Have ho-
mophobia and the virulent movement 
originating in the radical religious right 
affected you? Have you become more 
careful or more blatant? Whal are your 
fears, thoughts and concern.. about ho-
mophobia in your community? We 
would love to hear from you. Please 
volunteer to write a column on your ex-
periences Llvtng wtth bomopbobta In 
MaJne. Thanb. M 
/ 
Susan Reed, L.Ac. 
Classical 5 Element 
Acupuncture 
Better Health Through 
Balance and Harmony 
of 
Body Mind and Spirit 
Free infonnational brochure 
availahle 
828-1799 
Simple and elegant 
caterin.ll for evervn,i, 
Barbara's 
A,,.·~ wn~:~ 
KU-Ph r'V 
-lfai-Dara~ar: 
now open, 388 Cottage Rd 
So. Portland, 767 .6313 
Barbara Winthrop, Chef 
" Soups, stews & sandwiches 
for picnics 
" Candlelight dinner for two 
at home 
" Hearty sandwich platters 
for the office 
" Lighl dips before your 
own preparations 
" Elegant desserts 
" Pre-concert bu!Jets 
"Gallery openings 
"Rehearsal dinners 
"Weddings 
F~ ftee menus and brochures 
call 799.4734 or 767.6313 
, 
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SUZANNE.SPEAKS from page 1 racist, homophobic, and misogynistic 
Suzanne: (SW) Here I am speak- with inae.dible vulgarity in their acts get 
ing to you from my beautiful home in on all the time if they do a clean three 
the Detroit Airport. minutes. 
CPR: How long have you been CPR: Who were your role models 
doing stand-up? in comedy? 
Suzanne: Four and a half years SW: Kale Clinton. Absolutely. I 
· CPR: How did you get started? like most comics. I enjoy comedy. I'd 
Suzanne: It's so hard. It's a long also say Lily Tomlin, although she 
story. I was going to be an actress, an doesn't do stand-up. Probably when I 
entertainer, and all that. I went to col- first started I looked to people like Elaine 
lege and got a BFA in acting. I moved Boosler, Paula Poundstone, and Ellen 
to New York and not much happened. I DeGenres. And the Dennises, Dennis 
was working as a bartender and my girl- Leary and Dennis Miller. 
friend al the time signed me up for a CPR: Whal makes you laugh? 
comedy class. I went, but I didn't per- SW: Something good. Something 
form. I didn't think I was a comic. Then original. Stuff from out in left field 
I thought if I was indeed going to be a makes me laugh. I also tend to laugh al 
comic, I wasn't going to be in the closet. silly, but not like the Three Stooges. 
I mean I'd been to ACT UP meetings CPR: I love the Three Stooges! 
and marched in the parades. I spent SW: It's a male thing. Guys do, 
about a year after I took classes banging girls don't. If you could figure thal out, 
my head against the wall. Should I be you could answer all the questions of 
out or should I be in? People said if I life. I like silly humor. I also like dark 
was out as a comic, I'd never get any humor. Things that you would never say 
jobs. I decided to go against their ad- on stage, we say backstage between us. 
vice. Sort of borderline cruel stuff ~ut dis-
CPR: Has anybody ever told you ease and death. 
to tone down the lesbian aspect of your CPR: Whal makes you cry? 
act? · Suzanne: Fear. The fear inside of 
SW: I don't think anybody has me. Like why am I doing this? I should 
ever told me to tone it down. Some of have stayed a bartender. I've been in 
the talk shows on television, late night the Detroit Airport for three hours. I 
shows . . . I won 't get on unless they per- miss my girlfriend. 
ceive the world to change or I change. CPR: You've been described as the 
Even though comics who are incredibly fem glamour queen of lesbian comedy. 
Me 
... at my age? .. . on my salary? ... with my 
s,cbedule? ... after all these years? ... • 
Absolutely! At Springfield College's School of Human Services where: 
• Our undergraduate and graduate degree programs are 
designed for the adult learner. 
• Financial aid is available to students who qualify. 
• Classes are conveniently scheduled one weekend a month 
for all our programs. 
• Undergraduates may obtain prior learning credit through 
a portfolio program. 
• You may register for the May term by April 1 or for the 
September term by August 1. 
Say yes now and call us at 1-800-441-1812 or 
(802) 748-5402 for more information. · 
SpJ-'~eld 
'l 1'-:~6LLEGE 
School of Human Seivices, P.O. Box 66 Emerson Falls Road, St.Johnsbury, vr, 05819 
7be School of Human Semic&S is fully accrnliled by 1be Neu• England Association of Schools and Colleges. 
1be Vermonl J1ale Depar/menl of F.duca/ion, and lhe Coundl for J1andards in Human Sen•ices &lucalion. 
SW: Imagine! Oh, whatever 
blows your skirt up. I think the media, 
in order to make a Oat picture come to 
life, jump into labels. So the person 
reading the article gel~ a certain picture. 
Thal is not how I would describe my-
self. We know what we are. 
CPR: A few years ag.o your ad 
campaign had a picture of you wearing 
a towel. Whal was the response? 
SW: I think it was mixed. When I 
did thal two years ago a lot of people 
were really into it. They got it A les-
bian doing cheek was a little funky and 
wild. Trust me, you don't want to see 
me without the towel. I noticed after-
ward a lot of lesbian comics came out 
with glamour poses. Low cut and lip-
stick. I didn't think of it in terms of suc-
cess. It was kinky, it made me laugh. 
CPR: What's the best time you 
. have had on the road? 
SW: This is the worst time. Being 
stuck in an airport. The best time is when 
my girlfriend gets to come along. She 
makes•me laugh hysterically. 
CPR: Who is your· dream dale? 
SW: My girlfriend. If she's not 
available . . . then Martina. · 
CPR: Whal would like to say to 
Newt Gingrich? 
SW: Well we can'! print thal ! My 
girlfriend described him as a gaping, 
flaming, commode hugging asshole. A 
pretty picture. I abhor him and his cro-
nies-the Bob Doles, the Pat 
Robertsons. Mean 11pirited, fat white 
boys. They hale us. 
CPR: Where do you want to be in 
ten years? 
SW: I want to he thiMer. I want 
to be taller. Career wise, I'd like to have 
more · power. Maybe television work. 
More power than women in Hollywood 
get. I have an agenda for [straight] 
people to see gay people in a positive 
and normal way. I'd like huge success 
so I have power to say, "Hey let's make 
a movie of Heather Has Two Mommies." 
CPR: Have been approached about 
doing a 1V pilot? 
SW: That's what I have doing for 
the past five weeks. I leave Madison, 
Wisconsin tomorrow for LA to audition 
for a part There are people writing who 
are writing stuff for me. That's going to 
be very tricky because the corporate 
heads don't think main,;tream America 
is ready for a gay person to play a gay 
character. Whether they are right or not, 
nobody knows. It's going to take'some-
one risking it. It's a crap shoot, but'I do 
have all those things in the works. 
CPR: You' re appearing, at 
Jonathan 's May 12? 
SW: Wait let me check . Yeah, 
that's right. 
CPR: Have you played Maine be-
fore? 
SW: I've never been in Maine. It's 
one of the last stales I haven't been in. I 
want a rainbow flag al the airport. M 
Lesbian and gay busin~ and prof~ional 
organization formed 
by Carolyn Jalbert 
1be Rainbow Business and Profes-
sional Organization is the gra.55 roots busi-
ness networking brainchild of Carolyn 
Jalbert and the late Donna D. Tennant, 
formed in October of 1994. Carolyn and 
Donna felt there was ~ufficient support 
for gay and lesbian coomnmity professi~ 
als and business owners. Portland has a 
Chamber of Commerce, so why couldn't 
we organize, support and promote our gay 
businesses and professionals? Do we 
know who we are? If we know who we 
are, we can then better support each other, 
increase our commwlity visibility and be-
come a resource to the commwlity. 
The organizational goals include 
sharing of gay owned business knowledge 
and supporting worthwhile efforts thal 
would benefit not ~ members of the 
organization, but would serve to educate 
the community at large. Approximately 
40 members strong. the organization has 
adopted a Mission StatemeQt which says, 
"The focus of the Rainbow Business and 
Professional Organization is to support and 
network gay, lesbian and tramgenderbusi-
nesses and professionals through educa-
tion and rultural endeavors. Gender equal-
ity will be guaranteed." 
Dues are $15 per year and a dona-
tion of $1 per meeting tohelp defray inail-
ings, supplies and support related events. 
Meetings are scheduled every second 
Monday of the month at 6:30 PM. Their 
next meeting is May 8. 
Many long and·short term projects 
are already in progress. Raising money 
for the DonnaD. Tennant Memorial Schol-
arship Fund to benefit gay and lesbian 
youth, offering a mentoring program for 
gay and lesbian youth, establishing a 
Maine lesbian and gay credit union, gay 
and lesbian SCORE, producing a Business 
and Professional Guide, hosting a gala 
Halloween Ball, Oktobe.rfest and a num-
ber of summer social events are among the 
exciting ideas already taking shape. 
Efforts will be made to structure the 
Donna D. Tennant Memorial Scholarship 
Fund in a way thal will encourage fund-
ing from large companies as well as pri-
vate donations. I)onations may be sent to 
the scholarship fund in care of Carolyn A. 
Jalbert, 305 Palmer Avenue, Portland, ME 
04103. 
Some meetings will be held al gay 
and lesbian owned restaurants with ~ 
ner and guest speakers. Business and Pro-
fessional Show and Tell will be welcomed. 
Guest speakers and meeting programs will 
be established for all mediQg dales. Cl1eck 
this newspaper for upcoming events. 
Interested business owners and pro-
fessionals who would like to attend meet-
ing or inquire for more information, are 
welcome to contact any of the following 
members: Victoria C. Zavasnik, Leader-
ship Team Cllair- 207 m5-0015; Carolyn 
A. Jalbert, TrmteeoftheDonnaD. Tennant 
M~morial Scholarship Fund, 207 /878-
3755; Joy Knight, TMk Coordinator, 207 / 
797-5404; Al Nickerson, Membership 
Coordinator, 207 m 4-5882, or write Rain-
bow Business and Professional Organiza-
tion, PO Box 9715-526, Portland, Maine 
04104. M 
The Pride Comer: Take caution 
by Michael Roaettl 
This year 's Portland Pride celebra-
tion is Saturday, June 17. It will be like 
nothing held so far, and Bangor 's Pride 
celebration will follow on · July 8. In 
addition, by June most of Maine's uni-
versities and colleges with have had 
Awareness/Pride week.'I . All will en-
hance gay and lesbian visibility al a time 
when negative focus is high on anything 
our community doe.'I which calls atten-
tion to it. 
Security is playing a big part in the 
PC1rtland celebration planning. We need 
volunteers to walk the buffer zone at the 
pier dance. We need traffic marshals, 
festival guards and parade facilitators. 
We need people to supply p!lfticipants 
al all public events person to person ad-
vice on street safety. Yet all this secu-
rity is only momentary compared to the 
ooncerns for the safety and security of 
those who are out or come out as a _re-
sult of such events. 
Along with encouraging visibility, 
comes the responsibility of providing 
safety and education to deal with the 
resultant homophobia, partic~_larly this_ 
year, when statistics show thal biased 
CHEW; from page 8 
' it could almost be a meal in itself. Some-
how, even the idea of exercise feels more 
inviting when there isn't two feet of 
snow and near zero temperatures. And 
Grandma knew all about that renewed 
feeling when sbe threw open the win-
dows, beat the rugs out on the clothes-
line and scrubbed every surface of the 
house during her "spring cleaning." 
Spiritually, as we see the earth re-
ne 'Ii herself, we are also enc.ouraged to 
crimes against gays and lesbian.1 in-
crea.'ICs during anti-gay referendum.'!. 
Portland Pride 's education cam-
paign , "Visibility Works, " an d the 
UMO's Bisexual, Gay, Le.'lbian Con-
cerns committee's " Safety Zone" 
project, two programs for community 
support and safety, crMSed path., in early 
April. 
Visibility Works tw been holding 
bar parties which educate our most vul-
nerable group on reporting and avoid-
ing bia.'!Cd crime.'I and homophobic as-
saults. Since March, parties have been 
held in Augusta, Bangor and Portland. 
Along with teaching safety through 
games and small talk , local biased 
crimes officers were present to acquaint 
the bar crowd with law enforcement ef-
forts on our behalf. Attendance varied, 
but in every case, bar staff and regular 
patrons were eduealed and will provide 
a word of mouth source of knowledge 
should the need arise. 
Visibility Works ' second project is 
to strengthen Maine communities by 
focussing the energies of community 
service and social groups, and those who 
may wish to start one, on whal succeed., 
seek our own renewal, for some of us, 
this is marked by the observance of the 
Spring Solstice, Passover or Easter. 
These are occasions when we can, 
through ritual, remember the great pos-
sibilities that lie dormant within each of 
us, and be spurred on to bring these~-
sibilities to life. 
Emotionally, spring is a good time 
to ·•c1ean ~ouse" too ... to let in the fresh 
air aod sunshine of anticipation and 
preparation for new growth. Retreats, 
CPR ~Ar--'\,- April - Ma,, 1995 
and grows such groups. Part I is an in-
vitational workshop ( although open to 
all who may contact the Pride Commit-
tee) on May 6 in Auburn, of representa-
tion from area groups who will put to-
gether a "success" list based on their 
experiences. The second part is a Sat-
urday workshop al Symposium XXI, 
May TT , where the list will be disawed 
and related to building and maintaining 
community around specific parts of 
Maine. 
At a presentation on Pride celebra-
tions, the Pride Committee was im-
pressed with the " Safe Zones" project 
al UMO, a project which according to 
Bob Coffee of the UMaine Bisexual, 
Gay, Lesbian Concerns Committee pro-
vides "a visual cue indicating that the 
space is demarealed as a 'safe space' for 
lesbians, gays and bisexuals to be them-
selves." Safe Zones were initiated dur-
ing two weeks of Pride and Awareness 
al UMO consisting of tal.lcs, concerts , 
fi lms and workshops called, "Def end-
ing our Community." 
Zones will cantiJUe put lheir Pride 
weeb and worts by the simple di.mi-
bution of stickers and an information 
sheet by members of this committee. 
The sticker tw both a pink and black 
triangle and says, "Safe Zone." (Pink 
and black triangles were worn by gays 
and lesbians in Nazi concentration 
camps.) 1be accompanying sheet cx-
plairu the origin of the triangles and re-
quests that everyone contribute to an 
open and safe climate on campus for 
everyone by displaying the sticker on 
dorm doors or, if university staff, office 
doors, dew or cubicles. It places cm-
ptwis on the dangers to and disaimi-
nation of gays and lesbiam on campus 
and in the community al large, while 
giving everyone, bo(h gay and straight, 
a chance to show mpport for gay, les-
bian, bisexual or quutioning students 
( and staff). It is a project that coold wm 
in a larger community. 
TIie flyer, however, docs carry a 
disclaimer requut that if you arc not 
supportive of gays and lesbians, to 
please not me the sticker. TIie po.uiblc 
misuse of the sticker is an ominow re-
minder that amicbt a greater feeling of 
community support, it may only take one 
act of childim mischief to create fear and 
swpicioo. Conversely, it takes every-
one working together creatively and 
openly to create a community that can 
overcome bigotry. M 
Project Empowerment comes to Maine 
POR1l..AND: "Project Empower-
ment," a weekend retreat for lesbian, 
gay and bisexual educalors, will be held 
in Southern Maine June 2-4, 1995. A 
project of the Equity lrutitute of Cali-
fornia, Project Empowerment provides 
an opportunity for educators to em-
power and support each other, and 
teaches leadership skills for interrupt-
ing and dismantling homophobia. 
Project Empowerment workshops 
have been held across the country since 
the program began in 1986, and have 
trained hlllldreds of educators in cutting 
edge strategies for meeting today's most 
challenging diversity issues. The 2-1/ 
2 day retreat includes workshops on 
legal and equity issues for sexual mi-
nority educators, exercises on develop-
ing realistic strategies to take back to 
schools, and suggestions for identify-
ing and nurturing relationships with het-
erosexual allies. 
PE is open to all lesbian, gay and 
journaling, long walks in the warming 
air ... these are all means of self-re-
newal. 
For me, this spring is especially 
symbolic of personal rebirth and re-
newal. I have recently returned from a 
trip to Aorida to see my son for the first 
time in three years. And, I will celebrate 
Easter for the first time in ten years. I 
am also in the process of seeking a 
"new" part-time job which will enable 
me to be renewed both financially and 
bisexual teachers (pre-t- 12), adminis-
trators, guidance collD.'lelors, librariaru 
and other educational staff. The cost 
of the 2-1/2 day program, including all 
meals and lodging, is a sliding-scale fee ' 
of $125-250, to be determined by the , 
participant. A limited number of schol-
arships will be available. A $75 de-
posit is required with initial registra-
tion. 
Rita Kwen. Associate Professor 
of Teacher Education and Portland site 
coordinator of the ETEP program at 
USM, is the local site coordinator for 
PE and would be happy to provide 
more information about the retreat. in-
cluding information about how to reg-
ister. You can reach Rita by leaving a 
message at her voice mail, 780-5376, 
or by writing to her al 500 Bailey Hall, 
USM, Gorham, ME 04038. All inquir-
ies and regutralions are completely 
confidential. M 
professionally. I am preparing for a 
move to a "new" living space. And, as 
always, I continue to work al the renewal 
of my body with healthy eating and the 
promise to myself that I will be more 
diligent with exercise. 
As you read these musings, my 
hope is that you feel the stirrings of re-
newal within yourself, that you will find 
a way to celebrate spring so that it truly 
feels like a time of newness in your life. 
HAPPY SPRIN ! M 
--
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C:11/drm . Adoit15ccnts . Adults . 
C..1uplcs . FL1m1lit's . Blmdt!d Families 
; Q S01Jth Street. Suite B 
Mrtiand . \.1Ei)41•)1 
207-879-2525 
., womensnace 0f COUNSELING CENTER 
Joanne H. Clarey Ed.D., L.C.P.C. 
871-0377 
Vivian L. Wadas M.A., L.C.P.C. 
774-2403 
142 High Street 
Suite41 I 
Ponland. ME 0410 I 
Jewel McHale. M.A. 
L.C.P.C. , 
207-773-421 I 
Michelle Bolen 
Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
General Practice • Individual & Group • 
Education & Presentations 
Specialties include ... 
childhood abuse issues • anger management • women's issues 
Norma Kraus fulc 
MSW.~W 
Lic,n~d CliniCJJI Social Worku 
lndivi,lunl, Group and 
Rdalionsl1ip 111w1py 
10 Minot Annue 
A~bum. Maine 04210 
('207) 784-8747 
Pncnnflll 0.rd.11 
.o.sfpBC.. 
LINDA BARTER, L.C.S.W. 
CAROLYN BLOOM, L.C.S.W. 
Licensed Clinical Social Workers 
Individual - Couples - Women's Issues 
Family Therapy 
86 Main Street, Auburn, Maine 
(207) 782-1051 
-180 High Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
(207)~3-0l 91 
iii 
.:Ir Bill Barter LCPC 
•r (207) n3-02os 
Licensed Psychotherapist 
Sexual Orientltion 
Gay & Lesbian Couples 
Addiction & Recovery 
Gender Identity 
Gay Practitioner 
Insurance Reimbursable 
Sliding Fee Scale 
: 42 High St, Rm 622 
Portland, ME 0-4 IO I 
David O. Cook 
Consultant 
Information Systems 
and Technology 
• 
Non-profit experience 
Flexible rates 
7 Deering Street 
Portland ME 04102 
Tel. (207) 874-0419 
Vc,oRu z.,.v,UNIK, PII.D . 
/11 •. ,. . , .,11 ,,,,,, .,I r,,d,• ··"""·'' l ,,un,,,/11, 
l 11 •''" ' '' ' \uh,,dn1 •• Al'iuu-• ( r ,utlH'lrJt 
fanulics 
roOu 
alCuhol 
a1iUsc 
Scxuah1y 
775-6595 
H,1t ~ Covl' Cnun,Plin~ Cenler 
Sil OCEAN AVE 
I'< >~TlA,-.,1) , MAINE 04103 
\~i'5ll·I7·~ 
Cleaqiqg Service 
Residential - Commercial 
J11"'· £.q,elVlfC• 
~- F"'1y ltuiud 
Frn Ell"""'•• 
Dori or Beclci, 
926-416.S 
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Photos of Irish Lesbian Gay Organimtion (ILGO) St. Patrick's Day protest, New York City 
Photos by Bruce Balboni 
Maine-ly For You Womens' Camp out 
On the weekenm of June 15-18 
and August 24-27.,. Maine-ly for You 
Women's Festivals presents Maine-ly 
For You Womens' Campout. The en-
tire campground, located on a pristine 
lake in western Maine has been re-
served for a fabulous weekend of 
camping, bonfires, open mies, softball, 
volleyball, boatlllg, swimming, fishing 
and lots more fun. A DJ will provide 
your favorite dance music. 
Camping space and cabin space 
are available for rent. eampsites- are 
$18 - $25 nightly. Call (207) 782-2275 
before May 15th and (207) 583-6980 
after that date for more details and to 
make reservatiom. Spread the word 
to your frienm and plan on two great 
weekends of fun. M 
MLGPA & MWD fund raiser at Sisters 
Lynn Deeves and Erica Gilbert sing to raise money for equal right,. 
HEAL m, from page 8 
hide behind gonorrhea. It can be unde-
tected until a woman tries to get preg-
nant and can't, or until the infection 
progresses to where it begins to dam-
age her reproductive system. 
If a chlamydia infection is de-
tected before it reaches a more destruc-
tive stage, it can be easily treated. 
Doxycillin, tetracycline and erythromy-
cµi are very effective. As with all anti-
biotics, they may have side effects, but 
the literature on women's health doesn' t 
contain any information about herbal or 
non-medical treatments for chlamydia. 
Because chlamydia often has no 
symptoms, the only way many women 
realize that they have it is if a sex part-
ner tells them they've been exposed. It 
can be transmitted to bisexual and het-
erosexual women by vaginal and anal 
intercourse with a man. 
Chlamydia can also be transmit-
ted from woman to woman. Next 
month, we'll take a look at lesbian risk 
for chlamydia, including prevention. 
Tom Kane 
City Council 
District 3 
Raising Kane ... 
Raises Everybody 
"A candidate worth supporting!" 
- Calien Lewis &c Martha Mickles 
She's working to make Portland a great 
place to live, work and play ... 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Advoca1e for a responsible! 
Ci1y budget 
Ally of neighborhood voices 
Promoler of a sound economy 
wi1h meaningful jobs 
Proponent of Equal Righ1s for ALL 
Supponer of 04r parks & trails 
RE-ELECT KERI LORD 
MAY 2, 1995 
Paid for. Re-Elect Keri Lord: 
Joseph R. Mazziotti. Tl'C3S~r 
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OUTOFTOWN! 
by Paul T. 
Bernard 
I thought 
that this month I 
would gaze into 
my crystal ball 
and tty to predict 
what travel 
would be like 5-
10 years from 
now. 
Well, the first part is ea.,y- it's al-
ready here. Ttcketless Travel - several 
of the major airlines are already experi-
menting with Ticketless Travel. In fact, 
United Air Lines hope.s to be the first 
major airline to off er Ticketless Travel 
worldwide by the end of 1995. What 
doe.s "ficketless Travel" mean. Well, 
as the name implies, you travel without 
a tidcet. Everything else is still the same. 
You call your local travel agent who will 
then make reservations for your flights 
and take your check or credit card for 
payment. Instead of issuing you a ticket, 
you will be given a confirmation num-
ber. In reality, the agent will still issue a 
printed itinerary, on which your confir-
mation number will be printed. You 
show up at the airport and check-in at 
the counter as usual. But imtead of 
handing the agent a ticket, you will give 
the agent your confirmation number. 
The agent will punch this into the com-
puter and you will receive your board-
ing passes. 
I also predict that in the next 5 
years, we will see at least one of the 
major carriers go bankrupt or be bought 
out by a competitor. There are several 
airlines (Continental, 1WA, USAir) hav-
ing serious financial problems. As a 
matter of fact, there are only two carri-
ers who are making a profit at this time, 
America West and Southwest Air. All 
of the others are losing money and have 
been for about 3-4 years. They all have 
given up on trying to increase revenues 
(through price hikes and increased traf-
fic) and are now trying to control ex-
penses. 
Until the economy straightem it-
self out, you will also see a continua-
tion of .. fare wars" among the airlines. 
Generally, these are sales that are trig-
gered by a "cash starved" airline trying 
to drum up business during non-peak 
travel periods. This is a definite plus 
for the consumer. However, the draw-
backs are that you never know when 
fares will go on sale, what time period 
they will cover, and if you can change 
your travel plans to suit the dates of the 
sale. 
Once you are on a plane, you will 
see many new improvements. On long 
distance and international tligtu, you will 
see individual 1V consoles which can pro-
vide electronic games and movies - you 
pick the movie you want to see from a 
menu. You will also see more bus~ 
related services - faxes, video 
conferencing, etc. available for the busi-
ness person on the move. 
I foresee the day when the airlines 
clo.§e up their reservation centers and ev-
eryone will buy tidcets through a travel 
agent. (Omently, travel agents account for 
85% of the air tickets sold). This may well 
be a plus for the consume,r. Travellers are 
much better served by travel agents, who 
will give you wlhi~ information and the 
best deals possible. I get calls from people 
each week who tell stories of airline ticket 
agents who dm't always give them the best 
deals or information. 
Anoeher prediction is a continuation 
of "sale prices" for auises. This has a lot 
to do with that old economic theory called 
"supply and demand'' - when supply is 
high and demand is low - prices are low. 
In the next 5 years, there are 25 new auise 
~ coming into service - thus creating 
the supply. F<X imtance, the Disney Com-
pany just announced plans to market 
cruises on 2 ~ airrently under corutruc-
tion In addition, Carnival Cruise Lines 
and Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines are 
building new~- This will create an 
over-abundance of cruise ship cabins for 
sale. And to fill tho.§e cabins, I foresee a 
continuation of last minute sales. This is 
good for the conrumer. M 
AVENGERS,from page 23 
sion, I would never have permitted 
Cameron to be part of the program." 
Marianne Hochswinder said they 
(EPA) had received hundrem of phone 
calls from outraged psychologists who 
had learned of Cameron's presentation 
from an activist-alert which I placed on 
an Internet news group. 
A group from the Lesbian Aveng-
ers of Boston stationed themselves in 
the convention center lobby, holding 
placards and distributing handouts 
which read "April Fool's day is for 
people like Paul Cameron. We ask that 
you question Paul Cameron's facts as 
he speaks today regarding gays and les-
bians in the classroom." 
Paper session chair Gene Elliot, 
of Rowan College of New Jersey and 
panel participant Carol Ann Daito, of 
Merrimack College were among those 
who challenged Cameron to acknowl-
edge the fact that his own data suggests 
heterosexual teachers are far more 
likely to engage in what Cameron re-
fers to as "fiddling·· with their student'! 
than are homosexual teachers. 
Cameron was met with hool'I and 
jeers throughout his presentation, par-
ticularly when Serene Steakley, a re-
porter for Bay Windows inquired about 
the funding sources for his research. 
Cameron stated that AT&T along with 
other ''long distance providers·· pro-
vided funding for the Family Research 
Institute. The crowd also enjoyed a hy-
pothetical question posed by an uniden-
tified man who, using Cameron's logic, 
asked "If all gay and lesbian adults say 
that they had read the bible as children, 
would you conclude that reading the 
bible results in the recruitment of ho-
mosexuals?" 
The conference was c;tisrupted 
only to the extent that the crowd, strain-
ing to get into the crowded u>nference 
room, became an obstruction after the 
paper session ran double its allotted 
time. M 
PRETIY IN PINK 
with 
. /\ 
A prom where boys will be boys 
and the 
women will be handsome 
Saturday, May 20th, 8 pm-? 
U
SM. Student Center, Portland Campus 
(Take Exit 6B off 295. tal<e 1st \ell onto Bedford Sl 
then right into parking lot) 
Tickets available by calling 
207 -761 -2413 
$10 Per couple • $7 /12 at door $6 per person • 
Chern-Free StricUy Enforced 
It over age 25, come only as a couple 
Black Tie and Gown Optional 
l ffl~ ~ 
~MAINE 
~ 
-1/ 
DONATION SHEET 
Maine AIDS Walk '95 
Sunday, May 7, 1995 
1 :00 p.m. 
RAIN OR SHINE 
W A \; K Walker's Name: _____________ _ Address: _______________ _ 
City/State/Zip: _____________ _ 
A 5-mile Walk to benefit AIDS Telephone (day):----- (eve.): ___ _ 
care and education in Maine. Team Name: (if applicable) _________ _ 
Please ask sponsors to pre-pay. Make checks payable to Maine AIDS Walk . 
Sponsor 's Name Complete Mailing Address Zip Phone Amount 
- - - - --
TOTAL PLEDGES: $ 
----~--
AMOUNT TURNED IN: $ 
-------
AMOUNT DUE: $ _____ _ 
~----------------------------------------------------
Register by April 28, collect at least $50.00 and receive a free t-shirt! Please complete the information below, sign the waiver 
on the back, tear it off, and send it to : 
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument Square - 5th Floor, Portland, ME 04101. Thank you! 
DO NOT SEND MONEY! PLEASE TURN IN MONEY AT THE WALK ON MAY 7. 
Name: 
------------------------------
Address: 
------------------------------
City: ___________ _ Zip: _____ Phone: _______ _ 
Team Name: (if applicable) 
--------------------
T-shirt size : (please circle) Small Medium Large X-Large XX-Large CPR 
MAINE AIDS WALK '95 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
The Maine AIDS Walk - Portland is a five mile walk coordinated by the Maine AIDS Alliance and local 
AIDS service organizations to benefit HIV/ AIDS education and care in central and southern Maine. 
Proceeds from the Walk are used by local organizations for direct care, support, and education. HIV/ AIDS 
affects all Maine citizens. It's important that we all work and walk together in the fight against HIV/ AIDS 
in Maine. 
BEFORE THE WALK 
Sign up as many sponsors as you can - friends, family, co-workers. Set yourself a goal of raising at least 
$100.00. (10 sponsors at $10.00 each!) Please ask sponsors to pre-pay, and make checks payable to the 
Maine AIDS Walk. A void collecting cash. 
TO THANK YOU 
Each person who pre-registers by April 28 and collects at least $50.00 will receive a free. commemorative 
Maine AIDS Walk t-shirt! Individuals and teams collecting the most money will be awarded prizes! 
WHAT IS A WALK TEAM! 
A Walk team is a great way for a group of people representing a school, church, club or business to join 
together and show their support by registering and walking together! Teams who pre-register by Friday, 
April 28 can have their team name printed on the back of their t-shirts for a nominal fee. To receive a team 
packet, which includes everything needed to form a team and t-shirt information, please call 774-6877. 
IMPORTANT! 
The Walk takes place in nine different locations around the state, including Portland. If you are unable to 
walk in Portland, please contact one of the Walk sites below for information regarding their Walk. You 
might be able to use this donation sheet regardless of where you walk. but local Walk rules and prizes do 
vary so please keep this in mind and call the site nearest you for more information. 
Bangor/Orono -- 990-3626 
Belfast -- 338-1427 
Brunswick -- 725-4955 
Ellsworth -- 667-3506 
Hallowell/ Augusta -- 626-3435 
Waterville -- 873-1127 
Lewiston/ Auburn -- 786-4697 
Rumford -- 364-2616 
>>Portland Walk Information<< 
5-mile Walk around Back Cove, Portland :-
starting at Cheverus High School, 267 Ocean Avenue 
Registration from 11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 
Opening ceremonies begin at 12:30 p.m. 
The AIDS Project 
Walk begins at 1:00 p.m. sharp 
>>RAIN OR SHINE<< 
For more information, call 774-6877. 
Portland Walk proceeds will benefit: 
The AIDS Lodging House People With AIDS Coalition of Maine 
The NAMES Project/Maine Peabody House PAWS (Pets Are Wonderful Support) 
Parking alert! Limited, free parking will be available at Cheverus High School. IF POSSIBLE, PLEASE 
CAR POOL WITH OTHER WALKERS! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Waiver for Maine AIDS Walk;. Portland '95: 
I, ________________ , hereby waive all claims against the Maine AIDS Alliance, 
its members, sponsors, volunteers and directors, for any injury I might suffer in this event. I attest that I am 
physically fit and prepared for this event. I also consent to permit emergency treatment in the event of 
injury or illness. If the participant is under 18, waiver must be signed by a parent of guardian. 
Signature: _____________________ Date: _____ _ 
& ADVENTURE TRAVEL 
885-5060 
Announce 
G~ B 
Q-We-AWCMj 
Win a Four-Day/Three-Night package for Two to 
The Club Fortuna Beach Resort on Grand 
Bahama Island - May 19th-22nd. 
The package for two people includes Round-trip airfare from 
Boston, transfers to/from the airport in Freeport to the hotel, 3 
nights accommodations at Club Fortuna Beach Resort, break-
fast, lunch & dinner each day and unlimited non-acoholic drinks 
with meals. 
Contest Rules: 
• On Friday and Saturday nights, each time you purchase a beverage 
(excluding Schnapps), you will receive an entry blank. 
• Fill out the entry blank and deposit in the G~ ~ Gwe-AwtAAJ- :-
El)~. 
• At 12:30 each night, 25 lucky entries will be pulled from that night's 
entries. These 25 entries become "qualifiers" for the G~ ~
Gwe-AwaA/ D,ia,w~ to be held on Saturday, May 13th. 
• You may qualify only once per night, but you may qualify on each night 
until the drawing. You must be present to win the G~-~
Gwe-AwtAA/ p~ p~ 
/ 
